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Appendix I

Rural voices: ... a sort of equality?
Lucy Lippard and John Szarkowski: evoking new social and political contexts for art;
the magic of farm barns and local rural places

Lucy Lippard, art writer and social activist;
PAD/D politcial art and documentation.

John Szarkowski

Returning the compliment - art and the social; new contexts for contemporary art practice
Lucy Lippard. In the first instance it was my meeting in New York in 1983 with art critic/curator Lucy Lippard, who
was then active in setting up the PAD/D (Political Art Documentation and Distribution) project, which gave me the
initial insight and courage as an artist/curator to begin to work in these new areas. What is equally interesting is
that part of the original inspiration for PAD/D was the 1970's community art movement in Britain; e.g. Owen Kelly's
book 'Storming the Citadels', 1983. July 1979. Margaret Thatcher was then the Prime Minister of Great Britain. Iran
has entered its fourth month as an Islamic Republic, and the Sandinista National Liberation Front has deposed the
US-backed Samoza dictatorship in Nicaragua. It was against this political backdrop that Lucy Lippard’s exhibition
Some British Art From the Left (June 16-July 14, 1979) finished its run at Artists Space in New York City.
The announcement card promoting the exhibition had an open call printed on its reverse:
This exhibition is the first in a series of socially concerned art intended to expand international communication
and to form an archive of political art. Anyone interested in participating in future manifestations should
contact Lucy R. Lippard, 138 Prince St. NYC 10012.
PAD/D rejected the pursuit of gallery representation and sought new economic strategies for artists. It also
adopted an holistic approach towards art activism. The New Creative Rural Economies, the Rural Cultural
Strategy and Art and Agriculture initiatives stem directly form PAD/D and its extraordinary critical legacy.
John Szarkowski. It was the chance purchase of John Szarkowski's Mr Bristol's Barn in a bookstore in Manchester in
late 1997, that proved to be the origin of ArtBarns and, after that, the rural cultural strategy and the creative rural
economy initiatives. John Szarkowski had been the founding curator of Photography at the Museum of Modern Art in
New York. During his time at MoMA he had a major influence on international photography and photography
curatorship. After his retirement in 1991 he returned to photograpy practice and produced the above photo essay
about the old wooden barn located on his property near Pittsville Mass. It was Mr Szarkowski's re-examination of the
role of farm barn as an artistic and cultural metaphor in understanding rural change that was the genesis of this
project. We also wrote to John to thank him and kept him up to date about our rural work just before he died in July
2007. He was among the giants of the international art museum world. “mar na leitheidi aris ann”
A belated thank you here too to Paul Glinkowski, who understood from the very beginning what this project was
all about. And for his consummate professionalism and generosity of spirit.
The FSA and ArtBarn projects were also the main inspiration and motivations for the present rural cultural
strategy and creative rural economy initiatives.
The legacies of Florence Owens Thompson and Henry Bainbridge, 1936-2016
But first we must start with two important historical rural testimonies which relate the pioneering role played by
the arts and cultural sector in addressing issues in agriculture, and also in documenting the impact of radical
economic, health, social and environmental change in rural communities.
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1.1 Florence Owens Thompson; Nipomo County, Southern California, USA, March 1936

Library of Congress - Washington D.C. Reproduction number: LC-USF34-9058-C (film negative) Caption: "Destitute
peapickers in California; a 32 year old mother of seven children. February 1936." Photographer Dorothea Lange,
(retouched version) Location: FSA/OWI - J339168

1936 - a photography documentary project that helped to change US agriculture policy
One of the best known Ikons of American rural contemporary art and photography of the 20th century. It
has become known as "Migrant Mother" and is one of a series of photographs that Dorothea Lange made
of Florence Owens Thompson and her children in February or March of 1936 in Nipomo, California. Lange
was concluding a month's trip photographing migratory farm labour around the state for what was then
the FSA Resettlement Administration. In 1960, Lange gave this account of the encounter:
I saw and approached the hungry and desperate mother, as if drawn by a magnet. I do not remember
how I explained my presence or my camera to her, but I do remember she asked me no questions. I
made five exposures, working closer and closer from the same direction. I did not ask her name or her
history. She told me her age, that she was thirty-two. She said that they had been living on frozen
vegetables from the surrounding fields, and birds that the children killed. She had just sold the tires
from her car to buy food. There she sat in that lean-to tent with her children huddled around her, and
seemed to know that my pictures might help her, and so she helped me. There was a sort of equality
about it.

(From: Popular Photography, Feb. 1960).

The FSA as a possible precedent for a UK Government-led rural cultural investment initiative?
The FSA (Farm Security Administration) documentation project as it later became known produced an
extraordinary cultural document of American rural life and, in particular, the collapse of the share crop
farming communities and agricultural economies in the South during the depression years of the 1930s. The
project was also to have a major impact on US agriculture and rural development policy, pre- and post war.
Although, initially an in-house US Department of Agriculture project, it is now regarded as one of the great
modern artistic and cultural treasures in the history of the USA, and is housed jointly with the Library of
Congress in Washington and at the Museum of Modern Art in New York.
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1.2 Henry Bainbridge; the Forest of Bowland, East Lancashire, (pre-FMD), June 1999

Henry Bainbridge, leader of the hill farmers in the Forest of Bowland, East Lancashire
and the main supporter of the ArtBarns; after Kurt Schwitters project in 1999.

"… we need more artists up here with us to help tell the story of the uplands."
1999 - artists' interventions in support of the hill farming communities in East Lancashire
Partly inspired by the ' Migrant Mother' image and the precedent set by the US Government
sponsored FSA rural documentary project, in 1999 Arts Council England imaginatively and generously
agreed to fund the ArtBarns project, as an experimental 'New Audiences' pilot project involving artists
working on longer term collaborative projects with the marginal hill farming communities in East
Lancashire. The project was later awarded one of the ACE's major 'Breakthough Awards' as the most
successful Arts Lottery (New Audiences) funded public art and engagement projects in 2000.
The current proposals for a national rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy investment
initiatives are a direct outcome from the 1999 ArtBarns; After Kurt Schwitters project. Yet, some
seventeen years later, there still seems to be little support for the rural cultural strategy proposals.
And, this, at a time when the situation in farming generally, and with the uplands rural communities in
particular, is probably worse now than it ever has been before.
In my 15 years at Addington I have never been so worried about the general well being of our
farming communities. Farming charities have been inundated with cries for help over the past
year with farmers struggling with delayed Basic Payments, TB, low commodity prices and severe
winter floodings. In 2015 the total income from farming crashed 29% to £3.77 bn, its lowest since
2010.
Ian Bell CEO, Addington Fund (Farming Welfare Trust) Farmers Club Journal, Sept. 2016
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1.3 Willow Patterns; a cultural sector response to the new rural economic
'energy' landscapes
Artists, craftspeople and farmers create new markets for surplus biomass willow

(left) Murray Carter - biomass farmer pioneer
(centre) National Willow Collection, Long Ashton, Somerset
(right) Mary Butcher, Chair of the BA, and the first Fellowship in Basketmaking at a UK University, co-funded by the Littoral
Arts Trust, MMU, and Manchester International Airport, 2004

One of the original inspirations for the current creative rural economy - rural cultural strategy initiatives was
Yorkshire farmer and biomass pioneer, Murray Carter. Murray understood artists and welcomed the idea of a
cultural strategy or project that might help the biomass energy farmers promote their nascent industry, and
also develop other creative uses for surplus farm willow. Between 1989 and 1994, with some initial Arts Council
funding, the Trust developed the 'New Forms in Willow' project, which encouraged artists, landscape designers,
architects, botanists, crafts people and engineers to make greater use of farm grown willow in the North. The
project culminated in 1994 with the appointment of Mary Butcher as the first ever Research Fellowship in
Basket Making at a UK univesity; Manchester Metropolitan University.
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1.4 A hill farming - African foods marketing partnership; ArtBarns: after Kurt Schwitters
ArtBarns: after Kurt Schwitters

(Left) Sarah Hartley with Mama Toro Adeniran kane (AWAD - African Women Art and Development) discussing
cooking and the future visit to the farm by the other AWAD women's group from Manchester; (right) Summer 2000,
AWAD and Sarah's partner John celebrate with 'Plantain and Lamb' BBQ.

A pioneering socially engaged rural public art project; a collaboration involving artists, rural
communities and hill farmers in the Forest of Bowland, East Lancashire. July-Sept. 1999

The second major factor that greatly influenced and motivated the Trust's work in pursuing the creative
rural economy and rural cultural strategy initiatives, was the situation in the rural uplands; in particular
with the hill farming communities. ArtBarns was the Trust's first attempt to try and secure access to Art
Lottery funding with which to develop some pioneer cultural capacity building and pilot creative
economy projects in collaboration with the marginal rural uplands and hill farming communities in the
Forest of Bowland area of East Lancashire. Initially, the Arts Council - although wanting to be helpful,
were somewhat uncertain about funding art projects on remote hill farms. Basically, there were no
precedents; "where were the audiences going to come from ...", what about "the health and safety
issues - on mucky farms", etc. It other words the project did not fit the mainly urban public art criteria
that were then dominant within the Arts Council's funding progarmmes. However, by citing the
wonderful modern art historical precedent of Kurt Schwitters famous Merz Barn installation art project
in rural Cumbria, they agreed to let us put an Arts Lottery bid in for a "hill farming public art project".
The Trust was later awarded £90,000 under the A4E (Arts for Everyone) Arts Lottery programme and
some 15 artists were eventually commissioned to spend time, during the Spring and Summer of 1999,
living and working with their hill farming family hosts. After which the artists were invited to make an
exhibition or installation in one of the local empty farm barns. The artists also had the option of
responding to some of the social, economic, cultural and environmental issues then confronting the
uplands communities, and/or create a tribute art installation in honour of the German refugee artist Kurt Schwitters, and the Merz Barn art project 1947.
The project was later hailed by the Arts Council Head Office in London as one of the most successful
'New Audiences' A4E Art Lottery funded projects in 1999. On the strength of which the Trust was
awarded a major 'Breakthrough Award' of £60,000 by the Arts Council, in recognition of "... its
pioneering work in opening up partnerships for the arts in remote rural areas". A few months after the
award came through, the Foot and Mouth epidemic broke out in the North. All of the £60,000
breakthrough award was later awarded to fund a national emergency arts-led documentation and
artistic response to the pandemic. What happened next now forms the core narrative of this report.
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Bowland hill farmer John Hartley, his daugher Louise (far left), some local children and 'Fly' the omnipresent family
sheep dog; at the opening of Art Barns July 1999.

Appendix II
Creative Rural Economy initiative, 2002-17
The documents in this section will record the evolution and development of the creative rural
economy concept. This began initially with the pioneering Art Barns project developed in
collaboration with the hill farmers in East Lancashire in 1999. By 2002, with further Arts Council
Arts Lottery funding support and encouragement from Art Council East Midlands, (principally via
ACE RCEO Laura Dyer and Michaela Butter, Head of Planning ACE East Midlands), this became
formalised as a separate arts research and development strand with the pivotal RURAL SHIFT
conference at Bakewell Derbyshire 2002.

The Creative Rural Economy proposals might also be of interest to:
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2.1 It all began with RURAL SHIFT in rural Derbyshire, 2002; tackling economic and social
exclusion in marginal rural uplands communities; first manifestation of the creative rural
economy as a strategic aim

‘On the Edge’, a record of hill farming communities in the Derbyshire Dales. Photographer Kate Bellis

RURAL SHIFT
Investing in rural creativity and the creative rural
economy; tackling issues of rural social and
economic exclusion through the arts.
Tuesday 22nd and Wednesday 23rd October, 2002
Agricultural Business Centre, Bakewell, Derbyshire.
Conference aims
The conference will provide an overview of current policy initiatives relating to rural economic and
social inclusion, with updates on new arts work with rural health care organisations, youth work in rural
areas, rural women's creative economic initiatives, work with rural elders, and urban and multicultural
perspectives on social exclusion. Day 2 of the programme will focus on development, delivery and
evaluation of practical arts projects in support of rural regeneration, social cohesion and economic
development initiatives in rural areas. The workshop programme will provide an update on the Art
Council's sponsored study; "Investing in Rural Creativity; the Arts and Agricultural Change", which
proposes a radical new role for the arts in addressing social, cultural and economic issues in rural and
farming communities.
The conference will attempt to identify creative solutions to rural issues relating to social exclusion,
economic deprivation, poor health, lack of rural communications, and isolation, as experienced by
marginal rural and farming communities.
Speakers and delegates will discuss how the arts might respond to some of these problems, and the
radical proposals as outlined in the Government's Curry Report (February 2002), "Farming and
Food, a sustainable future", for the reform of agriculture and the new rural agenda. New
opportunities will be outlined for delivery of rural regeneration projects through partnerships with young
people, rural elders, rural health care providers, digital artists and new media workers, women's
organisations, farmers, and urban arts and multicultural communities.
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RURAL SHIFT 1
Tackling rural social and economic exclusion through the arts
Conference programme
Tuesday 22nd October, 2002
Day 1. Tuesday 22nd October
9.00 - 9.45 am

Registration

9.45 - 10.00 am

Welcome and introduction, Narendra Bajaria, Chair of the Standards Committee,
Peak District National Park Authority

10.00 - 11.15 am Session 1
1. What is rural social exclusion? Overview of social inclusion policy priorities.
Representatives from some of the leading statutory agencies for rural communities, the arts and
the countryside in England discuss the issues confronting rural communities today, and review
current policy and programmes for delivery of social and economic inclusion in rural communities.
Sylvia Browne Chief Executive ACRE (Action for Communities in Rural England)
Margaret Clark Director (Social Inclusion), The Countryside Agency
Laura Dyer Regional Chief Executive Arts Council England East Midlands
Chair Michaela Butter, Head of Planning Resources, Arts Council England, East Midlands
11.45 am - 1.15 pm Session 2"
2. Rural Voices: examples of grass roots action for social and economic inclusion
Understanding the impact of social and economic exclusion in rural contexts, with examples of
innovative grass roots partnerships tackling the effects of social and economic exclusion. Projects
involving rural youth and women's groups, farming and rural community leaders, and rural health
care workers and clients.
Fast Forward: investing in rural youth, creativity and social inclusion
The rural youth perspective: arts projects as a creative response to effects of rural social
exclusion, presented by young people from the 'Fast Forward' project and coordinator Debbie
Hedderwick.
Catalysts for change: rural women tackle social and economic exclusion
The social and economic benefits of business support and other incentives for rural women. Mary
Anderson reports on a three year rural community development project in support of women on
low incomes, and the resulting 'Catalyst' project about to start in Derbyshire.
Peak Condition: rural health care provision as the key to social inclusion
The importance of good rural health provision in promoting social inclusion, and tackling economic
and environmental barriers to health. Julie Hurst, Health Development Manager, High Peak and
Dales Primary Care Trust.
Over the Edge: farming and rural communities make their voices heard
The recent FMD epidemic and the ongoing economic crisis in agriculture have disadvantaged the
smaller family farms and marginal rural communities in Britain. A call for urgent action and new
partnerships with the arts. Michael Hart, Chair of the Small and Family Farms Alliance.
Chair Mike Harris, Chief Officer, Derbyshire Rural Community Council
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3. Delivering social and economic inclusion through arts and creative rural partnerships
How can the arts be employed to develop more effective partnerships with rural and farming
communities, and support the delivery of appropriate rural social and economic inclusion initiatives?
Examples of best practice case studies from the East Midlands and elsewhere, followed by
discussion of the role of the arts in the context of the new rural agenda, with contributions from arts,
rural community, rural business, local authority and farming organisations.
The workshops aim to: i) identify successful art projects and best practice models which address
particular rural social exclusion issues and build new rural partnerships; ii) widen understanding of
rural issues and social inclusion policy objectives; iii) surface concrete proposals for new arts and
rural community projects and partnerships designed to tackle the effects of rural social and
economic exclusion - the emerging creative rural economy; and iv) consider targets and agree
criteria for evaluation of such rural cultural projects in the future.
(i)

Rural Active, arts support for farming, health and rural access initiatives
Developing innovative arts projects in support of rural health and disability access initiatives; Farm
Out, rural health care project, Lynda Syson Nibbs, Derbyshire; the REST and SHED rural stress
arts and mental health projects with farming and rural communities in the West Midlands, Nicola
Shipley South Staffs. ADO, George Saxon film maker, and Chris Coates Rural Emotional Support
Team; and DASH Disability Arts in Shropshire, rural access and disability arts projects - Mike
Layward, Ruth Kay, Chair of DASH and Helen Battersby ADO Bridgnorth D.C. Chair Linda Moss,
Art in the Peaks

(ii)

Arts and social inclusion work with rural children and youth
Examples of arts-led social inclusion work with children and young people in rural communities:
Andrew Brown, Forum for Rural Children and Young People; Sue Allen, Eden Arts Penrith: an
award winning arts project in collaboration with school children from farming and rural communities
in Cumbria affected by FMD; and Jill Rakusen Giving Voice for Sound Health, a Sound approach
to working with children and adults in Cumbria to help them come to terms with the crisis in the
rural community. Chair Richard Conlon, New Perspectives, Northamptonshire:

(iv)

Creative partnerships; rural women and the arts, and creative rural economy "
New economic partnerships involving rural women and the arts. Gillian van der Meer, WFU, the
CROP arts project and innovative arts and farm marketing initiatives; Moor Art/Moor Business,
innovative rural arts and business projects promoting social and economic inclusion on Dartmoor,
Jenny Hayes, Creativity at Work, research programme Dartington College of Arts; and LEADER +
as a catalyst for rural creativity and economic regeneration; Toby Hyam, Creative Industries
research programme Derbyshire. Chair Jill Norman, Economic Development Officer,
Staffordshire Moorlands D.C.

(iv)

Rural diversities; multi-cultural and urban partnerships for rural social inclusion
Promoting new urban and multi-cultural partnerships with rural communities, and adapting urban
arts solutions to tackling rural social exclusion. Examples include collaborations involving
Lancashire hill farmers and AWAD (African Women Arts and Development) Manchester;
Dr. Geetha Upadhyaya Director of Kala Sangam, the Rural Voices touring project, rich rural tales
from South Asian and the UK; Jessica Nor, the Mosaic Project, a National Parks cultural diversity
access project developed in collaboration with BEN (Black Environment Network).
Chair Aziz Azeria, Special Projects Officer, Northern Regional Arts Council (tbc)

"
4.20 - 5.00 pm Report back session and plenary.
7.00 pm. 'A Taste for the Real' Banquet and Celebration of Rural Creativity'
Conference banquet, and an evening of special arts events and entertainment for conference
delegates.
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RURAL SHIFT 2
Delivering rural social and economic inclusion through the arts
Workshop and field study programme
Wednesday 23rd October
Workshops and field study visits programme venues.

Field study visits and workshop venues are based at the ABC Centre in Bakewell, or at locations
within a 30 mile radius - bus transport to and from ABC centre Bakewell and lunch on site are
provided."
New insights about rural issues and how these impact on local communities
The Day 2 workshop programme provides a hands on approach to arts and rural inclusion project
development, and examples in practice of how arts and documentary projects can aid understanding
of the complexities of particular rural social, environmental and economic problems, and trace their
impact on different rural communities and constituencies.
Developing effective collaborations between arts and rural communities
Organised thematically, each workshop will provide access to one or two practical arts projects under
way in rural and urban communities in the Derbyshire and Peak District area. The workshops and
field visits will enable delegates to meet and share ideas with other agencies and community groups
involved in rural social inclusion work, e.g. rural youth groups and leaders, rural women's groups,
farming families, health care workers, rural business leaders and media workers, local authority and
National Park officers, and artists.
Measuring outcomes, and proposals for future arts and rural inclusion projects
Each of the thematic programmes will attempt to focus on the effectiveness of particular art practices
and development strategies being employed by artists and rural arts and community organisations in
delivery of social and economic inclusion initiatives. The workshop will conclude with discussions
about criteria for measurement and evaluation of arts in rural social and economic inclusion contexts,
and recommendations follow-up research.
Workshops/Field trips 10.00 am-2.00 pm (Buses depart 9.15 am from the ABC Bakewell)
i Being included; innovative oral and visual arts projects with rural communities
Promoting social inclusion through oral arts and inter-generational work with rural elders and
retired farmers and young people. Examples of how drama, visual arts and writing projects can
be employed to develop community celebratory events that include urban and rural audiences.
The Farming Lives project in the Staffordshire Moorlands and Derbyshire Dales, REAP (Rural
Education and Arts Projects), History Live Peak District National Park.
ii New rural media: communicating and promoting rural social inclusion
The role of rural media, community radio and digital arts (DVD video, digital audio, CDRom, web
sites, internet art, and publication design, etc.) in addressing rural isolation, economic deprivation,
rural housing issues, and rural health and youth. An insight into the pioneering social inclusion and
development work being undertaken by the Rural Media Company Herefordshire; and the Forest
of Dean Community Radio, which is the first rural arts and community radio project in England to
receive a Radio Authority Community Access broadcasting licence.
iii Local People/Rural Lives: learning from the coalfields and rural communities
Investigating rural arts and social cohesion and economic inclusion projects being developed with
coalfields communities, as a possible blueprint for future work with rural communities. Creative
approaches to education and learning programmes for rural communities: a study visit to
community led collaborations developed by the Shirebrook Coalfields community in partnership
with Junction Arts, led by artist/coordinator Tina Glover.
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iv

Working on the edges: documenting rural communities and social change
An introduction to developing arts-led social inclusion projects in partnership with isolated farming
and rural communities throughout Britain. The workshop will be based in a working hill farming
community in the Peaks, and local hill farmers and rural community leaders will meet with
photographers, video makers, artists and writers to discuss their experiences of rural social
exclusion, and how the arts might help combat rural stress and other problems affecting farmers
and their families. An update on recent social documentation and arts work (photography, video,
audio arts, exhibitions, and publications, etc.) about rural communities, and the problems of
translating arts projects about rural issues into practical action for social and economic inclusion.

v

Focus on rural health: developing arts projects in the healthcare context
The Farm Out Project and Derbyshire Rural Health Forum. Seminar based at the Cottage Hospital
in Bakewell. Lynda Syson Nibbs, Public Health Nurse for farming communities in the Peak District,
will lead a workshop and seminar involving health care professionals (occupational therapists,
nurses, elder care workers and patients) in discussion with rural community leaders, arts
organisations and artists, about developing a range of new arts projects to address particular rural
health care issues and needs. The session will include reference to other innovative arts projects
which address issues of rural stress, rural disability and access, and mental health work with rural
communities.

3.00-4.00 pm
Report back, planning and plenary sessions
All workshops reconvene at the ABC Centre in Bakewell for a final report back, and a project
planning and evaluation session.
Programme developed by LITTORAL Arts in partnership with
Derbyshire Rural Community Council, and Arts in the Peak

Littoral Arts receives funding support from North West Arts and the Arts Council of England

Further information from: LITTORAL Arts
42 Lodge Mill Lane, Turn Village, Bury, Lancashire BLO ORW
Tel/Fax: 01706 827 961
E-mail: <littoral@btopenworld.com> Website: <www.littoral.org.uk>
LITTORAL/Projects Environment: Registered Charitable Trust, No 1002
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2.2 INNOVATE: Rural Creativity; pilot regional creative rural economy R&D proposal
Following the Lancaster conference it was agreed that in order to take forward the creative rural
economy initiative nationally, that a regional pilot project should be set up first. This was the basis
for the INNOVATE: Rural Creativity R&D proposal as under. At that point (January 2007) there were
potentially four partners interested in supporting the work; Arts Council England NW, NW
Development Agency (Digital and Creative Industries), Government Office NW (Culture) and the
NW Cultural Consortium. Perhaps, unsurprisingly, most of these were to later disappear in the
'bonfire of the Quangos'. We did try with the Arts Council's then national rural lead, Mark Robinson
but, unfortunately, nothing ever came of this.

INNOVATE: RURAL CREATIVITY
promoting the new creative rural industries
Moving forward proposals for a national Creative Rural Economy pilot study;
planning the NW Creative Rural Economy, 2007-2011.

The plenary at the Creative Rural Economy conference,
September 2006

Creative rural economy roadshow exhibition

NW region pilot CRE R&D study report: submitted to Arts Council England, NW Development Agency
As a follow-up to the Creative Rural Economy conference (Littoral Arts/ACE - Lancaster University Sept. 2006) this
study is being proposed a national CRE R&D pilot and also to consolidate the NW as a national leader in
pioneering new research and development work for the UK creative rural economy.
Background:
As a result of CAP reform and other government policy measures (post-FMD) the impetus for rural economic
regeneration has increased over the past few years. Priorities for rural economic and social regeneration are also
embedded in the new EU rural development programme England regulations; RDPE (2007-2013) which is due to
come in to effect later this year. New thinking about rural economic regeneration and farm diversification
measures are further encouraged through the recommendations of the Curry Report 2002 and the Rural Strategy
(DEFRA, 2004).
However despite the documented success of the cultural sectors’ contribution to the post-industrial urban
economy and development of new cultural industries, little attention as yet has been given to the possibility of
developing an equivalent creative economy initiative as an integral part of the rural economic recovery
programme. Nor indeed has there been any systematic attempt in the NW region to explore and document the
considerable potential of the arts and cultural sector in general to deliver on key elements of the rural
development and sustainable rural communities agendas.
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In order to achieve some kind of a policy fit for the creative rural economy it is important to first establish a
regional/national policy context for any proposed arts and cultural research and development work in relation to
rural development and the rural economy. Against this background the study will map out the co-ordinates for
future research and arts development work in the context of developing a creative rural industries programme as
an integral part of the region’s strategic response to RDPE. It will also take account of the Region Economic
Strategy RES, and Culture NW's regional cultural strategy; Regional Rural Delivery Framework (RRDF), the
Forestry Commissions' Regional Forestry Framework, and English Nature's related Strategic Objectives.
RDPE - the key issue: Competitiveness
In this connection, and given its strong LEADER delivery dimension and a finite five year programme delivery
trajectory (2007-2013), the RDPE would seen to offer a very useful strategic policy context and framework in
which to develop new work on the creative rural economy.
The draft copy of the NW region's RDPE (2007-2013) also outlines some of the key challenges and opportunities
that lie ahead for the creative rural economy:
The rural economy has some well established challenges, such as a general level of under performance (per
capita), a lack of diversity in terms of economic activity and a widespread recognition that there is limited
available workspace, but baseline data collected for the RRDF makes it clear indeed that rural business makes an
important contribution to the region's wider competitiveness, not least through the fact that 25 per cent of the
workforce is deployed in rural areas.
(Draft Implementation Plan for England's Northwest RDPE 2007-2013, Sept. 2006)
RDPE and LEADER partnership focus
Following on from this, it is proposed to use the four main rural socio-economic and environmental priorities or
Axes, as contained within the RDPE as the basis from which to construct the main areas or contexts for the study.
These are:
Axis I
Axis II
Axis III
Axis IV

Improving the competitiveness of the farming and forestry sectors
Improving the environment and countryside
Rural quality of life and diversification of the rural economy
The LEADER approach

Some constraints
To our knowledge there has, so far, been no other formal research projects undertaken in the context of
generating new work on the creative rural economy elsewhere regionally or nationally1. Although academic
research in the field of urban cultural industries and the creative economy is well documented and advanced,
work in the context of the rural creative economy remains patchy, relatively uncoordinated and largely
undocumented. The regional arts and cultural sector also have in relative terms little experience of strategic or
sustainable engagement with mainstream rural social and economic policy agendas. A problem further
compounded by the lack of any formal interface or dialogue between the regional statutory agencies capable of
connecting up or integrating new thinking about rural and cultural policy measures at a strategic level**.
This also means that there are no established precedents or set of proven guidelines to go by in terms of
mapping out new research work and evaluative criteria for this field. This means having to invent our own
research methodology and the evaluative terms of reference for the study as we go along. This is not an unusual
circumstance in the context of action-based research. But it may mean some adjustment or
re-calibration of the study's aims and objectives as it evolves. And, in so doing, perhaps we can also move closer
to ... "that dangerous place where innovation actually happens"

1

Culture East Midlands, EMDA and ACE EM have developed a rural arts and development research project for
their region. Some of this work may have CRE implications. Similarly, SWRDA, ACE SW and other SW region arts
and cultural agencies have also been looking at the potential for wider arts and cultural input and engagement
with the rural economy.
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Research methodology: In practical terms it is proposed to conduct the study in two phases.
Phase 1; establishing the co-ordinates for the regional creative rural economy study and testing these out by
developing appropriate research methodologies through an action research approach. The main output from
which would be to profile a number of discrete regional creative rural economy pilot projects, which could then
be presented to the regional stakeholders via means of a seminar and a documented report.
Phase 2; consists of generating the necessary regional funding and partnerships capable of co-ordinating,
implementing and evaluating the actual creative rural economy pilot projects as part of a coordinated regional
programme. As this process gets underway it also raises the possibility of a Phase 3 developmental stage (which
could partly be evolved in tandem Phase 2) focused on establishing the region as a national/international
creative rural economy research centre or observatory. Thus capitalising upon and enhancing the regions' claim
to the valuable intellectual property rights and the expansion of a new (rural) knowledge-based economy, as an
additional practical outcome from the research work undertaken in Phases 1 and 2.
Phase 1.
1. Establishing study terminology and terms of reference
(a) Scoping study of existing pioneer creative rural economy practices and related rural arts development work
currently underway in the region; Grizedale Arts, Fold Gallery, GreenClose Studios, Eden Arts, CRISP
Cheshire, REAL Lancashire, CREATE, etc.
(b) Literature/desk search aimed at surfacing up to date information and reports relating to current research
and new thinking in the urban cultural/creative industries area; Florida etal. This would include a review of
NESTA and CABE reports on the design sector's contribution to the cultural industries, and the recent DCMS
Green paper on the Creative Economy;
(c)

Review of the findings of the Creative Rural Economy conference held at Lancaster University, in September
2006, including information generated though the preparatory research, workshop/seminar papers, and the
transcripts from the keynote presentations.

This information will then be used to frame the initial co-ordinates of the study and to refine the key definitions
of creative rural economy good practice and related evaluative criteria.
2. EU/International models of good practice
A survey of EU and international best practice creative rural economy projects. In the context of the EU this
would be undertaken mainly through the LEADER+ networks. LITTORAL is also a member of a EU-wide Culture
2007 Creative rural economy research network CECHI. "Culture, Economy, Creativity, Heritage, Innovation CECHI. Paths in rural areas" aims at an international exchange of different approaches to cultural economy
research and development work in rural areas. An international co-operation led by the Heinrich-BoellFoundation, Berlin.
Internationally, we would also pursue the study through contacts we have already established with equivalent
creative rural economy research projects in the US, Canada and Australia. IFACCA, the international federation
of arts councils and arts and cultural agencies has also established an information exchange relating to the arts
and creative rural industries. We are also a participating member of this international research network and
exchange.
3. Finding a strategic fit; regional stakeholders and agencies
Given that the overarching aim of the project is to enhance and increase the region's GVA by attempting an
integration of the rural and cultural economy of the region, via the creative rural economy it is important to
ensure that the study conforms with the strategic objectives of some of its key partners. These are: NWDA's
Regional Economic Strategy (RES); Culture NW's regional cultural strategy; Regional Rural Delivery Framework
(RRDF), the Forestry Commissions' Regional Forestry Framework, and English Nature's related Strategic
Objectives.
In this context the RRDF's six regional priorities (see under) will also be employed to structure the creative rural
economy study, and also have a bearing on any future pilot project proposals that might emerge.
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The RRDF NW priorities (re-defined rurally) are:
Maximising the economic potential of rural areas
supporting sustainable food and farming
access to affordable rural housing
empowering the rural community and addressing rural social inclusion
enhancing the value of our rural environmental heritage
Consultations: To further refine these areas as contexts for future CRE (Creative Rural Economy) research work it is
proposed to arrange meetings (face to face interviews and extended consultations) with all the lead regional stake
holders: NWDA rural development and Digital Creative Industries, Natural England, Forestry Commission, Culture NW,
GONW, Arts Council England, etc.
Focus groups: In addition potential CRE focus group meetings would be set up including leading regional experts and
researchers in the field of academic research (e.g. rural sociology, rural development and economics), advanced
ICT/digital communications; cultural and rural tourism; crafts and land based industries; energy and renewables; and
food cultures and the drinks industry; equine and veterinary and health care sectors, etc. to tease out potential new
creative rural economy research pilot projects.
Other key considerations to be factored into the study at this stage would be the implication of the Regional
Implementation Plan RIP, and the RES economic strategy priorities or target development areas for the NW:
biomedical (veterinary?) agri-bio-technology (new protein and life forms)
rural energy - environmental technology - new rural settlements and structures
advanced rural engineering agri-machinery design and innovation
business and professional studies - rural SMEs and urban - rural CRE partnerships
artisanal food and drink - rural cultural tourism
new rural digital and creative industries.
Using the above information the aims and objectives of the study can then refined as follows:
Revised aims and Objectives
o
Maximise the contribution of the creative industries to diversification of the rural economy and the sustainability
of rural communities and culture to be measured through potential to increase GVA sales /employment; kg CO2
reduction per £ GVA; including an assessment of brown field land regenerated and
new workspaces created, etc.
o

Establish the north west as a national lead pioneering the new Creative Rural Economy and as a potential
future European centre for CRE research and innovation, which would by strategic import be tied into specific
CEP proposals RDPE, and the RES.

o

Evidence the practical role of the creative industries in delivery of core social, economic and environmental
objectives of the RDPE/LEADER Rural Development Programme England,
(Eu EAGGF) again linked to CEP, RES and sub-regional action plans

The objectives of INNOVATE are to:
o
Increase awareness amongst all of those active in the rural economy of the potential of the creative sector to
contribute to successful diversification of the rural economy and land based industries increased access to and
evidence of success in national and international markets would be included.
o

Encourage creatives working across the spectrum of practice from the knowledge and digital media to sole trader
artists to understand how they operate as a part of the economy of rural areas and the implications of this fact
for their practice. The proposed CRE research methodology will establish the evaluative and measurement coordinates or criteria for this.

o

Understand and counter the factors that lead to current slower growth rates (in particular lagging rural areas)
amongst creative industries located in rural, rather than urban, areas - to be built on desk research that establishes
a common understanding of the current position. This could also be identified with the help of a suitable HE
partner.

o

Through a process of action research, develop an evidence base and evaluative methodology capable

o

Measure the above outputs and also facilitate knowledge transfer and repeatable/sustainable interventions in
the context of new work in the creative rural economy.
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5. Report and seminar presentation
The findings from the above research and consultation work will be compiled as an initial scoping study report
and circulated to all the relevant stake holders for further comments and amendments. The report will also be
designed to function as a manual or tool kit for the implementation, management, and evaluation of the
proposed regional CRE pilot projects.
At the conclusion of the study period a one day or half day seminar will be organised to bring together all the
regional stakeholders. This meeting could also establish some of the regional pilot project partnerships. We
suggest the end of September or early October as a good time for this.

Mark Robineon RCEO Arts Council England NE

NB Following the production of this paper it was sent along with a proposal to Mark Robinson RCEO Arts Council
North East, and then the ACE’s national rural lead, suggesting that the ACE take the lead in setting
up a nationally coordinated and networked programme of regional creative rural economy R&D project work.

Proposed time frame for the study: April/May – Sept/Oct 2007 Budget: (tbc)

Report prepared by:
Ian Hunter

(LITTORAL Arts Trust/Rural Cultural Forum)

Sally Medlyn (Independent Art Consultant, Liverpool)
23/3/2007
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2.3 Rural cultural Strategy; submission to Rural Affairs Select Committee

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Committee
Written evidence submitted by the Rural Cultural Forum September 2013
1. THE APPROACH OF THE RURAL COMMUNITIES POLICY UNIT:
1.1 Our dealings with the RCPU have all been very positive and we consider that they have also been
very effective and supportive in their efforts to engage with rural communities. They have also done
their best to try and ensure that all rural communities benefit in all areas.
1.2 The RCPU has also been very effective in engaging with other government departments, in
particular, by providing an ongoing challenge with the Departments responsible for arts funding and
cultural policy (DCMS) and Arts Council England). They have also been pro-active in promoting rural
proofing measures within mainstream arts and cultural policy arenas.
1.3 In this context external reviews of rural proofing would be a help, particularly where there still seems
to be a level of resistance or undue delay on the part of some statutory agencies (eg Arts Council England)
in responding to grassroots rural community-articulated cultural issues and artistic needs.
1.4 In our view, there is still a very strong case to be made for the retaining and also strengthening of
the role of an independent Rural Advocate.
2. RURAL GRANTS AND FUNDING:
2.1 The measures announced in the Rural Economy Growth Review should be effective in stimulating
sustainable growth within the rural economy.
2.2 However, the Government with the support of DEFRA DCMS, DCLG, and BIS, etc., could also do more
to embrace and deploy the concept of the Creative Rural Economy as an integral part of any future rural
economic development strategy. Such a measure, if properly resourced and implemented, could
potentially generate up to an additional1 £500 million pa in rural areas, thereby also enhancing the
“creative rural” contribution to the national creative economy to one billion pounds pa, by 2018.
2.3 Reform of Pillar II of CAP, if handled imaginatively and with clearer time frame guidelines for
implementation, etc., could have a measurable and long term beneficial impact on the rural economy.
3. GOVERNMENT POLICY: A FOCUS ON THE CREATIVE RURAL ECONOMY
3.1 In the context of the Government’s forthcoming Rural Policy Statement, we would like to see a
commitment to the introduction of a five year pilot Rural Cultural Strategy development programme
(2013-2018). The Rural Cultural Forum www.ruralculture.org.uk has been advocating for a national rural
cultural strategy and related creative rural economy development initiatives since about 2006. DEFRA
Rural Minister Richard Benyon and DCMS Arts Minister Ed Vaizey have recently given their support, in
principle, for the idea.
3.2 However, this proposal should not be confused with the recent Government action (much
welcomed) for the introduction of enhanced broadband and investment for digital e-commerce capacity
for rural areas and businesses. New rural design creatives, rural-based digital art entrepreneurs, rural
broadband media cultural content providers, and a wide range of other innovative social media-led rural
cultural/arts/music media networking activities in rural areas, etc., are all part of the rapidly expanding
Creative Rural Economy.
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4. ACHIEVING FAIRNESS IN LOTTERY ARTS FUNDING SUPPORT FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES
4.1 Since 2005 the Rural Cultural Forum has organized several national conferences and published
follow-up reports in support of its campaign for a national Rural Cultural Strategy. These include;
Creative Rural England conference, held at Tate Britain, May 2005, which formally secured a national
rural community mandate for a future Rural Cultural Strategy; CRE-’06, the first international Creative
Rural Economy conference held at Lancaster University Sep. 2006. The conference report: Creative Rural
Economies—an overview, published in May 2007; the Creative Rural Communities report July 2010
which was earlier launched at an All Party Group meeting in the House of Commons (sponsored by Tim
Farron MP), and, finally, the follow-up Rural Cultural Strategy Independent Study report (ISR), published
in March 2012. The above reports can be downloaded from the RCF’s website; www.ruralculture.org.uk
4.2 However the RCF and rural leaders remain very concerned that they continue to be denied their
“cultural voice” and fair share of Lottery Arts funding, and that they are further disadvantaged by being
excluded from mainstream arts and cultural policy decision making forums, which seem dominated by
professionals with mainly urban arts and cultural backgrounds.
4.3 As further evidence of this bias they point to the almost exclusively urban focused rhetoric, and the
end beneficiaries, of a wide range of recent major National Lottery Arts, Arts Council, and other
Government sponsored culture-led regeneration initiatives. These have included the £19 million Urban
Cultural Fund Arts Council England/Millennium Commission programme 2004 -06 (which deliberately
excluded rural communities), the Liverpool European Capital of Culture 2008, UK City of Culture
programmes 2013+ (which do not include rural communities); DECIBEL, the Arts Council England’s BME
(Black, Minority, Ethnic) cultural diversity/minorities funding programmes 2007–12 (its seems that
marginal upland rural cultural communities do not qualify). Also the major outlay of National Arts
Lottery investment funds provided for the urban-regeneration focused Liverpool, Folkestone, and
Manchester international Art Biennales. Since 2002, it is estimated that Arts Council and Lottery Arts
fund contributions for urban communities, the urban creative industries, and arts-led urban civic
regeneration projects total several billion pounds.
4.4 To put this in perspective, and not that long after the time when rural communities and the farming
sector were still struggling to overcome the devastating effects of the 2001 Foot and Mouth epidemic,
all that the Rural Cultural Forum was able to obtain from the Arts Council Arts Lottery fund during this
same period, for promoting rural regeneration and creative rural economy initiatives, was £90,000.
5. RURAL COMMUNITIES EXCLUDED FROM CULTURAL OLYMPIAD AND OTHER ARTS INVESTMENT PROGRAMMES
5.1 More recently, the UK Legacy Trust’s 2012 Cultural Olympiad £12 million+ arts awards programme
also turned out to be almost all urban focused. For example, a professionally well researched and
designed Uplands rural community focused Olympic arts participation project:
“Your Rural Neighbours” was rejected quite out-of-hand (in our view) in the early application stages by
the Legacy UK Trust.
5.2 The project was backed by an impressive national Uplands rural arts coalition, involving all the UK’s
hill farming/Uplands rural communities, the National Parks Authority, leading professional rural media,
performing arts and rural artists groups, and the Rural Cultural Forum, etc. Despite the UK Legacy Trust’s
promotional literature stating that they particularly wanted to include and fund hitherto “overlooked”
or marginalized cultural groups, it seemed that Uplands rural communities did not qualify.
5.3 Similarly a major Arts Council England National Portfolio funding bid (NPO) sponsored by Rural
Cultural Forum for the development of a three year (2012–2015) Rural Cultural Strategy and Creative
Rural Economy R&D pilot project, and which was co-incidentally backed by the Arts Council’s national
office—was also rejected by the Arts Council England NW Office in March 2011. Despite our having
written several times formally asking Arts Council NW for a meeting to discuss the reasons why the bid
was rejected, we have not yet received any response. This is not an uncommon experience.
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6. “EVIDENCE OF AN OVERWHELMING URBAN BIAS IN ARTS AND CULTURAL FUNDING”
6.1 To try and overcome some of these problems the RCF decided to commission an Independent
Study Report (ISR) from John Holden (johnholden.info), who is a highly respected academic and
researcher in the field of UK and International cultural policy and creative economy research. The
findings of John Holden’s report were later endorsed by the Rural Cultural Strategy Working Group,
which includes senior officials representing DEFRA, DCMS, and Arts Council England head office.
6.2 A summary of the report’s two main conclusions state that:
It is clear that there has been a strong and on-going tendency for arts and cultural policy and funding
over the past ten-fifteen years to be overwhelmingly preoccupied with the discourse of urbanism and
in primarily serving the needs of the urban creative industries and arts-led post-industrial urban
regeneration projects.
The present situation is considered quite unfair and disadvantageous to rural communities with the
result that the cultural needs, artistic aspirations and creative economic potentials of rural
communities, rural creative businesses and artists are not being fully addressed or supported.
6.3 The report again underpins the RCF’s arguments for the establishment of a separate
(ie National Arts Lottery funded) rural cultural funding initiative that would: (i) ensure a greater
degree of fairness and equality of access to available arts and culture funding for rural communities;
(ii) sustain the growth of the already significant rural community cultural capital and rural creative
economy sectors; and (iii) encourage the professional urban arts, media and cultural sectors to do
more to help all communities (urban and rural), and government, achieve the national policy goals of
full economic recovery, rural regeneration, and environmental sustainability.
6.4 It also demonstrates how the Rural Cultural Strategy is vital to the future growth of the rural
economy. That it is also needed in order to address both traditional policy concerns such as
economic development, health and education, some of which have become particularly acute, and
also to confront emergent issues that cut across traditional boundaries, such as the need to address
creative solutions to current issues resulting from climate change and in promoting environmental
sustainability in both urban and rural areas.
6.5 The need for such a strategy now is made all the more compelling by the reform of the Common
Agricultural Policy, and for the continuing growth of a creative rural economy sector that aims to
provide more rural jobs, help “creatively” diversify the farming and agriculture sectors, and also
generate more (cultural) tourism and employment opportunities in rural areas in the future. The RCS
aims to achieve these goals by securing an adequate level of National Lottery Arts funding to support
and promote the creative capacities and cultural capital of all rural communities, including the many
professional artists, rural design SMEs and cultural entrepreneurs, and crafts makers now living and
working in rural areas.
6.6 The RCS could also help support a range of complementary policy priorities identified by ACE,
DEFRA, BIS, DCMS, DECC, and DCLG. In turn, the RCS could also benefit Departmental and NDPB
agendas, by helping them to better integrate and deploy their respective policy initiatives for
promoting economic recovery, world leadership in the arts and culture, the “rural” Big Society,
community self-help initiatives, and also environmental sustainability.
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7. Where will the funding for a Rural Cultural Strategy come from?
7.1 The funding for a Rural Cultural strategy need not make any call upon scarce central Government
funding or resources, or from existing Departmental agency budgets. Following the precedents set by
various Arts Council urban projects and strategic “multi-million pound” National Arts Lottery funded
urban regeneration initiatives, we suggest that the Rural Cultural Strategy could be funded, and
certainly at an equivalent level of investment, using available National Arts Lottery funding sources.
7.2 We also understand that it is likely that the level of National Arts Lottery funds available to the Arts
Council,2 will be increased next year (2013) following the end of the National Lottery Arts funds
obligations pledged in support of the major 2012 Olympics/Paralympics arts programmes.
7.3 Finally, we would to like to ask the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs MPs Committee for their
endorsement and support in progressing the proposed Rural Cultural Strategy. In return for a
commitment for the adoption of a five year Rural Cultural Strategy programme:
“Creative rural communities would pledge to increase their contributions to the national creative
economy to upwards of £1 billion p.a. by 2018”
“It’s a fairer share, and a ‘hand up’ … rather than a ‘hand out’ that rural communities are now asking
of the National Lottery Arts and Arts Council arts and cultural funding policy sector for.”
“We also challenge urban communities and our urban arts and cultural sector partners to work with us
to achieve society’s goals for environmental sustainability and full economic recovery.”
Rural Cultural Forum
September 2012

1 Independent studies; English Rural Crafts – “today and tomorrow” report, Professor Collins, 2004; “The economic
contribution of Glastonbury Festival”, Mendip DC, 2008; the “Creative Rural Economies report”, RCF 2007, “Rural Innovation”
report, NESTA 2007, etc., all confirm that the rural sector is already contributing somewhere in the region of £500 million p.a.
to the national creative economy. And that this has mostly all been achieved, so far, without any measurable National Lottery
arts investment or strategic cultural funding support.
2 In addition to its main operational and core funding from Government, Arts Council England currently has control of the
disbursement of around an additional £380 million national Arts Lottery funds p.a.

©Parliamentary copyright
Prepared 23rd July 2012
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Appendix III
Achieving a national rural mandate:
The Rural Cultural Summit Tate Britain, 23rd May 2006

Tate Britain

This appendix outlines how the Littoral Arts Trust and the RCF achieved a national rural community
mandate for its proposals for a rural cultural strategy. Central to this was the Rural Cultural Summit at
Tate Britain in May 2006. The report is attached under.
The main aims of the summit were to promote:
1.

new arts lottery and cultural investment for rural communities, and rural economic regeneration
initiatives;

2.

the creative rural economy and recognition by (urban policy makers) of the extraordinary wealth
and diversity of creative rural communities and cultures;

3.

cultural entitlement and equity in terms of allocation of future arts and cultural funding for rural
communities and artists working in rural areas;

4.

the establishment of a rural cultural forum capable of speaking for rural communities on arts and
cultural policy. Over 100 people attended the conference, including leaders from farming and
rural NGOs, Government agencies, media and other rural arts and cultural organisations.

The RCF and Littoral Arts Trust are very grateful to Tate Britain for its generous support and advice
through the early stages of the development of the rural cultural strategy project.
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(Photo credit Constable’s Haywain – National Gallery, London)
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EU fleet capacity of around 18% as fishermen scramble to leave the industry. However on average, the
Commission expects Northern EU Member States to cut the size of their fleets by over 20%, while in the
South the cuts will be nearer 10%. They argue that this is because stocks are under greater pressure in the
North than they are in the South. It is easy to understand where the Commission are coming from. In the
EU there are too many fishermen chasing too few fish. In the words of one senior Commission official in
DG Fish – “Fish can live quite happily without fishermen, however, fishermen cannot live happily without
fish!”.
Struan Stevenson, MEP, and Chairman of the EU Fisheries Committee

Rural Cultural Summit plenary session: Tate Britain, 23rd May 2006
Rural leaders endorse the RCF's proposals for a cultural strategy for rural England
A plenary session and discussion followed at which the leaders from many of the rural and farming
organisations present expressed their support and endorsement for the proposed cultural strategy for rural
England, a and the RCF was best placed to take these idea forward and begin to put them into practice.

Rural leaders; (l-r) Dr Stuart Burgess (Government’s Rural Advocate), Kate Braithwaite, Director Carnegie UK Trust’s Rural Action
Research Programme, Lord Mulched. Policy Director for the Soil Association; Pat Holtom, ACRE Executive Council, Meuric Raymond
Deputy Chair National Farmers Union

This confirmed that many rural communities are united in calling for a national rural cultural strategy and a
new arts funding programme earmarked specifically for rural communities and, which, like the Urban
Cultural Programme referred to earlier, could perhaps also be deployed in support of vital rural
regeneration, stronger rural communities and related creative rural economy initiatives. They are also
resolved to follow up on DEFRA Secretary of State Hilary Benn’s assurances that they too are entitled to
‘equity and fairness’ in terms of accessing public services and, by implication, fairer input and access to
future arts and cultural funding for rural communities.
“…what does ‘Stronger Rural Communities’ actually boil down to? In short, it comes down to achieving
for Rural England what we want to achieve for all of England: thriving, vibrant, sustainable
communities which improve everyones’ quality of life. It [also] comes down to ensuring cultural equity
and fairness for rural communities.

Rt. Hon. Hilary Benn, Secretary of State for DEFRA,

The Rural Cultural Forum is confident that this can be achieved with the help an support of DEFRA,, DCMS,
Arts Council England and CRC. Such a rural cultural strategy could also address some the following
general areas or topics (listed under) for further consideration at future Rural Cultural Summits:
1. Creative Rural Communities; cultural entitlement and equity for rural communities:
Rural and farming communities in England wish to engage with the statutory and professional arts and
cultural sector (Arts Council England, DCMS, National Art Fund, etc.,) in accessing a fairer degree of arts
and cultural investment and resources. They also want to use these and other creative and cultural means
to support the Government’s agenda for rural regeneration, farm diversification, social inclusion,
sustainable communities, youth and social inclusion, renewables and environmental sustainability. But, in
order to achieve this they will need to have fairer access to and a more equitable share of available arts
and cultural funding and resources.
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Appendix IV
The Rural Cultural Strategy
Why a Rural Cultural Strategy, and why now?

'Culture is the instrumentalisation of memory for the common good.'*

"
'Cultural Documents FMD' community seminar at Manchester City Art Gallery, March 2004.

One of the more interesting observations that came out of the arts ands cultural documentation from the
2001 FMD crisis, was by the Chairman of the Devon FMD inquiry - Professor Ian Mercer. He commented that
had the retired vets - (many of whom had served in the last major FMD outbreak in 1967), and who had
actually volunteered to come back in and help - been mobilised and brought in to help earlier, "… it could
have saved the country millions, eased the burden on the MAFF/veterinary teams, and also saved tens of
thousands of animal from needless slaughter". But nobody thought to ask for their help; they had been
forgotten.*
The proposal for a rural cultural strategy was developed over a ten year period; 2006 - 2016. The Arts Council
funded much of the early development work, including the two key Rural Cultural Strategy reports under
which were published in 2010 and 2012. The answer to "Why a rural cultural strategy … and why now" is
outlined in the main report’s summary and recommendations.

4.1 Creative Rural Communities - rural cultural strategy report, July 2010
4.2 Holden report: Proposals for a Rural Cultural Strategy (Independent Study report), March 2012
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Rural Cultural Strategy
Independent Study Report*

Arts Minister Ed Vaizey MP

14th March 2012

Introduction: John Holden. Report consultants:
Professor Bianchini, Professor Chris Bailey and Sally Medlyn
*To be read in conjunction with the Creative Rural Communities report (July 2010)
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Appendix V
Creative Rural Economy is

exporting UK creative rural economy expertise

Celebrate Britain's creative rural diversity; Glastonbury Festival

You're invited visitbritain.com

Creative exports ... also promote the broader trading interests of UK plc as a symbol of the country’s
imagination, innovation and diversity.
Creative Industries Federation 2016

This section documents the Littoral Arts Trust's efforts (between 2010-2016) to develop an
international profile and export market for its creative rural economy R&D expertise, and related
consultancy work; establishment of new creative rural economy initiatives and future project links in
Australia, Canada, EU, China and the Netherlands; generating international networks, professional
exchanges and wider business opportunities and marketing outlets overseas for the UK creative rural
economy.
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5.1 ACRE - helping to establish Australia's Creative Rural Economy initiative

ACRE: Australia's Creative Rural Economy seminar, Victoria, July 2009
Creative rural economy initiatives proposed as a response to radical climate, economic and
social change in regional semi-arid pastoral agricultural communities in Northern Victoria
The Littoral Arts Trust also aided the establishment of the first Australian Creative Rural Economy initiative, at
the invitation of Dr Ian Tully, Director, Swan Hill Art Gallery, Northern Victoria in 2009.
What was unique about the Australian context was the extreme nature of the climatic problems, with associated
quite negative social and environmental consequences. The farmers, small towns, and rural communities in
Northern Victoria had been suffering the drastic effects of several years of severe drought and other negative
environmental outcomes, due to intensive cropping and agri-chemicals in the water supply. The seminar was
jointly planned and programmed by the Littoral Arts Trust and the Swan Hill Art gallery as a creative response to
the situation. Out which came the ACRE - Australia's creative rural economy initiative.

The ACRE project; statement by the Australian partners - Swan Hill Regional Art Gallery
In 2009 the ACRE Project was born following enthusiastic discussions between Ian Hunter of the Littoral
Art Trust and myself as director of the Swan Hill Regional Art Gallery. Ian Hunter suggested that Swan
Hill convene a seminar as a way of kickstarting the project - Australia's Creative Rural Economy - an
arts based platform with a focus on farming and rural and isolated communities.
Ian Hunter generously supported the seminar as key note speaker. Artists, farmers, council officers and
the general community attended this seminar. The sense of excitement was palpable. The need for such
an initiative was now obvious and the ACRE Project has gone on to deliver workshops, exhibitions,
information nights, film commissions, seminars and an innovative artist on farm residency program.
The Littoral Trust continued their support in bringing me to Sweden and the UK where I met with other
international arts organisations and artists working in the same field. Organisations such as the
Swedish experimental arts group Kultivator, Grizedale Arts from the UK, Fiona Woods from the Irish
organisation Ground Up and many others.
Connecting with this network of international organisations has been critical for the ACRE Project and
needless to say the ongoing relationship with Littoral Trust, their advice and support is greatly
appreciated.
Ian Tully, Director Swan Hill Art Gallery (ACRE), Swan Hill, Victoria. October 2016
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5.2 Canada's expanding creative rural economies

Canada's Creative Creative Corridor; Ontario's Rural Economy
Promoting culture-led artisanal foods, new technologies, 'sub-zero' viticulture,
and crafts/design SME's along Lake Ontario's eastern 'metro-rural' interfaces.
The Trust was contacted in mid 2010 by Dan Taylor a consultant with the Ontario Creative Corridor
initiative, who were at that point planning to organise a creative rural economy conference for Eastern Ontario
- June 2011. Dan Taylor later came to England for meetings with the Trust and to discuss our participation in
the 2011 conference. Canadian thinking at that point was partly focused on enhancing innovation and the
creative capacities of artisanal foods, crafts, digital media, the local (below zero temp.) viticulture industry, and
crafts-based SMEs in the metro-rural regional interface areas, NE of Toronto and along the shores of Lake
Ontario. This was quite a different approach to the UK (England) and Australian CRE R&D programmes. We
have kept contact with the Canadian CRE programmes since.

Hi Ian,
Nice to hear from you again.
Yes, we’ve all been following Brexit … fascinating to say the least. Glad to hear you are still involved in
creative rural economy work. Happy to re-share our experiences with you over there from our past
Creative Rural Economy Conference: Theory to Practice - Canada's Creative Corridor.
The outcomes since have been excellent, so thank you again!
The UK government's CI focus and your proposed 'Growing the UK Creative Economy' seminar sounds
wonderful. Count me in and keep me posted. I’ll await to hear from you.
I trust all is well and hope you are doing fine. Thanks for thinking of me.

Dan Taylor (Dan Taylor Global) www.dantaylor.global
Coordinator: From Theory to Practice - Canada's Creative Rural Economy conference
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Ontario Creative Rural Economy; Canada's Creative Corridor
From Theory to Practice - creative rural economy conference

Queen's School of Business, Ontario Canada

14 June 2011

Creative Rural Economy successes highlighted at an international conference in Kingston
and Prince Edward County
(Press release report)
Qot myzut "gt j "Voi zut @
"The Creative Rural Economy – From Theory to Practice conference is unique.
The multi-location conference offers participants an opportunity to experience sessions in a university
setting as well as in the heart of creative rural Ontario – Prince Edward County. It starts June 14th.
The first full day session in Grant Hall at Queen’s University focuses on the theory behind the creative
rural economy. It examines regional economic development, challenges and solutions for creative
economy businesses, and practical tools for community action. Featured key note speakers come from
the UK (X{ xgr"I { rz{ xgr"Lux{ s 5Rozzuxgr"Gxzy), the US, and Australia (GI XK), as well as W{ kkt Ñy4
The remainder of the conference is based in two locations in Prince Edward County and showcases
hands-on practices from industry specific companies in the creative rural economy. Participants will
experience the vineyards of Norrokx"I xkkq"Kyzgzky, or see what goes on behind the scenes at a video
production studio at ] noyzrk"Yzuv"Vxuj { i zout y. There are also sessions on znk"xurk"ul"¡ u{ zn"ot "znk"
i xkgzo| k"ki ut us ¡ , as well as creating opportunities for new Canadians. The conference wraps up
with a discussion on nu} "zu"z{ xt "i xkgzo| k"x{ xgr"ki ut us ¡ "znkux¡ "ot zu"vxgi zoi k4"
“Eastern Ontario is well positioned as Canada’s Creative Corner,” says Dr. Yolande Chan, Director of
The Monieson Centre at Queen’s School of Business, which is one of the conference sponsors. “This
conference gives Canadian and international academic researchers a chance to exchange ideas with
creative economic professionals.
"Rural communities stand to benefit greatly from the new knowledge this conference will create ..."
More information about the I xkgzo| k"X{ xgr"Ki ut us ¡ "È"Lxus "Znkux¡ "zu"Vxgi zoi k conference is found
at http://www.creativeontarioeast.ca/special-events/. and from
Dan Taylor Conference coordinator, (Dan Taylor Global)

http://www.creativeontarioeast.ca/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/Canadas_Creative_Corridor.pdf
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5.3 Developing EU creative rural economy partnerships and dialogue

Creative Rural Economy in Europe: ARF - The Amsterdam Rural Forum
Dutch creative rural economies are more urban-focused; locating the 'rural' in Amsterdam and at
Schiphol Airport; exploring new creative urban-rural economic interfaces and marketing partnerships.
Presenting the UK's pioneering work on the creative rural economy at the ENRD (European Network for Rural
Development) ARF conference in Amsterdam, 12 June 2016. The Littoral Arts Trust collaborated with the Dutch
Economics Ministry on the development and programming of the first EU Rural Innovation - Creative Rural
Economy conference, which was held in the Amsterdam suburb of Neiuw-West, beside Schiphol international
airport.

"The [Littoral Arts Trust] rural cultural strategy proposals in England could lead the way for a new
cultural support framework for CAP agriculture reform and rural development, and for other creative
rural economy initiatives in Europe".

(Dr Jan Hartholt, Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs - Agri-Rural Development)

Promoting new creative aviation industry and agriculture partnerships; the Airport as a farm

farmer

(Left) Schiphol International Airport; (center) Paul Bos, Airport's farmer in residence; (right) Farmer-designed and maintained
crop-earthworks systems to lower aircraft noise pollution at Schiphol; "farming out noise pollution".

The Airport Farmer

After a career in corporate journalism and communications, Paul Bos returned to the family farm which is situated
beside Schiphol (Amsterdam) International airport, in 2000. Where he now works closely with the Airport
authorities to help it manage its green spaces, his sheep eating the grasses from vacant spaces around the airport.
He also runs a farm education programme for young people and combines the 'worlds' of farmer, teacher,
corporate adviser, and airport food entrepreneur.
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5.3.1 Amsterdam Rural Forum and 5th NRN Meeting The Netherlands 11-12 May 2016

Reconnecting people and places
The overarching theme of the event is ‘re-connection’ as reflected in the words of professor Erik Mathijs
(keynote speaker) from the Leuven University: “In the transition to a sustainable future, we have to overcome
the divides between agriculture and nature, the urban and the rural, the producers and the consumers. In other
words, we have to overcome an ecological, a social and a cultural divide”.
The 5th NRN Meeting and Amsterdam Rural Forum aims to discover, with the participation of national and
European Network Support Units, and other EU local stakeholders, creators, artists and designers, how to
reconnect these worlds. The examples showcased during the event aim to demonstrate how the approach and
perspectives of cultural workers and artists can help to re-connect and communicate more effectively with rural
stakeholders. More specifically the event aims to:
.

explore how NRNs can improve their stakeholder involvement practices in line with their communication
objective on ‘informing the broader public and potential beneficiaries on rural development policy’.

.

discover innovative and inspiring ways of networking to improve urban-rural and ‘agri-cultural’(artist)
linkages,

.

exchange about practices on the contribution of culture and artists to rural economic development - a
proposed EU creative rural economy network.
5th NRN Meeting & Amsterdam Rural Forum (The Netherlands, 11-12 May 2016)
Draft Workshop Programme

11 May 2016

Round 1 workshops (13.30-15.00)

Reconnecting

Title
Speaker
Creator
Moderator

urban-rural, consumers-producers, government-citizens

Revitalize villages
Speaker: Claudia Wolgar (Leeuwarden 2018)
Creators: Sjoerd Wagenaar (PeerGrouP) + Mette and Line from
Selde (DK)
Moderator: André Schaminee
Aarhus (DK) and Leeuwarden (NL) will be the Cultural Capitals of
Europe in 2017 and 2018. The programme of Leeuwarden and Aarhus
involves both rural and urban areas.

Summary

The work of creators in the villages of Kimswerd (NL) and Selde (DK)
contributes to the revitalisation of these villages.
The workshop presents examples of the benefits to villages and
farmers.

Round 2 workshops (16.30-18.00)

Reconnecting

Title

urban-rural, government-citizen

agriculture-nature, government-citizens

urban-rural, agriculture-nature, consumers-producers, governmentcitizens

Farmers Collectives and citizens’ initiatives for Nature
Conservation
Speaker: Walter Kooy (collectives for nature conservation)
Creator: Klaas Sietze Spoelstra (King of the Meadow)
Moderator: Ton Dufhues

The future of Agri-CULTURE
Speaker: Ian Hunter (UK)
Creator: Fernando Garcia Dory (ES),
Moderator: Jan-Willem van der Schans

Contracts for the management of natural resources by collectives of
farmers to cover larger areas are a new form of agricultural nature
reservation.
King of the Meadow is a community project that draws the attention
to the future of the agricultural landscape, symbolised by the
endangered black-tailed godwit.

This workshop presents ideas and examples from the UK, Spain, the
Czech Republic and Ireland on agri-culture and the importance of
involving arts for the future of rural Europe and the future of the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP).

The workshop presents examples how farmers and citizens can work
together on nature conservation.
urban-rural, agriculture-nature, consumers-producers

Social inclusion: Refugees at the country side

Sustainable development of villages and cities

Speaker
Creator
Moderator

Speaker: Leontien Kompier, mayor of Vlagtwedde
Creator: Jana Svobodova (CZ):
Moderator: Andre Schaminee

Speaker: Ton Duffues
Creator: TBA
Moderator: Henk Keizer

Summary

The workshop will aim to discover how rural areas cope with the influx
of large numbers of refugees and what is done to help refugees take
the first steps towards their future.

What do we value in rural life? And what does it mean to the present
urban and volatile consumer? The Farmers Union offers courses to
reload the meaning of important values that sleep in unconsciousness.
This workshop will show what and how they do it…

urban-rural, consumers-producers

urban-rural, consumers-producers

How to work with teenagers and youth on RDP themes
Speakers: Bilingual students (13/14 years old)
Creator: Sjoerd Bootsma (festival Welcome to the village)
Moderator: Paul Bos

What do teenagers know about farming and food production? What
do they discover if they study the way farmers work and they way
agricultural products are processed by the food industry?
Sjoerd Bootsma is the founder of ‘Welcome to the Village’, a festival
on food, music, design, art and (sustainable) innovation.
In this workshop we will discover how to involve young people in rural
development, sustainable development and food production.

urban-rural, consumers-producers, government-citizens

Rural Values

urban-rural, consumers-producers

Speaker: Tom Vellinga (sustainable villages network)
Creator: Lucy Neal (UK) (transition towns)
Moderator: Jan Willem van der Schans
The Sustainable Villages Network aims to meet, to share and to inspire
people in the villages while also being driven by them. The projects
they work on include sustainable energy systems, car sharing,
carpooling, community taxi services, neighbor care etc.
Lucy Neals works on transition as a fully creative process: inspiring
people to work imaginatively, to re-think the future, to examine the
art of the possible, whilst looking straight at the challenges ahead.

urban-rural, agriculture-nature, consumers-producers

Excursion (by bike) to “The Farmer who moved to the city”
(fruit cultivation)
Speakers: Wil and Lisan Sturkenboom:
Moderator: Paul Bos

Wil and Lisan Sturkenboom moved their fruit farm from the polder to
Amsterdam. They will explain why they moved and show you their
farm.

Round 3 workshops (9.30-11.00)

12 May 2016
Reconnecting

Title
Speaker
Creator
Moderator

Summary

Round 4 workshops (13.45-15.15)

Reconnecting

Title
Speaker
Creator
Moderator

Rediscover the rural
Speaker and creator: Paul Bos
Moderator: Andre Schaminee
Paul Bos shares his practice of bringing together farmers, bankers and
creative minds to explore new ways of developing the city of food in a
sustainable way. He is an expert in herd behavior and uses his farm
and his agricultural and communicative skills for innovative practices.
Reconnecting urban-rural, government-citizen

Rural Routes

urban-rural, agriculture-nature, consumers-producers

EIP-AGRI: Cross-over Food & Health

Urban co-farming

urban-rural, consumers-producers

Excursion (by bike) to “The Farmer who moved to the city”
(fruitcultivation)

Speaker: Annemiek Canjels
Creator: Gaston Remmers and University of Maastricht
Moderator: Ton Duffues
What are the possibilities to create cross-overs between food and
health through EIP-AGRI? Can It bring new businesses for farmers and
what can healthy food mean for public health? Gaston Remmers will
present the concept of Personalized Food for groups of patients. The
University of Maastricht tells about a method to measure healthy
ingredients in food. Tasting is also part of the workshop.

Speaker: Giep Hagoort
Creator: TBA
Moderator: Jan-Willem van der Schans

Speakers: Wil and Lisan Sturkenboom:
Moderator: Paul Bos

The workshop aims to explore how to strengthen the urban-rural
relation from both the rural and the city point of view and to construct
innovative cooperations for mutual interests in circular economy, food
safety and sustainable recreation and DIY/DIT culture.

Wil and Lisan Sturkenboom moved their fruit farm from the polder to
Amsterdam. They will explain why they moved and show you their
farm.

Reconnecting urban-rural, agriculture-nature, consumers-producers

Reconnecting urban-rural, consumers-producers

Reconnecting government-citizens

EIP-Agri: New entrants into farming

Short Supply Chains

ENRD-workshop: Taking away innovative ideas for
on-the-ground work of NSU’s/NRNs

Speaker: Gerard Peltre (F) TBC
Creator: Manon Martin (F)
Moderator: Henk Keizer/Jan Hartholt

Speaker: Andries Visser
Creator: New entrant (TBA)
Moderator: Ton Duffues

Speaker: Jan-Willem van der Schans
Creator: TBA
Moderator: Ton Duffues

Speakers: NRNs
Creator: Fernando Garcia Dory (tbc)
Moderator: ENRD CP

In this workshop we will explore the use of cultural interventions in
the practice of development in remote rural areas of Europe.

New entrants bring new skills, networks and financial capital into
agriculture. Little is known about the characteristics of these
inexperienced new entrants to farming. A Focus Group New entrants
has almost completed their final report. Andries Visser tells about the
conclusions and presents the context of the subject. A new entrant,
will tell about his own experience of entered into farming.

The globalisation of the food economy has brought efficiency,
availability and convenience. It however, also brought down farm
incomes, environmental and animal welfare problems, lack of
transparency, and public health issues. Alternative food systems are
being developed, based on short food supply chains. Can short food
supply chains increase farmers’ income and reduce impact on the
environment? Several examples of short supply chains will be
presented in this workshop.

This workshop is primarily targeted at Network Support Unit (NSUs)
representatives. It aims to explore how the various ideas and concepts
presented during the event can help the work of NSUs, how they can
contribute to better communication and stronger involvement of
stakeholders in rural development, what the key practices are that
NSUs will bring home and can implement or use in their own contexts.

Summary
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5.4 Dialogue with leading pioneer US Government creative rural economy partnerships

ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁ
Countering innovation's strong urban bias; some US perspectives
Some precedents for Government-led Departmental (cultural - rural policy) collaborations; USDA
and NEA collaborate with the development of the US creative rural economy; critiquing Richard
Florida's 'Creative Class' in rural contexts; developing a creative rural economy critical discourse.

Á

Á

Listed under are two examples of some of the articles and reports emanating from the US Government
Department for Agriculture, aided by the NEA National Endowment for the Arts, Washington DC. These also
show how new critical thinking around the creative rural economy is being advanced in the USA. Interestingly,
Richard Florida - the international 'guru' on the creative industries - also references the USDA/NEA pioneering
partnership work.
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5.5 Rural migration from the villages; Chinese perspectives on the creative rural economy

Anhui Province

Bishan village Commune

Culture-led economic development for China's struggling rural villages.
Bishan Harvest Ritual - hybrid experiments with globalization and localization; the concept of the 'Bishan
Commune: how to start your own [rural] Utopia'; urban intellectuals and artists engage with the rural village
reconstruction movement in China.

(right) Flaherty Seminar China, international rural documentary film festival, hosted by the Bishan Commune, 2012

School of Tillers and Bishan Harvest Festival; arts-led rural social and economic regeneration projects
A major problem in China is the rapid movement of huge numbers of Chinese people leaving that country’s
rural areas for the new cities. In addition to the social problems experienced through dislocation, the rural
villages and hinterlands are now struggling to survive. Artist Ou Ning and Zuo Jing, originally based in Bejing,
came to Anhui Province to collaborate with the Bishan Commune. They later established the Harvest Festival
and School of Tillers in Bishan Village, Huangshan, Anhui, as experiments in culture-led rural economic and
social regeneration.
NEW FIELDS - Rural Utopias: proposed China - UK rural cultural collaborations
Ou Ning was formally the artistic director for the 2009 Shenzhen & Hong Kong Bi-City Biennales of
Architecture and Urbanism, and the Cheng Du Biennale. He gave up his successful urban curator career to
focus on rural development and agrarian cultural issues in China. The Littoral Arts Trust are discussing a
number of possible future collaborations with Ou Ning and the Bishan Village Commune project.
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Rural Innovators Hay-on-Wye Book Festival - 'The Woodstock of the mind'1.
Each year in June a small town in rural Wales becomes the global epicentre for the literary world and
the book publishing industry

A world of new ideas explodes each year at Hay - deep in the rural countryside; (l - r) Simon Sebag Montefiore
and Simona Schama - in the Barclay's Wealth Pavilion speakers tent, Hay-on-Wye, June 2011

The Hay-on-Wye Festival was founded around a rural kitchen table in 1987 and continues to attract
the many writers, filmmakers, comedians, politicians and musicians to inspire entertain.
It had been a 'book town' from the early 1960s, but the Festival made it an international event.
For 30- years Hay Festival has brought together writers from around the world to debate and share
stories at its festival in the staggering beauty of the rural Welsh Borders. Hay celebrates great writing
from poets and scientists, lyricists and comedians, novelists and environmentalists, and the power of
great ideas to transform our way of thinking. We believe the exchange of views and meeting of minds
that our festivals create inspire revelations personal, political and educational. Hay is, in Bill Clinton's
phrase, 'The Woodstock of the mind'.

The Hay-on-Wye rural festival 'brand' and book-as-art-festival concept has now been franchished worldwide,
with over a dozen 'Hays' now active in Latin America, Europe, Bangladesh, Lebanon, etc.

The British Arts Festivals Association (BAFA) key players in the creative rural economy. BAFA is a
membership organisation with 120 arts festivals from across the UK. The association was founded over 30 years
ago and it now has a wide-ranging membership. This includes large scale events such as the Edinburgh
International Festival and Brighton Festival and smaller ones such as the Corsham Festival in Wiltshire and the
East Neuk Festival in rural Scotland.
"Art Festivals greatest economic contribution is through their visitors’ expenditure on local retail, accommodation
and hospitality." - Return c. £48 million to the creative economy"2

1

2

Bill Clinton speaking at the Hay-on-Wye book festival, 2001
BAFA - Festivals mean Business report, 2006
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Rural Innovators Farmer/pop star and TV Chef transform the rural Cotswold economy
Dairy and cheese farmer and ex-BLUR band leader Alex James and TV Chef Jamie Oliver founded the
BIG FEASTIVAL food and music festival project in 2011

Dairy and cheese farmer, and ex-BLUR band leader, Alex James and TV Chef Jamie Oliver founded the BIG
FEASTIVAL rural food and music festival project in 2011

(l-r) ALex, cattle and cheese, (far Rt.) Alex with local Cotswold 'villagers' Jeremy Clarkson and David Cameron

BIG FEASTIVAL - Sometimes called the face of British cheese, Alex James has won awards for his goats’
milk Little Wallop, and made a blue cheese called Blue Monday. Good Queen Maude, a sheep’s
cheese, is next. The cheese nerve centre is Churchill Heath Farm, his rambling rural home in Kingham,
near Chipping Norton. Formerly the bass player in Blur, the band which dominated the charts and
whose single Country House beat Oasis’s Roll With It to the number one slot in 1995, making the 10
O’Clock News. At this time he lived out of a suitcase on tour, was inebriated on champagne at the
Groucho, picked up Brit awards and cavorted in hotel rooms around the world, as is expected of a rock
star.
Then, just as Blur was disintegrating, he met Claire Neate, a video producer.“We fell in love in Little
Barrington,” he says. He and Claire got married in 2003 and on their honeymoon, Alex surprised
everyone by selling his bachelor pad in Covent Garden and buying a run-down 200-acre farm in
Oxfordshire. The farm is still a work in progress. Built of golden Cotswold stone, it dates back to the
late 1700s. Foot and mouth and BSE had left the previous owner, an intensive beef farmer, “on his
knees” and the property completely derelict. Alex starting cheese making shortly after to add value to
the milk his dairy cows were producing; it was "better than the low supermarket price we were getting
then ..."
The FEASTIVAL festival idea developed organically and is now, with Jamie Oliver's help, one of the UK's
leading food and music extravaganzas. “It’s the perfect reflection of my life,” he says. Some 80,000
people come each year and its transformed the local rural economy.
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Appendix VI

The New Creative Rural Economies
Some background reports and documents

6.1

Earlier rural innovation reports; NESTA, BoP, RCF etc,

6.2

Proposed survey of ACE's economic investment in rural areas

6.3

Two special research projects; new rural crafts and culture-led rural tourism

6.4

The Digital Creative Rural Economy

6.5

Writing the creative rural economy; a sampler of recent new thinking in the field

"
"
"
"
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6.1 Summary of findings from the NESTA, BoP and RCF - CRE reports (2006-2010)

The post-agricultural rural landscape is generating many new build forms and radical economic functions;
Apple's Data farm at Maiden North Carolina - about 20 such server farms located in the rural United States

These reports provide some very useful points of reference and departure(s) for new research questions and
work. The key findings from the NESTA 2007 Rural Innovation Report were:
•

Rural areas' economies are becoming more similar to the rest of the economy [urban].

•

However, traditional challenges persist for rural areas: for example, a thin business environment and a
weak knowledge base.

•

In order to drive innovation in rural areas, we recommend that the Government supports local
partnerships; invests in knowledge transfer and learning; and targets individuals as much as
businesses.

•

The growth of innovation activities in rural areas requires greater attention from all levels of
government, but especially from sub-national regional agencies and the devolved administrations.

•

With rural economies moving away from traditional industries such as farming, mining and seaside
tourism, rural areas are gradually becoming less distinct from their urban counterparts.

•

Innovation strategies need to include specific plans for stimulating innovation in rural areas.

•

To be well-prepared for the economic and social challenges facing the UK we need to approach
innovation as a UK-wide activity rather than just the domain of urban areas.

The NESTA Reports authors were: Sami Mahroum, Jane Atterton, Neil Ward, Allan M. Williams, Richard Naylor,
Rob Hindle, Frances Rowe. <http://www.nesta.org.uk/publications/rural-innovation>
With the publication of the Creative Countryside reports (1 & 2) by the BoP consultancy in2007/09, we also get
a clearer idea of the emerging 'framework of economic fundamentals' as a useful lens, "… through which to
view the current wider contribution of the creative industries to the development of the knowledge economy in
rural areas". In brief these are:
1.

Education base/Human capital: providing higher skilled jobs and increasing overall demand for higher
skills

2.

Business environment/Innovation/Economic diversity: injection of entrepreneurialism; new firms; often
supply chain links to metropolitan centres; intermediate inputs into other sectors – not just into consumer
sectors as outlined above (section 7.1.1) – but also diffusers of innovation among
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3. businesses in the shape of design, advertising/PR, software; diversifying the economic base. Physical
infrastructure/Quality of life: re-use, refurbishment and upgrading of built environment; typically
sustainable, low environmental impact development in keeping with protected status
4. Social and cultural infrastructure/Connectivity: provision of new cultural amenities and activities with a
more youthful, contemporary edge; development of social and business networks often linked to urban
centres
5. Governance structure/Decision-making: often provide prominent advocates and champions for change
And are summarised as the Creative Countryside report's two main recommendations for further study:

1 Creative industries role within ‘place-making’ and attraction/inward investment
2. Creative industries role within the rural knowledge economy, business growth and
innovation
Further research opportunities for developing economic development policy for the creative industries in rural
areas were also identified as:

3. An under explored policy area to-date is the role that Creative Services firms may function as
diffusers of knowledge-based innovation within rural economies.
4. The ability to improve the decision-making capacity of rural areas to enable a more strategic
and pro-active stance towards developing the knowledge economy.
Refining the aims for a proposed future creative rural economy research work, 2017 onwards.
Following on from these there are five areas that we could perhaps begin to look at in more detail, and in terms
of nurturing or surfacing some of the traits and characteristic of the likely new rural creative economies:
1.

Rural CIs - how the classic (DCMS) CI categories1 are currently manifesting themselves in rural areas,
and identifying what potential their might be within these for further innovation and investment;

2.

Rural Innovation - taking some of the 'potential for innovation' categories as highlighted by the NESTA Rural
Innovation reports and BoP Creative Countryside (three reports); rural tourism, rural
youth, rural women and enterprise, rural health and social services, rural housing;

3.

Rural practitioner communities - the diversity of CRE rural arts practitioners, designers, crafts digital, Creative Rural Economy conference;

4.

International CRE categories, or new categories areas being developed outside the UK;

5.

Disruptive rurals - exploring novel disruptive innovation, expansion of the digital rural economy,
experimental and cutting edge CRE areas which have not as yet been identified.

Four other possible R&D areas likely to give rise to new creative rural economy definitions
1.

Enhancing rural community rural cultural capital and SME creative enterprise economies; e.g. projects with
WIRE women and rural innovation, rural elders, Roma/Gypsy (Appleby), Plunkett - the cultural economies
of rural cooperatives, and migrant workers in rural areas; contemporary rural-based crafts, design, digital,
gaming SMEs; rural broad band new content providers;

2.

Post-agriculture and land-based innovation industries and novel creative economies; arts and culture-led
farm diversification; farmer creatives; art farms, farm-based festivals, digital farms, data farms, the
economic potential of crop circles/corn mazes, rethinking the farm as a cultural laboratory and distribution
hub; farming and fashion - the textiles industry and the agriculture sector a new partnership;

1

DCMS Creative Industries Economic Estimates, January 2015 Statistical
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3. The new 'economics' of farm animal welfare; pandemics and art initiative, aimed at combating the future
waste of 'failed' agriculture policies1; FUSE - SymbioticA, exploring new art and agri-biotechnology interfaces agronomy and GMOs; livestock breeding and export as both an aesthetic enterprise and new cultural
economy;
4. Rural cultural tourism economy2 - promoting a wider role for the arts and cultural sector in the context of
rural tourism; rethinking the National Parks; MOSAIC II - promoting rural cultural diversity, encouraging NEW
Black, Asian and other ethnic minorities into the countryside; producing and promoting social change through
tourism practice, research and education' 'critical "3. exploring new urban rural cultural tourism interfaces.

Locating the UK's creative rural economies?

NESTA UK creative economy by importance

The Government's Industrial strategy; a galaxy of CIs.

Proportion of creative economy jobs by region

The bit that usually gets left out; creative rural economy

It is worth considering a cultural project that might help us better manage and mitigate some of the social, public
health and economic consequences and costs of future Zoonose Pandemics; even if this only achieved 1% of an
impact, and taking the £8 billion costs of the 2001 FMD outbreak, it would still 'translate' out as a 'saving' of c. £80
million.
2
The Environment Food and Rural Affairs Select Committee inquiry on Rural Tourism, will be reporting in 2016
3
Critical Tourism/Tourism Futures Symposia - http://www.tourism-futures.org/content/view/2908/1/
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Rural innovators - case study
Amplebosom.com - hill farming communities gets a much needed uplift.
'The one of the girls who worked for me wanted a bra to get married in. She was a bit agricultural was this girl,
and the local corset shop was dreadful. So she turned to the internet ... and that is how the Amplebosom.com
marketing success story first began.'

Sally Robinson: the international success story of the Amplebosom Marketing Company
I live on a small farm on the North Yorkshire Moors, and for the thirty years I have been married people have
been telling me that the rural economy is going to get better. Three weeks ago my husband took four cattle to
Thirsk market; last week the cheque for three cattle came to the same amount.
Five years ago (2000) the world had something like 160 days of grain in store. Just before this harvest we had
about 60 days of grain in store and every farmer I know had run out of grain in his own barn and was pinching
semi-ripe corn out of the field to feed his cattle. This harvest hasn’t been brilliant. Never mind the oil: you will be
short of food before long. I married a farmer in 1977 thinking that I would have a grand life as a farmer’s wife
living on the North Yorkshire Moors. It soon became apparent that times were hard. I converted some of the
farmhouse bedrooms into bed and breakfast rooms, and some of the farm buildings into cottages. In 1993 the
café at the top of the road came up for let, so for five years we ran that.
When that lease was finished I wondered what to do next, and began to consider mail order selling. I considered
garden furniture – I was short of garden furniture – but consulting my bed and one of the girls who worked for
me wanted a bra to get married in. She was a bit agricultural was this girl, and the corset shop was dreadful. So
she turned to the internet. Breakfast guests I discovered wanted things that would go through the letter box. So I
wondered what I could sell that was small. Jewellery – but you don’t need jewellery.
So she turned to the internet, and all she could find was red ones, and leather ones, and plastic ones, and ones
with holes in. So it was her idea: she told me to sell bras. And I thought: well, at least half the population are
wearing them, (… and a few men too, we found out later) so how could we go wrong?
So we started. We got a grant from the EC to convert a little garage-sized room into a store with the computers.
A severely disabled woman who had designed my B+B brochures designed the bra catalogue, and has done so
ever since. We contacted BusinessLink in York, and asked them for bra manufacturers. They gave us forty. We
wrote to all forty, and only six got back to us. We should have given up then really.
(from Sally Robinson's presentation at the 2006 Creative Rural Economy Conference, Lancaster University)

www.amplebosom.com
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Rural innovators - case study
Helen Mirren, Bollywood and the Calendar Girls ... the rural goes global

(left) Helen Mirren 'squeezing the pips.. for Jeruaslem.' as a WI Calendar Girl in the film;
(right) Calendar Girls, a Bollywood Hindi movie 'spin-off', 2015. Directed by Madhur Bhandarkar,
distributed by Hi-5 Entertainments LLP, has grossed c.$15 million so far.

Rural innovation and the Women's Institute; Calendar Girls earns $121 million worldwide.
Long considered the epitome and bastion of rural conservativism and countryside life, Calender Girls helped to
changed public perception of the WI and rural communities internationally - overnight. A 2003 British comedy
film directed by Nigel Cole. Produced by Buena Vista International and Touchstone Pictures, a screenplay by Tim
Firth and Juliette Towhidi based on a true story of a group of rural Yorkshire WI women member who produced a
nude calendar to raise money for Leukaemia Research via the auspices of the Women's Institutes in April 1999.
Starring an ensemble cast headed by Helen Mirren and Julie Walters, with Linda Bassett, Annette Crosbie, Celia
Imrie, Penelope Wilton and Geraldine James playing key supporting roles, the film garnered generally positive
reactions by film critics, and at a budget of $10 million it became a major success, grossing $96,000,000
worldwide following its theatrical release in the United States. In addition, the picture was awarded the British
Comedy Award for Best Comedy Film, and spawned ALFS Award Empire Award, Satellite Award and Golden
Globe nominations for Mirren and Walters. In 2008 the film was adapted into a stage play.
In 2011 it beat the all time British box office record for a play, and has since raised over half a million pounds for
Blood Cancer Charities, funding its own research project in rural Yorkshire hospitals. In an eighteen month period
Amateur Rights were snapped up by over 500 Amateur Dramatic groups across the UK and the rest of the world.
In all The Girls ran for 60 sell out performances, complete with 60 standing ovations, and was seen by just under
100,000 people. In May it was announced that 'The Girls' will open at the Phoenix Theatre in London's West End
in January 2017.
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6.2 Survey of Arts Council England’s economic investment in rural areas
Survey of Arts Council England’s economic investment in rural areas.
The Arts Council have also been active in supporting a wide range of new arts projects in rural areas.
Although not all directly primarily at strategic investment in the creative rural economy, many of these (listed
under) do have a potential contribution to make to growing the creative rural economy. In this context it might
be useful to look at undertaking a independent survey of some of these in order to assess their CRE potential for
growth, and also how they might be better integrated as part of a future nationally coordinated creative rural
economy investment programme.
•

Creative People and Places programme
The ACE’s Creative People and Places fund focuses on parts of the country where involvement in the arts is
significantly below the national average. People involved in Creative People and Places projects are
empowered to experiment with new and different approaches to develop inspiring, sustainable
art programmes that will engage audiences in those communities.

•

Cultural Destinations
The aim of Cultural destinations is to enable arts and culture organisations working in partnership with
destination organisations to increase their reach, engagement and resilience through working with the
tourism sector. Closer working between the two sectors will contribute to the economic growth of the
cultural and tourism visitor economies.

•

Creative Local Growth Fund
The Creative Local Growth fund recognises how art and culture can contribute to local economic growth
and will support art and cultural organisations to contribute to local economic growth by helping fund
activity to support the creative industries, tourism and a stronger cultural sector by levering in EU Structural
and Investment Funds from Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs).

•

Rural economic spin-offs from other ACE national Arts Lottery funded projects
Similarly there are a number of memorandums of understanding with the Forestry Authority Forest Arts
programme, the Canals and Rivers Trust arts programme, and Trust Art, National Trust Arts programme
which, in some areas are contingent with, and provide support via creative SME spin offs, for other local
rural creative economic enterprises. There are others, principally NPOs, also active in rural areas; Wysing
Arts, Grizedale Arts, Chrysalysis Arts, Ferymnwoods, etc.

•

Economic Value of the Arts report
The Arts Council also offers guidance for measuring the economic benefits of cultural organisations and
events. Supporting research career paths between the subsidised art and culture sector and commercial
creative industries. Including study of the contribution of the art and culture industry to the national
economy.

•

CEBR report The contribution of the arts and culture to the national economy
Another important point of reference for any comprehensive national creative rural economy survey is
the CEBR Report; ‘The contribution of the arts and culture to the national economy’
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An independent report commissioned by the Arts Council via the Centre for Economics and Business Research
(CEBR), it was the first comprehensive analysis (2015) to determine the value of the arts and culture to the
modern economy on a national scale.
The reports key findings include:
- arts and culture make up 0.4 per cent of GDP – a significant return on the less than 0.1 per cent of
government spending invested in the sector
-

arts and culture is a sector of significant scale with a turnover of £12.4 billion and a GVA of £5.9 billion in
2011

-

arts and culture generate more per pound invested than the health, wholesale and retail, and
professional and business services sectors.

-

the arts and culture sector provides 0.45 per cent of total UK employment and 0.48 per cent of total
employment in England.

-

at least £856 million per annum of spending by tourists visiting the UK can be attributed directly to arts
and culture

-

the economic contribution of the arts and cultural sector has grown since 2008, despite the UK economy
as a whole remaining below its output level before the global financial crisis

Craft and disruptive innovation. The Craft Council has been imaginative and pro-active in repositioning craft as a new critical
dynamic in cultural and economic policy. Ii has also published a report on the crafts in rural regeneration.
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6.3 New research interfaces for the creative rural economy initiative

6.3.1 Rural sector links with advanced innovation and international creative economy research

This is a particularly important area for the nascent creative rural sector that, unfortunately we don't have time
or the space here to properly go into detail. However it may be useful to reference a couple of projects involving
AHRC, KTN and the British Council, etc., that could prove helpful in building useful partnerships with these
agencies in the future. The Arts and Humanities Council have previously funded some work in relation to the
creative rural economy (the University of Newcastle Making Connections project). More recently in partnership
with the Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN), the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) organised a
workshop day in Glasgow to help it develop its next Creative Economy research programme. Building on the
success of its 4 year, £16m Knowledge Exchange Hubs programme, the AHRC is inviting creative organisations
and the UK's world-class research base to the workshop to help it co-design a new research initiative.
More recently the British Council via its Creative Economy programme, completed a study of the maker spaces in
China project http://creativeconomy.britishcouncil.org/ , including the Living Research: Making In China
project. Following on from this it is currently developing the Hello Shenzhen project in collaboration with SZOIL,
Shenzhen Foundation for Cooperation, International Exchange and the Shenzhen Open Innovation Lab. The
latter involves a bi-lateral exchange and residency programme one strand of which includes a rural residency
programme; 6. How to improve life in a rural village with Fablabs, jointly hosted by SZOIL, Shanzhai City and
Future+
The key area of interest is to bring the best practices of environmental focused Fab Lab and makers projects
around the world to improve lives in rural farm villages in China. The resident will work with Shanzhai City team
and rural villages near Shenzhen to gain understanding of the rural farm lives and plan deployment of some of
the projects that may benefit the villages. Involving a maker with environmental focus open source projects,
experience with Fablab equipments mixed with an interest in working in a rural community and traditional
craftsmanship.

New creative rural economy interfaces with Agri-tech and bio-agricultural research/innovation

Professor Ian Wilmott, one of the scientists who cloned Dolly the sheep in 2006, celebrates the 20th anniverary;
(left) Dolly is now a major cultural attraction at the National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh.

Bio-Art is now an established sub-genre in contemporary art practice and research and some artists have already
begun work in advanced bio-agri-tech labs to explore a range of bio-technology - agriculture-cultural interfaces;
e.g. Symbiotica at the University of Perth WA http://www.symbiotica.uwa.edu.au. Similarly, artist Daro Montag
collaborated with the Roslin Institute to produce 'In Search of the Small' Outcome of an art-science collaboration
with the Institute for Animal Health which examined the Foot and Mouth Disease Virus and documents a video of
its activities.
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Other agric-tech- art collaboration that have produced clear creative economic outcomes have come from the
collaborations between artists Dan Harvey and Heather Ackroyd and the (former Institute of Grassland and
Environmental Research IGER) now IBERS, and developed a unique system of transferring large scale
photographic project/images onto special light sensitive grasses cultivated by the IGER labs for other purposes.
These art projects have opened up hitherto unexpected economic and cultural applications of mainstream bioagricultural research.

Dan Harvey and Heather Ackroyd, large scale 'live' grass-grown photo art works

The UK’s agri-tech sector is worth more than £14 billion and employs over half a million people. The agri-tech
sector is undergoing an exciting transformation, developing new technologies to expand food production whilst
reducing the impact on the environment; pushing the UK towards the forefront of global agricultural innovation.
Over the last 5 years, UK Government invested £160 million in the UK agriculture-tech to improve the translation
of research into practice, through a £70 million government investment in an Agri-Tech Catalyst, and £90 million
for Centres for Agricultural Innovation. Developing intelligence-led and clearly focused cultural sector interfaces
with the Agri-Tech Catalyst programme could possibly produce other innovative (unexpected) economic, social
and cultural benefits.

6.3.2 Maker-shakers: 'Etsyists', 'craftists'; disruptive innovation - the new rural crafts

In addition to the above core creative rural economy research areas it is recommended that more detailed and
exhaustive studies be also undertaken in two other areas (6.7 and (6.8) that would seem to hold particular
interest as potential 'rapid pioneers' of new creative economic activity and practices. In each case they could
perhaps be considered as conventional, even traditional, areas of cultural and creative rural economic activity;
i.e. the countryside crafts and cultural/heritage-based rural tourism. But things may be about to change.
Crafts (contemporary and traditional) may be contributing c. £500 p.a. to the national creative economy.
In the case of the crafts they have long been associated with rural SME's and community-based creative activity
(CoSIRA, etc.). In more recent times the Crafts Council here and in Ireland have commissioned major studies
about the changing nature of the crafts in rural areas and, specifically, the role of the crafts in rural regeneration.
(Making Local, Dr Julie Brown; Craft in the Age of Change, Bop 2012) The RCF in its Creative Rural Communities
report of 2010, flagged up the earlier work of the (now defunct) Countryside Agency's Collins Report (Crafts and
the English Countryside, 2004)1 which estimated that the economic contribution of heritage and traditional crafts
to the national economy was in the regions £300 million p.a.
An equivalent detailed study and analysis of the current level of activity and economic contribution of the
contemporary crafts (and design) in rural areas also needs to be undertaken. Including the rise of specialist
'crafts towns', e.g. Totnes, and Farnham as important cultural tourism destinations. Meanwhile many more
remote rural and islands communities in Britain have developed sophisticated online crafts marketing projects.

1

The decorative crafts contribute an estimated £1 billion to national income; the [traditional] rural crafts, including the
building trades, c. £300 – 350 million’, Crafts in the English Countryside report p. 7, (Collins/Countryside Agency, 2004.
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Bowland AONB Crafts and Artlands North: A Digital Community of Northern Artists and Makers
Artlands North is an online, interactive map showcasing the wealth and diversity of art and craft in the north of
Scotland. The microsite is managed by Timespan Museum and Heritage Centre, and is an interactive map of
artists' studios, galleries and public artworks which can be found north of the Caledonian Canal. It provides
visitor information, photos, tours and 360 degree studio views, enabling virtual visitors, locals and tourists alike
to discover the rich culture of this – often geographically remote – region. Timespan is an award-winning
museum and cultural development organisation that provides a unique experience to visitors. Rooted in the
Highlands village of Helmsdale, Timespan explores the history, heritage and landscape of its distinctive, rural
location. It was established in 1986 as a local heritage centre and has since grown to encompass a museum,
gallery, café, workshop, archive, shop and garden. It aims to encourage creativity, collaboration and
communication in the far north of Scotland, one of the most remote areas of Europe. The Forest of Bowland
site links a similar distribution of new rural traditional and contemporary craftspeople and makers. It is
continually changing and generates a national and international marketing profile.

Perhaps one of the most successful regional and rurally networked arts marketing projects is the C-ART project
developed by Eden Arts in Penrith, Cumbria. C-Art is Cumbria’s countywide arts programme, championing
contemporary art practice in Cumbria. For the past 6 years, C-Art has connected over 185,000 visitors to
Cumbrian artists, and has seen over £665,000 in sales of Cumbrian art. The highlight is the open studios and
galleries event which will take place from 15th-17th September 2017. Last year over 81 venues and 110 artists,
designers and independent galleries opened their doors to the public. There was also numerous art and craft
workshops, demonstrations and special exhibitions taking place. New for 2017 is the Art Fair at Rheged, which
will coincide with the openeing of the third C-Art Cumbrian Artist of the Year Exhibition. The exhibition will be
selected from an open call, with 87 entries in 2016 and 43 artists selected, the exhibition aims to champion
excellence in contemporary Cumbrian art.
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Promoting crafts industry innovation - Chinese style; Chinese crafts and rural innovation conference 2016

The new rural makers movement - learning from the Chinese
But what has radically changed the landscape for the professional (and amateur) crafts and design/makers
communities world-wide has been the rise of the 'maker movement', Etsy1, and associated critical, feminist and
'socially-useful' sub-sectors such as 'Craftism' and 'radical makers', etc. The 'Maker Movement Manifesto' - i.e.
the maker spaces, was published by Mark Hatch (2013), also referenced the early 70's WholeEarth Catalogue,
and is already having a major impact on the crafts and design movement, in both urban and rural areas. Rural
Maker Space projects have also sprung up in Portugal, the Buinho Rural Maker Space and in China where the
Second World Rural Makers symposium and trade fair was held late last year in Changsha.
Radical Rural UK- China project; promoting disruptive rural innovation and the new rural 'maker spaces'
The Chinese Government are now well ahead in this field and have recently launched a major investment
programme for rural innovation and e-commerce in the rural areas of China. We are suggesting England/rural
Cumbria could become the possible venue for the 2019 New Rural Makers; i.e. the 'UK - China Rural Makers Shakers symposium.

Cheng County, in northwestern China's province of Gansu, has recently moved out of poverty with government aid
(Rural e-commerce initiative) by selling agricultural foods and crafts products via warehouse-based online trading.
(rt.) It's all about understanding the market ... limited edition (2 million) Donald Trump ceramic wall sculptures now coming
out of the rural workshops in China'; "we only make what the customer wants... he [Donald Trump] has a lucky face."

Etsy is a global marketplace where people around the world connect, both online and offline, to make, sell and buy unique
goods. The creative entrepreneurs who use Etsy to sell what they make or curate, the shoppers looking for things they can’t
find anywhere else, the manufacturers who partner with Etsy sellers to help them grow, and the Etsy employees who
maintain and nurture our marketplace. <www.etsy.com/market/john_the_craftist>
1
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(rt) Futuremaker lab workshops - Tyne and Wear Museums (2016). Each year FutureEverything proposes themes that are
provocations, designed to open up a new space for debate and practice, made tangible through art and design projects.

Future Rural+Everything - the rural internet of things
One of the prime movers for the creative industries and the 'maker movement' in Manchester and the North
over the past 15 years, has been the Future Everything symposia organised annually in Manchester by Drew
Hemment (Lancaster University). It was via such intensely networked and well programmed ("what if ... futures")
symposia that the old post-industrial cities in the North have managed to regain their self-confidence and
international competitive edge. There is no reason why the same could not also be done for our postagricultural/post-Urban rural communities. In this context The Littoral Arts and the RCF are in dialogue with
Drew Hemment about the possibility of staging a Future Rural+Everything symposium in 2018.
'Makers and Shakers' study - a new role for the crafts and design in the rural economy
What might be useful at some point in the near future would be to commission a new study of these new maker,
craftists, etsyist, and traditional contemporary rural crafts crossovers now emerging in both urban and rural
contexts. In fact the terms 'rural' and 'urban' are now largely redundant and, interestingly, it is via the crafts and
maker movements that we are now witnessing the emergence of new creative economies unbounded by gender,
geography, place, technology, or tradition. That said, we in the 'old' creative rural sectors also need to play close
attention to these developments and, in this context, part of the role of the new creative rural economies
initiative is to gather in such intelligence and information about other emerging creative economies, employing
advanced studies, symposia and social media.
"

"
"

"""

"""

"""

One of the most interesting new creative rural economy developments has been the emergence of the ArtFarms phenomena
worldwide. Whereby farms are converting redundant buildings (barns, pig stys, dairies, etc., into studios and gallery
workshops for artists and designers. (left) the Art Farm project in Devon; (Center left.) Art Farm projects centre, rural
Nebraska USA; (Center right); Beacon International Art project developed in rural Lincolnshire, 2006 with Arts Council and
RDA support; and (right) the Prairie Arts Centre sculpture park, USA On farm art projects are also being pioneered by farming
families seeking to diversify out of conventional agriculture and develop new farm-visitor based arts, crafts and cultural
tourism ventures.
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6.3.3 Rural cultural tourism; critical tourism, new rural mobilities the countryside

In mid 2016 the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (EFRA) Select Committee launched an inquiry into the role
of tourism in supporting rural growth in England. The final report will be available later in 2017. This along with
recent studies sponsored by DEFRA also presents the arts and cultural sector with a unique opportunity to
further enhance and focus its contributions to creative rural economy via these and other such rural tourism
initiatives. In particular, opportunities also for a greater rural commitment via the Arts Council's Cultural
Destinations and People and Places funding programmes. The EFRA Select committee further noted that while
Rural Tourism provides around £17 billion a year to the English economy, rural communities were being
confronted with some major challenges, which threaten to constrain expansion of the rural tourism economy. In
particular, poor transport connections, unsatisfactory broadband access, extremes in weather, and unpredictable
fluctuations with seasonal and migrant employment.

i

n
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Other changes noted by Visit England reveal that in 18% of domestic overnight trips were taken to rural areas
(2014), compared with 22% in 2012. While some 50% of international tourist turnover and spend was in London.
The inquiry aims to study some of the factors that are contributing to rural tourism growth including the
different types of rural tourism and various ranges of tourist products; which include outdoors recreation,
walking, rafting, hiking, cycling, farm tourism. Other forms of rural tourism for study include farm tourism and
agrotourism promoted in the UK by FarmStay UK and is now also well established rural tourism offer in Europe.
Although it references heritage and culture, the Committee study report does not seem to fully cover the
important role being played and the financial contributions being made by the creative rural economy sector; i.e.
arts, heritage, culture, media and the arts in rural areas to the UK's overall rural tourism offer. This could be
useful area for further investigation and has the potential to considerably enhance the UK rural tourism offer.

Trust New Art is the National Trust's programme connecting people to Trust places through contemporary arts. Working in
partnership with Arts Council England since 2009, includes exhibitions, events and special projects including visual arts and
crafts, temporary architecture, performance-based practice, and writing inspired by the network of Trust properties.
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The Arts Council has recently introduced new Cultural destinations programme which aims to enable arts and
culture organisations to work with visitor economy, hospitality industry, and destination organisations to
increase their reach, engagement and resilience within the tourism sector. This aims to further integrate the two
sectors (Visitor Economy and Culture) as well as contributing to the economic growth of the cultural and tourism
visitor economies Culture and visitor economy. Cultural attractions, including theatres, art galleries, festivals and
museums, outdoor festivals, countryside events, attract new visitors and increase spending. Similarly the Arts
Council's People and Places and memorandum of understandings with the Forestry Commission, The National
Trust and the Canals and Rivers Trust. These it could be argued are the orthodoxies of rural tourism, wherein the
tourist, visitor, consumer enters into a one-way transition; i.e. 'they pay to stay'.
There is nothing inherently wrong in this. But there are several alternative models for rural culture-led tourism
now also in development that could perhaps be looked at further; e.g. critical (rural) tourism, eco-tourism, rural
health tourism, and agri/agrotourism, rural craft tourism/rural craft towns, post-digital rural cultural tourism,
etc., each of which attempts to bring in other social, cultural, environmental and economic benefits - both for the
host and for the visitor; i.e. the post-heritage rural tourism dynamic. The Lake District provides two interesting
complementary examples of new approaches to cultural-led rural tourism that would merit further study.
Future of rural cultural tourism - understanding the different tensions and competing ideologies

Lake District National Park is currently biding for UNESCO World Heritage Status;
Lake Windermere, and Herdwick sheep in rural Cumbria

The Lake District National Park is currently biding for UNESCO World Heritage Status under the theme of cultural
landscape. In this the Park Authorities are profiling the cultural and environmental attractions of the Park's
catchment areas and communities in Cumbria. These included Lake Windermere, the mountain landscapes,
Herdwick sheep and the hill farming cultural traditions. This also affords the National Park and its cultural sector
to explore other option connecting culture, landscape and economy. One of these is the Littoral Arts Trust's
Merz Barn project located in Langdale, in the heart of the National Park. The Trust is also developing plans for
the site to become a multi-purpose rural cultural research and innovation lab, as well a providing this area and
the National Park with a much needed contemporary art space. It is also interested in introducing the emerging
discipline of critical tourism into the Lake District, as it might also help to identify and partly generate new
creative rural economy activity.
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SCHOOL FOR TOURISTS
Empowering tourists - rural tourists as cultural co-workers.
The School for Tourists was developed by Grizedale Arts to promote new forms of rural tourism interaction that
forge better relationships between visitors and visited. It was seen as a way to improve the conditions of those
who travel and those who host. Proposing a more sustainable future that might also solve some of the social,
cultural and economic problems inherent in the current system of ‘pay and go’ rural tourism.
In simple terms the school aims to make better tourists. The project took place in and around Grizedale Arts’
own village of Coniston in the English Lake District, home of John Ruskin, Victorian artist, social reformer, critic
and father of radical environmentalism. Another important new academic area of tourism studies and policy
discourse - is 'critical tourism'. Rurality, culture and tourism are now disciplines that connect well with other but
are also very much open to new ideas, experimentation and innovation. And, again, the Lake District and
Cumbria are uniquely well placed to become the lead UK support and dissemination center for such related
academic research and expertise.

Art Farms, Care Farms and Social Tourism - new social and cultural dimensions to the rural economy
The Family Holiday Association proposed in their submission to the EFRA Select Committee of Inquiry that social
tourism represents a solution for rural communities. Facilitating out-of-season access to rural destinations for
groups that currently find going on holiday an almost impossible undertaking offers the opportunity to both
boost the economy of rural destinations and, at the same time, help fulfill the Government’s agenda on
delivering a more equitable society. At the same time the UK Care farming and UK FarmStay hospitality industry
is also expanding as farmers convert redundant farm buildings into educational, cultural (Art Farms),
recreational, and other social ands health care facilities (Care farms). <www.carefarminguk.org>
<http://www.farmstay.co.uk>
Proposals for a critical tourism and contemporary art research project and conference
This is a new field of discussion at the crossroads between contemporary art and critical tourism. The notion of
critical tourism asks us to question again our understanding of authenticity, the tourist gaze, the museification of
landscape, the visual construction of place, post-romanticism, contemporary exoticism, site-specificity and global
connectedness. We also need to explore the role of the artist, culture and the art institution, in the age of
destination culture and digital communications. How are individual and institutional practices changing in an era
of digital hosting, hospitality, displacing, co-authoring, tourist-as-creator, and cultural nomadism? It might also
be interesting to use some the above cultural tourism projects and involve art historians, environmental
historians, geographers, explorers, curators and artists to address new field of critical rural tourism in a
transdisciplinary context.
International conference: On Hosting and Displacing; new cultural tourism in Remote Rural Contexts.
Together they might consider how to critically approach and understand such seductive, complex and remote
landscapes, against the backdrop of global cultural tourism. A related research and residency programme could
also focus on a proposal for an international conference and exhibition; On Hosting and Displacing: artistic
residencies as drivers of new tourism and cultural production initiatives in Remote Rural Contexts.
https://www.rgs.org/NR/rdonlyres/BA1C1CCD-D686-403F-B737-A1FD17BA620B/0/RuralTourism.pdf
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6.4.1. The digital creative rural economy; combining the old and the new

"… whilst terabytes of server space is taken up with studies of urban creative economies, study of the benefits and
potential of [digital] rural creative economies is at a formative stage."
Iain Bennett, The Fifth Sector 30/11/2016

1. The Creative rural economy: inclusive growth
Models of agglomeration economies have been cited as a reason for the significant outperformance of urban
creative industries in relation to other sectors of the economy over the last two decades. Their resilience has
been demonstrated by continuing growth through at least two financial 'shocks' - the 'dot.com' crash and the
.financial crises of 2007-8. Richard Florida's 'creative class', however, is increasingly under scrutiny for its role in
exacerbating inequalities and splintering the communities among which it is clustered, out-competing locals for
scarce housing resource and driving up prices to the detriment of the 'authenticity' that is often a driver for the
choice of location.
In rural economies, scarcity of skills or resource is more readily and often more effectively addressed by social
and voluntary action within the community than by outside intervention. Whereas the focus of an urban cluster
can shift along transport routes with comparative ease once its initial site has been rendered uncompetitive by
the price increases and skills shortages occasioned by its own success, the option to 'move the village' is in most
cases not a viable option for land-based economies. From sharing harvest tasks to coming together to dig
trenches for fibre optic cable, there is a continuing understanding within rural communities that the value of
inclusive growth is measured in its utility to the local economy first, and in econometric measures of success
second.
It is not appropriate, therefore, to challenge the success of rural creative economies on the basis that they do not
compete with urban agglomeration economies. Rural creative economies offer an important way to retain skills
that could not be pursued with the same balance of costs and benefits in an urban context; and they continue to
attract people with new skills, in part because those skills are more sought after and distinctive, and in part
because there is an interest in combining old and new.
With increasing awareness of the threats and limitations to globalisation and free trade, the assumption of
export-led and consumer-led growth is increasingly balanced by the awareness of benefits of inclusive growth
within communities that tends toward a more equal distribution of resources and outcomes. (cf recent TSA
publications.) Creative rural economies have a critical 'boundary spanning' role here, attracting people with new
skills, creating demand for digital technologies and infrastructure, offering a channel for the commercialisation of
innovation in food and textiles, and securing new employment opportunities for young and old alike - all factors
essential in helping communities to retain a diverse mix of skills with their own utility value and in mitigating the
risks of continued depopulation, whose costs are ultimately borne by both rural communities and urban
taxpayers. But whilst terabytes of server space is taken up with studies of urban creative economies, study of the
benefits and potential of rural creative economies is at a formative stage.
On the basis that you can't manage what you can't measure, we need a strategy to develop the evidence base
for the rural creative economy if we expect to manage it to produce better commercial returns and improved
social outturns.
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2. Creative rural economy: the application of emerging and enabling technologies
Horizon 2020 contains a specific strand (ICT36) focused on the role of creative industries in the
commercialisation of the discoveries of European science and technology research. Innovate UK, similarly, now
regards creative industries as part of a set of 'emerging and enabling technologies' rather than as a sector in its
own right. The UK retains access to these programmes, and the contribution of its expertise in creative industries
is still valued by European partners.
Development of a Rural Creative Economy strategy should include resource to pilot these kind of transnational
and interdisciplinary collaborations, perhaps building on relationships established over the course of previous
Interreg interventions, to establish the distinctive value and opportunity presented by the interaction of scientific
research in land-based economies and rural creative industries.
3. Creative rural economy: social innovation, lifetech and sustainable supply chains as a catalyst for inward
investment and inclusive growth
One of the strongest trends of the first half of this decade has been the emergence of an international trend that
focuses the outcomes of co-working and collaborative R&D on social impacts. This happens in diverse places, and
takes diverse forms: elite University hybrids, such as Stanford's d-school, bring interdisciplinary skills and an
innovation focus to identifying solutions to challenges too big or diverse to be addressed by conventional policy
interventions; 'sharing' economies, in which the opportunities to add value through cultural and creative inputs
to local supply chains, mediated through digital technologies, is often the trigger for successful globalisation;
maker labs, Impact Hubs, hackathons and other interdisciplinary environments in which voluntarism, craft skills,
awareness of sustainability in sourcing and supply chain management and social conscience are as valuable as
coding skills.
Whilst the building blocks of the digital economy are now available at commodity prices, including through cloud
services, there is a growing concern that the combination of relative isolation, an ageing population and
increasing competition for resources such as energy and water resulting in rationing by price combine to exert a
disproportionately negative effect on areas where average wages are lower. The need for local employment which in itself has a positive impact on health issues and reduces demand on social care service whilst increasing
the tax base available to pay for them - is contradicted by the perception of increased costs of delivery in rural
communities. In this context, the opportunity for the wide range of digital communications technologies, sensors
and devices that are grouped under the banner of 'the Internet of Things' is relatively unexplored in rural
economies.
Initiatives such as Plexal, which look to explore the intersection between IoT and sectors including health, sport,
fashion, transport and home technologies under the banner of 'lifetech', could easily be re-imagined in a rural
context to add the dimension of food, other land-based products (including textiles) and the development of
ethical and sustainable supply chains to solutions that both reduce environmental costs and improve
opportunities to develop inclusive growth.
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Rural innovators - case study
James Rebanks: Twitter's favourite shepherd, and ... the global goes rural

‘Quiet satisfaction’: James Rebanks on his farm at Matterdale End in Cumbria.
Photograph: Christopher Thomond for the Guardian

Sheep farming is another form of culture, just like Picasso or 'punk’
But sheep farming is just another form of culture, no dafter than anything else, and as interesting as being
into Picassos or Rembrandts or 1970s punk music. You don’t generally laugh at people for being interested in
those things, and to me it’s just the same. I’m precious about it, and see it as being every bit as intellectually
interesting and culturally significant ...
Shepherds are disappearing from the countryside — but there’s one in the Lake District who has 40,000
Twitter followers world-wide and an acclaimed memoir to his name. James Rebanks explains why he’ll
never give up on the life that has sustained his family for 600 years. Rebanks is no ordinary shepherd, even
if that is exactly how he would like people to think of him.
In 2012 he opened a Twitter account with the handle @herdyshepherd1 – he specialises in Herdwick sheep,
the tough mountain breed synonymous with the Lake District. He now has more than 40,000 followers. The
success of his Twitter feed led to a commission in 2013 to write an article for the Atlantic Monthly. That, in
turn, led to interest from half a dozen publishers in a book; Penguin won the bidding war, and the book –
The Shepherd’s Life – is already winning critical plaudits, including the Sunday Times best reading list. It may
well do for sheep what Helen Macdonald did for hawks.
The wider response has surprised him. A photograph of his sheepdog puppies that he posted on the
morning we met registered more than 300,000 views within a couple of hours; his book has been selected
as a Radio 4 book of the week; simultaneous editions are being published in the US and Canada. “What
should be a niche book for a bunch of nutters in the Lake District appears to have caught everybody else’s
imagination,” he says.
Rebank began as consultanct to cultural organisations helping to raise funds and assessing their impact,
which mutated into working in sustainable tourism, principally for Unesco. Tourists visiting developing
countries, he argues, prefer to see unspoiled landscapes and authentic ways of life, so it is in everyone’s
interest to protect the legacy of the past. The consultancy work fits perfectly with his vision of the Lake
District as a working farming community that tourists are welcome to visit if they don’t attempt to impose
their own romanticised image on the harsher realities.

(edited from an article by Stephen Moss The Guardian March 2015)
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Rural innovators - case study

The new post-pastoralism
Fernando Garcia Dory - Bionic Sheep and world shepherds project; 2004-2017

(left) Bionic Sheep project - a portable, solar-powered, ultra-sound based “Flock Protection System” for sheperds
(right) MUSEUM´S PASTORAL - FEP (2009) seminar and gathering for shepherds and artists

Spanish artist Fernando Garcia Dory has been working with shepherds and farming communities in different
parts of the world to help them develop new economic and cultural enterprises.
<www.fernandogarciadory.info>
The 1st prototype is a device worn round the neck of the sheep leader. Every flock has a female leader whom all
the other sheep follow. When she runs, the device emits an ultrasound in a disturbing but non-lethal frequency
only audible to wolves and other canidae. The 2nd prototype is being planned with electronics engineer Dorian
Moore. This advanced version includes a geopositioning system (GPRS or GPS), and transmits a signal (could be
SMS) which is received by the portable PDA of the shepherd. The system would have an open source licence
(such as the TAPR Noncommercial Hardware License) and any interested person or organization would be free to
reproduce it and improve it.In collaboration with: Stewart Breck, Research Wildlife Biologist - National Wildlife
Research Center Yellowstone / Eugenio Sillero ISOM & Dpto. Ingeniería Electrónica - E.T.S.I. de Telecomunicación
/ Dorian Moore / National Park of Picos de Europa / Laboral Centro de Arte / Libellium.
"People need to hear what we know" MUSEUM´S PASTORAL - A gathering for the pastoral shepherds in Spain
Garcia Dory also organised an intervention in a museum encompassing a curatorial project, an editorial project,
an installation artwork and a social process. In this work, the social system and process, the existing federation
of shepherds -a network of affects and co-responsibilities and commitments with a political aim, is like the
substance, the meeting is the state, and the installation is the shape or continent. The museum is also a
continent of the intervention, therefore giving shape for the substance, and being modified by it.

World Gathering of Nomadic and Trashumant Pastoralists
The Spanish shepherds representatives realised the need of getting together in a stronger organisation. One
shepherd said: " People need now to hear what we know", And another; "We have to be like Greenpeace,
collecting support from a broader scope of the society for us to continue on the job". I decided I would put my
energy and support to create this World Nomadic shepherds network organisation. January 2008 saw the 1st
meeting. In June the official signature of the statutes. From the 5 initial ones there are now 20 grassroot
shepherds associations.

<www.fernandogarciadory.info>
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The staff at the village cottage hospital Alston Moor; Cybermoor the local rural community digital provider has connected the
village health team via an pilot NHS/NW University telemedicine scheme. Rural Health and Telemedicine, connecting remote
rural communities with worldclass medical expertise. The remoteness of the community lead to the establishment of
Cybermoor in 2002, providing broadband and PCs to improve access to services and overcome isolation. In 2007, Cybermoor
established the Alston Healthcare project, which focused on developing telehealth and telemedicine services for the local
community

There is a case to be made to invest in those opportunities for collaborative R&D in a rural context, with a
specific challenge fund to treat the outcomes of scientific research in agriculture as an important discipline
unlikely to be pursued in an urban context. This could have important direct benefits - leveraging inward
investment, attraction and retention of skills - as well as underpinning the case for investment in general
infrastructure (broadband, transport, capital development) by providing evidence of likely uses to generate a
higher internal rate of return on commercial capital investments. It would also act as a further test case for the
relative importance of inclusive growth and its impact on rural productivity across a range of sectors, including
local government and health services, which tend to be undercapitalised both in absolute terms and in
comparison to their urban counterparts, in part due to poor perception of likely returns on investment.
4. Creative rural economy: infrastructure development
All three of the themes above will be more quickly, economically, effectively and efficiently explored in the
presence of digital infrastructure that is fit for purpose. Rural creative economies present an opportunity to pilot
and test applications of technologies and business models for emerging digital communications technologies,
including 5G and whitespace, in an environment where the risks of interference in terms of both spectrum and
displacement of existing investment in competitive infrastructures are reduced.
As part of the development of a rural creative economy strategy, the Infrastructure and Projects Authority
should be tasked to work with DCMS and HM Treasury to carve out a budget for a challenge fund for digital
infrastructure and innovation over and above the provisions of the National Broadband Scheme and plans to
address the Universal Service Obligation for domestic and business premises.
Some supplementary commentaries:
•

In the same way that a cultural strategy for small rural communities should not imitate one for a
metropolis, the form of digital infrastructure needs to follow function, reflecting the needs of existing
communities and aspirations of those who would like to move and set up businesses there.

•

Rural digital infrastructure can open up opportunities for participation and different models of
ownership, particularly co-operative models and longer term debenture models that prioritise the utility
of the thing being paid for over its short term investment potential – I’m thinking of things like the B4RN
structure here.

•

21st century digital infrastructure should not follow 20th century models of deployment, devised for
other technologies. So the ‘path dependency’ of rural areas, where there is less of the inappropriate
kind of network structure that BT and Virgin proliferate across urban environments, is reduced. This is
an advantage that should be pursued – the opportunity cost of failing to look at how whitespace and
5G, to name but two, could be transformational in environments where the return on investment is not
so strained, because the new tech is not competing with a large installed user base of competitor
technologies, is greater in rural areas.
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There are some infrastructure models that we are pursuing – including the idea of localized digital exchanges,
adapted from the example in Brighton (http://bdx.coop ), which we are looking at in partnership with the
Wireless programme of Scottish Futures Trust as a potential model to develop creative hubs in deep rural (island)
areas. It works by allowing local creative and digital producers to own more of the value chain in creating new
products and services – so that not everything has to go through Amazon cloud, or a telecoms network provider,
for example. That means that services can be better tailored to meet rural needs, costs can be reduced and local
businesses can participate in and benefit from a wider slice of the revenues – an idea of inclusive economy
straight out of the RSA playbook.
•

There are also huge crossovers in the Internet of Things space. Again some of this goes to different
models of ownership – the idea of managing the shared use of a large piece of capital equipment, such
as a combine harvester, using sensors and IoT is an obvious one. Using GPS to make ploughing, planting
and spraying more efficient, reducing costs of fuel, fertilizer and pesticides in the process, is another.

•

Less obvious are things like beacon technology: a satellite-enabled beacon that gathers a range of
weather forecasts and uses machine learning to model a more location specific outcome, for instance,
has an immediate and obvious application in agriculture. Such things exist, at least in prototype form.
But the same technology could also spur innovation in other kinds of product – a coat that tells you
when it needs to be worn, for instance – that could link innovation to maintenance of other crafts, such
as weaving and spinning, again extending the value chain relationship of those producers. And the
opportunity to use the rural application to ‘train’ the machine learning element of it has value.

Iain Bennett. The Fifth Sector. Iain has over 25 years of senior level experience and specialist expertise in the creative
and digital economy. He has a track record of delivering profitable growth to a range of businesses, Universities, cultural
organisations and public sector agencies. .<http://www.thefifthsector.co.uk>

5. Snailband - the digital rural dark ages?
Yet the problem of poor rural broadband and digital infrastructure remains.

The NFU’s Farm Broadband and Mobile Networks report, launched in London in May, showed just 4% of farmers have access
to superfast broadband. And 70% have no access to 4G mobile phone coverage.

“Our farmers are still getting a poor broadband deal. We need broadband that keeps farm businesses
competitive.”
The government has committed to roll out superfast broadband to 95% of premises by 2017. But the “forgotten
5%” – which includes thousands of farms in remote locations – face being left in the digital dark ages with no
access to broadband. EU targets 100Mbps for all. The government is proposing introducing a universal service
obligation (USO) which will see all households given the legal right to request a broadband connection capable of
delivering a minimum speed of 10Mbps.
In her closing speech at the Conservative Party Conference in Birmingham in September, prime minister Theresa
May highlighted the ongoing problem of poor rural broadband services. The PM said: “It’s just not right, for
example, that half of people living in rural areas, and so many small businesses, can’t get a decent broadband
connection.”
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: If the Irish can pioneer a new 1
Gigabit digital rural society in two years?
Then clearly we need a UK rural digital champion like
Lord David Puttnam, if we are to catch up.
Ireland takes world lead in creating the first 1 Gigabit connectivity rural 'creative' society; Lord
Puttam, Ronan Harris Google UK CEO, and Vodafone champion the Irish digital rural economy
National Digital Week in Ireland was partly initiated by Lord Puttnam, Ireland's digital champion,
A resident of Skibbereen rural West Cork, where he has established the Ludgate Hub and e-Street.

Ronan Harris, who took over as CEO and head of Google UK and Ireland earlier this year.

'Perhaps the biggest opportunities are available to those in rural [areas], who need to compete
effectively with urban centres and on the international stage ... It's one of our priorities at Google"
(Ronan Harris, CEO GOOGLE UK and Ireland)

Lord Puttnam (founder of Ludgate Rural Hub and e-Street) is Rural Ireland's Digital Champion

The rural sector is ideally positioned to reinvent itself for the digital age, by opening up world markets
to local businesses and providing fresh opportunities for jobs and investment.
[it] … is an essential component of this ambitious wider initiative. (Lord Puttnam, 2016)
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6.4.2 Rural Internet of things: new networked narratives; infinite creative possibilities
Taking the (urban) digital mindsets back to the farms and think about the strengths of the rural
Rural environments provide a counterpoint to assess the impact of widely-adopted technology practices and to
be able to understand them in a new context, exposing shortcomings, presumptions and unexposed flaws.
Equally, they provide different challenges - but also different ways of understanding and approaching
technologies, necessitated by different land uses and population densities.

(lt) June 2013, Manchester Madlab founders, Hwa Young and Dave Mee running a Raspberry Pi workshop in Anyang, South
Korea. (rt) Northern Powerhouse 2065, devised by Hwa Young and Dave Mee was part of a new networked narratives
project which aimed to empower young people with art and technology, inviting them to work closely with artists and a range
of professionals to have a say in and influence over the decisions involving the commissioning of art in the Northern region.

A series of programmes, seminars, and workshops could be built around the following ideas, with the aim to
create self-sustaining enclaves of interest and activity around the concepts of rurality and networked narratives.
Smart cities: Smart ruralities - Smarter Countryside
"Smart cities" are a hot topic, with civic planners and technology providers collaborating to usher in a digital
interface to the city.
How does the Smart Countryside operate? There are questions about employment and models of managements
to explore for environments with less regular human engagement. Are these areas that robotics will enter into?
Is the countryside of the future to be dominated by autonomous systems and networks of sensors?
Who owns this infrastructure and what models of access, cost, and use are there in the post-cellular
internetworked world?
A programme of talks and knowledge-capturing workshops
A deployment of a citizen-owned IoT network, with associated design co-creation activities
Regular community workshops and events to share skills and experiences
Village Networks
The village noticeboard has been part of life to communicate events and activities; but what could happen when
it becomes a digital resource, with associated tools and collaborative facilities - can it become a core part of rural
living and contribute value back to it's users, as form of consensual almanac, noticeboard, library and cinema?
Given access to technologists and developers, can useful open-source tools be created for village-scale social
networks? Potential tools that could impact life could include:
Resource sharing tools
Data sharing (information from sensors, power usage, environmental information, etc)
Media deaddrops - Localised media servers with community-provided media, such as old VHS tapes
ripped to MP4, favourite TV series, or films that relate to local communities and interests.
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The noticeboard could become part Journal of Record, part charity-shop record collection, part library, part
brokerage and exchange, but remain a grounded, geographically-located network resource - combining the
benefits of network tools and thinking to smaller scale, socially-excluded communities, and excluding the wider
internet audience from these experiences
-

Programme exploring the digital and communicative needs to rural communities
Programme to develop, manage, review and maintain infrastructure for these communities
Research into the types of software that may be of use and how people use digital and mobile
in rural scenarios
Developing guides and toolkits to create parallel programmes

-

(lt) Precision agriculture - technological future predicted for farming; (rt) Dron-e-vators/data-tractors monitoring crops

The post-Bucolic Network
All modern networking and data terminology comes from the countryside and farming - data silos, data mills,
server farms, the river of news, clouds, milky-bots, etc. What can we learn by taking these digital mindsets back
to the farms and think about the strengths of the rural in our post-EU world?
Large-scale data gathering becomes easy with IoT and cheap sensor technologies. How do communities and
individuals deal with the licensing, ownership and use of the data gather in ways they find acceptable? What
tools exist to safeguard and support data about soil pH over a fifty year period, and when farms and space
outlast any people (or even storage media) that understand this information?
-

A programme around 'slow data' - large, unchanging data sets
Programmes to explore ownership and obligations around data
- Workshops to develop responses to rural data challenges, from storage costs to equipment
data gathering
- Data Registrars for the countryside - how do they differ from the urban? What are
considerations and lessons around data access, CCTV, subject access requests, but also
hacking, security and processes?

Post-EU / Post-Urban Economies
With the chaos of the EU referendum, the rural has to find new sources of revenue. Taking as a lead the
traditional hindrances of rural space, this programme will examine opportunities in the digital rural space to
develop new offerings and development opportunities.
Slow Networks - are there benefits to having networked resources that are more remote slower?
Isolated Network data centres - can physically segregated networks in rural environments offer
something that fast, urban networks don't - resilience? Archival? Supercomputing networks?
Other businesses may be able to build around a lack of connectivity; a series of provocative businesses could be
launched (for short periods) as a programme of interventions.
The Donald Trump Twitter Rehabilitation Clinic (housed in a 3G blackspot)
No-cheating Pub Quizzes (no smartphone coverage)
Smart Garden Centres (Networking outlets for your fields)
Off-demand delivery companies (For purchasing when you're not in a rush)
Paper written by: Manchester Madlab founders, Hwa Young and Dave Mee 17/01/2017
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Post-bucolic digital rural: by-passing the 'new enclosures' act of the telecommunication
infrastructure creating a new commons for devices - alternative networks of sharing and rural
community knowledge

innovateUK say “agriculture and
connectivity is patchy
food are now ‘Centre Stage’ ”
Agrimetrics: Centre for Agricultural Data and Metrics for Sustainability
rem koolhaas countryside
AgriEPI: Centre for Engineering and Precision Innovation in Agriculture
CIEL: Centre of Innovation Excellence in Livestock
http://www.iconeye.com/architecture/features/item/11031-rem-koolhaas- CHaP: Centre for Crop Health and Protection
in-the-country
the UK’s most progressive farmers are leading the way in:
•
•
•
•

service industry conference
dichotomy at rural protected
areas

plant and animal breeding
remote sensing
meteorological prediction
exploitation of data

lorawan/TTN

connected libraries

bypassing the enclosures act of
telecommunications
infrastructure to create a
commons for devices

longer-term things for kids to
understand collaboration with

urban people don’t interface with
farming (just recreation) or the
local workers

commons networks

sensor networks are an easy
win

how will brexit affect this? how
will affect migrant workers - both
on farms, and service industry in
the rural

flood defence and monitoring old stuff

not too keen on short-term
hackathons
wants a brazilian-themed event (ie,
like one theme for the whole thing they had water)
Village Networks

The Bucolic Network

Small communities have more flexibility in sharing
information and insights.
Tools for resource pooling (sensing, data
aggregation, broadcast) - power, water, gas
use?

Building alternative network models of sharing and
community knowledge
Farm metaphors apply to data storage; what of data
storage metaphors applied to the farm?
Post EU-subsidy

Deaddrops for Remote Communities
Located, geographically-limited shared servers
offering media, documents, wikis and music for
people in the area

How will farms replace the income from the EU? Digital platforms?

Community publishing for remote communities

Isolated Networks?

resistant to DDoS?

Archival and digital storage

long-term, slow data?

(Private networks and servers for remote
communities and bad outbound connectivity)

Post-digital Tourism
Patchy connectivity provides an opportunity to detox
the hopelessly overconnected unlike no-where else

Smart Shared Resources
Community-owned equipment (diggers, buses, tractors, bulls) with
smart usage logging - maybe alternative models of ownership and
development are possible through simple IoT?
IoT - blurring the map and the physical, from google earth to the field self-aware, location aware, disposable sensor networks that can be
customised - toolkits to swap in pH, moisture, temperature sensors on
demand?
Data Logging - communities building, owning, licensing their own
captured data. “50 years of soil pH over a 20 mile area”

Hwa Young and Dave Mee 17/01/2017
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Donald Trump Twitter Rehabilitation Clinic

6.5 Dr David Bell – Cottage Economy: the ‘ruralness’ of rural cultural industries
Writing the creative rural economy; recent research papers by academics and the USDA
[T]here seems to be an emerging national geography of academic research on ‘non- metro’ cultural
industry, with Australia currently leading the pack. This is in itself revealing of the ideas about the
countryside that take hold in a particular national context, leading – among other things – to funding
priorities for academic research.

6.5.1 Cottage Economy: the ‘ruralness’ of rural cultural industries
Dr. David Bell (Senior Lecturer in Critical Human Geography and Head of School, University of Leeds)
Recent years have seen increasing attention paid to the geographies of cultural production and consumption.
This work has emphasised issues of place and scale, and has reminded researchers and policymakers of ‘the
difference that space makes’ – that analyses of and interventions in the workings of cultural industries must
think carefully about where those industries are located, the spatial reach of their networks and markets, and
interactions with other geographical features (the urban landscape, place image, etc.) and phenomena
(migration, gentrification, etc.), and so on. Among the emerging geographies being mapped and discussed, we
have global, national and regional scale case studies and comparisons, analyses of policy transfer and policy
tourism, explorations of agglomeration, and detailed explorations of site-specific (and industry/sector- specific)
cases. This is arguably most apparent in the creative industries domain, although there are parallel tracks
focused on issues such as cultural tourism and culture-led regeneration. Among the geographical registers used
to think about creative and cultural industries, one key approach has been to explore urban-rural differences
(and similarities). This approach often begins with a critique of the centring of metropolitan cultural work and life
in accounts of creative industries and creative economies; it is true that, say a decade ago, the dominant ‘script’
concerning the creative industries tended to assume a particular inner-city location – that creative industries are
quintessentially urban (Banks et al 2000). However, more recently we have witnessed the emergence of a
literature that uses that critique as a platform to look elsewhere for creative activities: to look to the small city or
market town, the outer suburbs, to ‘peripheral’ regions, and to the countryside (see respectively Waitt and
Gibson 2009; Lazzeroni et al 2013; Collis et al 2013; Thomas et al 2013; Bell and Jayne 2010). It is the latter
‘elsewhere’ that is the focus of this chapter. Through a discussion of research and policy discussion on rural
cultural industries, my aim is to examine in particular the framing of ‘ruralness’ used to account for cultural
production (and consumption) beyond the metropolis. In so doing, I want to think about the different
countrysides that are conjured in accounts of, to use Susan Luckman’s (2012) subtitular phrase, ‘rural, regional
and remote creativity’.
Local Cultural Industry
As noted above, attention to the geographies of cultural industries operates at a range of spatial scales; attention
to scale is implicit in Luckman’s ‘rural, regional and remote’ – as are issues of distance/proximity, and imagined
geographies. The common sense antinomies implied in this triad barely need spelling out, but let’s spell them out
anyway: rural (not urban), regional (non-metro, to use Melissa Gregg’s (2010) term), remote (not nearby). Each
term in the binary pair carries its own specific weight: the ‘not-a’ signifies a lack. Part of the work of the emerging
literature on rural cultural industry has been to redress this (in)balance, to re-centre the marginal, bring the
remote in from the cold, rethink the regional and the rural. One strength of the work in this field has been its
attention to imagined geographies but also to real places: to think, if you like, about what remoteness,
regionality and ruralness means for a potter in the English Cotswolds, or an artists’ collective in Bega, Australia,
or the ‘creative class’ in the Canadian North, or for policymaking in Western Ireland (see respectively Luckman
2012; Waitt and Gibson 2013; Petrov 2008; White 2010). Increasingly, emphasis is placed on relational
geographies, too – this returns us to those binaries, but also reminds us of connectedness, of networks and
linkages, producing accounts of cultural ecologies or compages (Scott 2010). Relational thinking also operates
across spatial scales, and work exploring scalar connections reminds us that the rural does not equate solely with
the local; global circuits do not hover above or skirt round the countryside. Scott’s (2010) study of the English
Lake District relocates the region (at least in part) in the context of global flows – of tourists but also of texts
(such as the retelling of one well known story from the Lakes in the movie Mrs Potter). So while the Lakes remain
peripheral in some geographical senses, the iconicity of the region ‘lifts’ it (but crucially, without disembedding)
out of the local. And, of course, the rural also relates to the national: what counts as the countryside, and what
the countryside means, is nationally specific, despite the sometimes homogenizing effects of certain globalizing
narratives about the rural (Bell 2006).[1]
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The issue of the meaning(s) of the rural is a key consideration in unpacking how that meaning relates to cultural
production and consumption. At one level, we need to explore how rural cultural industries are engaged in
‘selling’ the countryside – or particular variants of the countryside. And we need to think about what ruralness
means to cultural industries, as a place to do business, as a potential base for ‘good work’. Susan Luckman (2012)
pursues these (and other) lines of enquiry in her detailed discussion of the motives and experiences of rural
cultural workers.
And she puts place centre stage in her account: cultural work involves multiple interactions with place, space and
landscape, and these interactions affect both the content and the practices of cultural production. Mindful of the
hazards of essentializing ‘The Rural’ and its affects and effects, she draws on empirical work to complicate this
particular relation – between place and work – and in so doing opens up numerous new questions about, as she
summarizes, ‘the complex affordances and sensory relationships intersecting cultural work and place, particularly
the multifaceted encounters with the natural environment: individual and collective, productive and restricting,
detrimental and sympathetic’ (167). (Luckman revisits numerous older questions, too – she is attentive to the
histories of place-work relations in the rural.) At the same time, she never loses focus on the business of cultural
work: while the ‘good life’ in the country might hold out the promise of ‘good work’ too, she recounts the
difficulties as well as the pleasures her respondents encountered. And she re-reminds us that by turning our
attention to these lives lived and the works made, we gain new purchase on the very issue of creativity: what it
means, the value it carries, and what happens when it turns into a job. Crucially, she keeps an eye on where
creativity happens, also at different scales, from an entire region, to a particular landscape, to an individual
studio or workshop.
The Creative Class and the Country
In so doing, Luckman reframes the ‘creative class’ narrative that has, until recently, assumed a metropolitan
context: edgy or buzzy neighbourhoods, urban lifestyles, dense networking, blurring of work and non-work
activities, etc. (Florida 2002; Landry 2001). As such, she adds to debates that seek to relocate creativity – which is
not quite collateral with cultural industry, but has become somewhat synonymous – and to write a new
narrative. As Gordon Waitt and Chris Gibson (2013: 75) ask, ‘what alternative conceptualisations of creativity are
possible to those that focus on certain forms of urban, market-dominated activities’? In this reframing, an ‘other’
cultural economy is evident, less bound by (and driven by) those ‘urban, market-dominated activities’ that have
until recently practically defined the creative industries, especially as a policy target. Waitt and Gibson focus on
an artists’ co-op and its foregrounding of ‘non-market’ creativity – in the Spiral Gallery, located in Bega in the Far
South Coast New South Wales region of Australia, they witness ‘fugitive energies’ producing a different
understanding of the role of creativity in place.
This discussion accords with a new wave of interest in forms of cultural production that have been sidelined in
the dominant economically-focussed creative industries script – instances include ‘craftivism’ and the broader
revival in the handmade, homemade and D-i-Y, vernacular creativity, process-based and collaborative arts
practice, and of course forms of user-generated content (Luckman 2012; Edensor et al 2009; Kester 2004;
Gauntlett 2011). Terms well-known from the urban-economic creative industries literature, such as creative
clusters, take on new meaning in rural contexts (Harvey et al 2012), while the obsession with mapping and
quantifying creative industries gets pushed to its limit in academic and policy studies that bring to light ‘hot
spots’ of creative work in the ‘unsexier’ sectors of cultural production such as traditional crafts, printing and
publishing, or postcard production (see respectively Thomas et al 2013; Burns Owens Partnership 2006; Mayes
2010). And a different blurring of work/non-work is evident in some such studies: Mayes’ discussion of ‘lay’
postcard making in Ravensthorpe, Western Australia, focuses on a local production milieu using both paid and
volunteer labour, with strong ‘community’ motivations alongside the business of making and selling cards – a
practice in itself stitched into the broader cultural economy of place and ‘local’ production (in two senses: locally
based, but also producing the local through postcard imagery). Mayes’ study highlights the importance of
mapping cultural practices in rural places like Ravensthorpe, attending to ‘the role of “the rural” in shaping
cultural work, as opposed to content” (Mayes 2010: 9; emphasis added). A million miles away from the hipster
cultural workers usually imagined as the archetypal ‘creatives’, these lay makers remind us that – not exclusively
in the rural – ‘other’ forms of cultural work can be profoundly important, not least for their participants.
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Cultural Work is Ordinary
Mayes’ study is also useful for reminding us of the ordinariness of cultural work: contrary to the ‘splashy’
accounts of the creative class, here is a story of the day-to-day doings of cultural production, its rewards and its
drawbacks. An important turn in the (normally urban based) literature on cultural production has been a focus
on cultural work-as-work, as labour (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; Banks 2007). Emerging themes such as
precariousness have subsequently been explored in non-metropolitan locations. Felton et al (2010), for example,
discuss the potentially greater resilience of outer suburban cultural workers in the context of recession: cheaper
living costs and forms of ‘economic elasticity’ were found to make the suburbs relatively storm-ready.
And Luckman (2012) takes her lead from the cultural work-as-work literature, bringing its insights into contact
with her empirical findings from Australia and the UK. A key issue raised by her respondents concerns ‘balanced
lives’ – this doesn’t only mean so-called work-life balance, but also relates to life course and the contentious
issues of ‘lifestyle migration’ and ‘lifestyle businesses’. The latter are contentious because the term lifestyle
assumes an almost pejorative term in some contexts – though many incomers to rural areas admit that their
relocation decisions have significant ‘non-economic’ dimensions (Hoey 2005). Of course creatives and cultural
workers aren’t the only people considering an escape to the country: the phenomenon of internal migration
away from non-metropolitan locations is well- known, the impulse to go ‘back to the land’ has a long history, and
the push and pull factors at work have become common sense and a staple of lifestyle media (Halfacree 2007;
Thomas 2008). But the assumed negative meaning of ‘lifestyle’ and the commonly-used term ‘downshifting’ to
describe a recalibrating of work-life balance has been contested in some accounts of rural cultural worker
migration – neologisms such as ‘cross-shifting’ being preferred by some for not suggesting any kind of
downscaling of work (in terms of productivity, quality, etc.). Anxieties about the ‘cultural cringe’, about loss of
credibility and about being seen as ‘dropping out’ by moving from the inner city sometimes require constant
repudiation – or the construction of alternative narratives that seek to emphasize instead the benefits and
pleasures of new ways of working and living (Collis et al 2013). In policy making circles, it has sometimes been
hard to apply existing models of creative industries development in rural settings; even harder to suggest
alternative models, especially slow- or no- growth ones (Bell and Jayne 2010).
In one sense, then, rural cultural work is extraordinary: it bucks the trends and refuses the models that normally
apply. And in some academic accounts, this idea of a dominant and dominating norm based on inner city creative
work-life that rural studies counter treads a fine line between redressing an imbalance and romanticizing this
‘new’ research object, the rural creative. Just as there is a danger of essentializing ‘The Rural’ as always and
everywhere the same thing, so there is a danger here in overemphasizing the extraordinary and the unique in
rural cultural work. This is not to deny the value of switching our attention away from the familiar milieux of the
big cities; clearly, to not do so would be a great disservice to these ‘’other geographies’ of cultural production’
(Harvey et al 2012: 537) or ‘other creative geographies’ (Collis et al 2013: 149) – yet, in calling attention to their
otherness, we fall back into the trap of seeing the rural as marginal, as other (Gregg 2010). As with the emerging
‘ordinary cities’ literature (Robinson 2005), which pulls the focus away from exceptional metropolitanism and
metropolitan exceptionalism, a less othering perspective on the ordinariness of rural (and non-rural) cultural
work is overdue.
Producing Ruralities
Which brings us to the issue of place-in-product: inevitably, we do need some focus on the ways in which rurality
(or plural ruralities) gets made through cultural work. In the era of the so-called post- productivist countryside,
and with a seemingly ever-growing commodification of the rural (though both these notions are contested), it’s
important to consider how cultural producers give shape to understandings of the countryside – again, issues of
ordinariness and extraordinariness matter here, as do issues of the ‘aestheticization and semioticization of the
rural’ (Scott 2010: 1546). Mayes’ (2010) account of the postcard makers of Ravensthorpe reminds us of one
potential drawback of rural cultural industry: the requirement to enact and represent particular forms of rurality,
especially those that are marketable. While her study emphasizes work over content, it is important to explore
the role of rural cultural production in producing and circulating certain versions of the rural – and to follow
these representations and the work that they do. There is a symbolic economy at work here, too. This also
returns us to the issue of the local, and to the selling of local distinctiveness.
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Rural innovators - case study

The New Rural Boudicas
Xenia Mosley - the new crafts journeywoman; pioneering the creative rural economy

Journeyman (noun): An apprentice who moves from one town or rural village to another, gaining an experience of
different workshop skills, learning a trade while developing character, experiencing community life and travelling.

Xenia Moseley: Socially useful rural design
Born to a Russian mother and Welsh father in south London, Moseley trained at Brighton University,
where her thesis was entitled ‘Folk Art and Craft of the Russian Empire’. Her projects are rooted in
social engagement; she has worked for a florist, builds websites, carves spoons and spins wool, and is
currently a fellow of the social-innovation programme Year Here, working at an Academy school in
south London. Her work is part of the V&A’s Wish List at LDF. Testing various craftspeople's
willingness to share, I turn up on their doorsteps asking for insight into their practice and survival skills.
So far I've visited and studied the skills of a wool-spinner, cobbler, boat builder, basket-weaver, and
upholsterer and made an object that combines and celebrates these crafts, and symbolises an on-going
journey. Its a manifestation of the materials and craft methods encountered, transformed into a useful
object that's also a metaphor of collaboration and learning.
<www.xeniamoseley.co.uk/Journeywoman>

www.aluncallender.com M 07850 678085
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Rural innovators - case study

Cornish tea to China
Johnathan Jones - selling Cornish tea to China; creative UK rural businesses as global players

Johnathan Jones is MD, Tregothnan Trading. Voted in top ten influential business leaders of Cornwall
and famous for pioneering and establishing the first home-grown Cornish tea company. Known as the
‘business botanist’ for his green fingers and experience in both botany and rural business. ‘Creating the
right conditions for growth has never been more exciting’.
He believes creative rural businesses can grow as global players and has given numerous media
interviews and lectures on this particular passion. He serves on a number of boards in the UK including
Plimsoll Publishing, the world leader in business intelligence. Awarded the Goodman Cup for
‘outstanding contribution to Cornish Horticulture’ and multiple prizes for strategy and entrepreneurship.
He is currently training for the Australian downwind windsurfing marathon having been part of the first
team to windsurf the north coast of Brazil in 2014 and is windsurfing from Lands End to the Scilly Isles
for the first time in 2016 for Cancer Research.
Home to the Boscawen family, the Tregothan private estate has persevered in pioneering botanical firsts
since 1334. Inspired by a tradition stretching back generations, Johnathan began supplying England’s
first and only tea in 2005, creating inimitable Britishness. As well as growing English tea and a vast range
of delicious herbal infusions, a diversity of lands also allows us to produce sustainable coppiced charcoal,
Cornish Manuka and wildflower honeys, and our fine and rare Kea plum jam. Beautifully
British flowers from the Tregothnan estate and surrounding lands are cut for our range of hand-tied
seasonal English bouquets. The ‘Cornishness’ of the ultimate cream tea is also recognised far and wide.

https://tregothnan.co.uk
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As a respondent in Gibson et al’s (2010: 30) study of cultural production in Darwin, Australia, said, “In Darwin
they [benefactors commissioning work] like the work to be about Darwin” (emphasis added). The requirement of
‘aboutness’ was seen in this study to be peculiar to rural and remote locations, not demanded of urban artists.
Moreover, respondents in countless other studies confess unease at having to produce and perform rurality in
order to suit particular markets, notably tourists. As Scott (2010) notes, the familiar problems of tourist places –
museumization and Disneyfication – are projected onto cultural producers who can feel that their creativity is
being undermined by the requirements of lucrative markets. An interviewee in Kneafsey et al’s (2001: 306) study
of rural West Wales described a special section in her shop aimed at tourists as “the craporama area”, while
respondents in Luckman’s (2012: 100) research worried about their work being seen as ‘folksy’ or ‘twee’, and
cultural producers operating open studios or ‘studio shopfronts’ similarly bemoaned having to perform rurality
for customers.[2]
Localness in content is partly an issue to do with the type of cultural product: a postcard needs to be local almost
by definition, whereas other forms of cultural product might be able to address location in more generic, even
abstract ways. The example of local TV is a useful illustration. In the UK in 2012, the Department of Media,
Culture and Sport (DCMS) offered digital broadcasting licences for production companies to produce local
programming across the UK.[3] In some places where bids for a local TV station were worked up, this generated
intense (sometimes wry) debate: in the small town of Malvern in Worcestershire, England, for example, the very
idea of local TV production was largely met with bemusement: what on Earth would be of sufficient interest to
be shown on television, even just for a local audience?
Who would really want to watch Malvern TV? In local press coverage and debate, there seemed to be something
incompatible about local identity and televisuality: Malvern is too local to warrant TV coverage (even though
locals bemoaned lack of coverage on current regional news broadcasting). The idea of a local newspaper – in this
case the long-running Malvern Gazette – did not seem oxymoronic in the same way that Malvern TV did (Harris
2013). Even place-specific heritage can seem ‘too local’ if it does not fit the expectations of visitors (Lazzeroni et
al 2013).
Luckman (2012: 95-6) proposes a broad typology for market relationships in rural cultural production, which is
worth reflecting on here:
•
•
•
•
•
•

marketing and selling to locals goods/services with a distinct local/rural character;
marketing and selling to visiting outsiders goods/services with a distinct local/rural character;
marketing and selling widely goods/services with a distinct local/rural character;
marketing and selling to locals goods/services that just happen to be made in a rural, regional or
remote location;
marketing and selling to visitors goods/services that just happen to be made in a rural, regional or
remote location;
marketing and selling widely goods/services that just happen to be made in a rural, regional or remote
location.

We might want to focus for a second on the phrase ‘local/rural character’: in collapsing these two placeholders,
Luckman misses a significant distinction, between the concrete specificities of the local and the (possibly) more
generic rural. Even our earlier example of picture postcards, on closer inspection, can speak across spatial scales
– generic rural images (and, indeed, national images) are marketable alongside highly localised depictions of
place. The same can be said to be true of other forms of cultural production: a film ‘about’ a particular rural
locale also speaks to more generic tropes of country life (Fish 2007). So, to return to another earlier example,
while Mrs Potter is deeply rooted in an imagined Lake District, its themes also work across scales (hence its
global backing and box office success). The image of the Lake District, it might be argued, is resoundingly glocal.
This does not mean that rural cultural producers are condemned to endlessly repeat certain representations of
the countryside, of course: rural images, narratives and themes are constantly reinvented across cultural texts.
Representations of the rural are also doing cultural work, including reworking the rural itself.
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Back to Luckman’s typology, and to another interesting phrase it contains: ‘just happen to’. It seems strange to
say that some cultural goods/service just happen to be made in the rural, as if their makers have had no say in
where they are based. This phrase therefore hides a whole set of (past, current and also arguably future)
locational decisions, plus external forces that shape those decisions (including those that limit them; Gregg
2010). Aside from the danger of glossing those decisions and forces, in demoting any notion of agency the ‘just
happen to’ idea also obscures the implication of cultural producers in rural transformation too, and not always in
positive terms. In common with narratives about gentrification in inner city neighbourhoods popularized by
urban creatives, the phenomenon of rural gentrification or ‘greentrification’ is increasingly attracting academic
and policy attention (Smith and Phillips 2001). While not solely laid at the feet of rural creatives, the current
wave of relocations, second home buying and ‘staycationing’ is undoubtedly fuelled by the continued circulation
of images and ideas about the rural good life, propagated and disseminated by the cultural industries. While
positive policy accounts stress the benefits of rural cultural industries in transforming flagging economies in postproductivist localities, there’s a fine line between regeneration and gentrification which is equally apparent in
the country and the city. Of course, there’s another fine line to tread here: the danger of fossilizing the rural by
holding back those forces of transformation. Scott’s (2010) work on the Lake District traces this line very clearly,
in seeing a familiar story playing out: tourists (and we might add incomers) search for forms of authentic rurality
that their very presence eventually erodes. The pricing out of artists in inner city neighbourhoods (and now,
increasingly, non-metro locales) plays out in a similar fashion. Hence the difficult policy question: how should
rural cultural industry be managed?
A Little Bit Country, a Little Bit Rock‘n’Roll
That question runs through both the policy work and the academic literature I have reviewed in this chapter. In
academic discussion, we are now witnessing the maturing of a sub-field that blends economic geography, rural
studies, policy analysis and cultural studies. We can spot an emerging agenda taking shape, and soon hopefully it
should be possible to begin a paper on rural cultural industries without repeating the spot-the-urban-bias
mantra. In so doing, we might be able to see rural cultural industry as ordinary, in a positive sense: not an
aberration or a misfit, but part-and- parcel of the cultural industries ‘scene’. This does not mean denying the
specificities of rural cultural production – including its ruralities or ruralnesses; it is still important to explore how
different forms of rural are played with and parlayed in rural cultural production, to look at the interplay
between old and new, tradition and innovation. It means no longer trying to shoehorn rural cultural industries
into an urban script, but instead writing a new script attentive to both urban and rural, and to the connections
between them. It means teasing apart different ruralities, at different scales (and it is important to acknowledge
that the discussion in this chapter has not moved beyond the global north).
Certainly, it is important not to lose sight of the value of an explicitly territorial approach – creative industry in
place – by flattening any distinctions across space and scale. But I do think that a focus less on places-in-isolation,
and more on places-in-relation, is helpful, not least when studying places in isolation reinforces the assumed
isolation of those places. Bringing places in from the periphery by looking relationally allows us, as Chris Gibson
et al (2010) put it, to rethink remoteness and proximity. In their work on Darwin, a relational approach allows
their ‘local’ case study to go ‘glocal’: ideas of remoteness (in this case, to metropolitan Australia) and proximity
(in this case, to Asia), are pulled in and out of focus as cultural producers manage networks, make connections,
and trade strategically on both proximity and remoteness.
Rethinking rural cultural industries relationally also gives us a chance to go beyond the rural, and to reflect on
some of the shortcomings of our general approach to the cultural industries. This includes the thorny question of
definition: while in the UK (and diffused fairly widely beyond), a focus on cultural industries has been partially
eclipsed by the creative industries, one of the merits of using the term ‘cultural’ has been in widening our scope
beyond what Andy Pratt (2013) has recently called ‘the DCMS 13’ – those creative sectors listed in UK policy. This
has sometimes proved contentious, and one key faultline concerns ‘traditional’ cultural production. The so-called
craft revival is illustrative here, with its ‘post-Etsy’ emphasis on the funkier forms of craft work – guerrilla knitting
rather than corn dollies (Luckman 2012). The lingering whiff on the twee or the folksy – not to mention of tourist
tat and craporama – keeps some forms of craft in the cold. While the UK Crafts Council nods once to ‘traditional’
techniques in its value statement, its repetitive emphasis on ‘contemporary craft’ seems to leave little room for
those traditions (see www.craftscouncil.org.uk); its 2011 briefing report on craft and rural innovation, while
acknowledging connections to the tourist economy, draws on creative industries discourse to stress economic
impacts (it refers repeatedly to a 2007 NESTA report on rural innovation, which explicitly focuses on the ‘DCMS
13’ [Mahroum et al 2007; Yair 2011]).
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That NESTA report does highlight a key issue I have alluded to in this chapter: the role of rural creative (cultural)
industries in place-making, though NESTA’s conclusion is somewhat ambivalent. Having established a Williamsian
structure of feeling role for culture in the rural, it notes that ‘In the case of the contemporary UK countryside,
much of the ongoing cultural innovation is to diffuse a set of essentially urban cultural practices, ideas and values
to rural areas, and to re-shape and re-cast these in this new context’ (Mahroum et al 2007: 42, emphasis added).
So the rural becomes an import zone whose role is to re-shape and re-cast urban cultural practices. This seems
so heavy- handedly one-way as to border on symbolic violence. Of course, part of the problem is the policy shift
from ‘creativity’ to ‘innovation’, and the continued assumed connection between cities and innovation, the
countryside and tradition.
Some of the case studies and discussions referred to in this chapter think place-making in a very different way;
they think about landscape and environment, about place-in-product and product-in-place. They think about
ecologies. Maybe it’s the felt presence of the natural landscape that suggests this kind of language (and yes,
there is work that discusses creative ecologies in cities). The ecological approach lets us see a denser network of
relationships – certainly more than a focus on clusters or agglomerations. Of course, this does not mean
tethering product and place. A useful analogy might be country music, which has kept connection to its roots
while constantly innovating; has stayed locally rooted while going global; has a porosity that lets it deal head-on
with contemporary issues while also remembering the eternal and universal themes. It comes in and falls out of
fashion regularly, but it keeps going. And it is generously accommodating of tradition and innovation.
Forthcoming in Kate Oakley & Justin O’Connor (eds) Handbook of the Cultural Industries (Routledge)
Dr David Bell (Senior Lecturer in Critical Human Geography and Head of School, University of Leeds)
<https://www.geog.leeds.ac.uk/people/d.bell/>

Notes:
1. In addition, there seems to be an emerging national geography of academic research on ‘non- metro’ cultural industry,
with Australia currently leading the pack. This is in itself revealing of the ideas about the countryside that take hold in a
particular national context, leading – among other things – to funding priorities for academic research.
2. Of course, rural studies has long insisted that rurality is performed by many different actors, including tourists (Edensor
2006).
3. See https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/making-it-easier-for-the-media-and-creative- industries-to-grow-whileprotecting-the-interests-of-citizens/supporting-pages/creating-a-local-tv- framework-so-that-local-tv-services-can-be-set-upacross-the-uk
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6.5.2 Richard Florida – Fall and (partial) Rise of the Rural Creative Class

Fall and (Partial) Rise of the Rural Creative Class:
Richard Florida and the US Dept. of Agriculture collaborate on
advanced creative rural economy research and development work
"No longer can rural areas expect to prosper based just on natural amenities like ski
mountains and national parks. The harsh reality of our time is that proximity to major
metro economic centers is more important than ever before"

A new USDA report suggests that small rural townships like Middleburg,
Virginia, population 632, might be threatened by the new knowledge economy.
(U.S. Department of Agriculture/Flickr)
RICHARD FLORIDA @Richard_Florida Nov 11, 2014 Comments

Cities and metros power economic growth, and talented and skilled people flow to them.
But what about this country’s non-metro areas, or its rural regions? How have they fended since
the Great Recession? And what has been the role of the rural creative class in their economic
recovery?
USDA Department of Agriculture economist Timothy Wojan, who along with David
McGranahan wrote one of the pioneering studies of the rural creative class, just released a new
study examining how rural areas with larger shares of the creative class performed between 2007
and 2011. Wojan’s previous work found a substantial share of the creative class in some rural
counties, and also that natural amenities (mountains, lakes and agreeable climates, for example)
can help spur rural growth. In this updated study, he looks at the role of the rural creative class
and natural amenities in rural counties' performances in the wake of the Great Recession.
The upshot: Just as with the nation as a whole, rural geography is becoming more concentrated
and spiky. The rural economy has the same fundamental drivers as the metro economy: access to
knowledge institutions and the clustering and concentration of talent and skill. No longer can
rural areas expect to prosper based just on natural amenities like ski mountains and national
parks. The harsh reality of our time is that proximity to major metro economic centers is more
important than ever before. Unfortunately for more isolated places, that tilt toward spikiness is
only likely to increase in the future.
Richard Florida (11th Nov. 2014)
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6.5.3 Rem Koolhaas - the rural has now become more 'volatile' than the most accelerated city

'Our current obsession with only the city is highly irresponsible'

Rem Koolhaas - the countryside has now become more 'volatile' than the city

Leading international architect Rem Koolhaas thinks that too little attention is paid to the countryside, where
change is happening at a faster rate than in most cities. In this illustrated essay, the OMA founder argues that
architects need to take stock of a new agricultural revolution. And a rural condition which he describes as
characterised by 'hyper-cartesianism', while the cities are distracted and indulge in 'massive whimsicaility'.
The countryside, he states, is now the frontline of transformation. A world formerly dictated by the seasons and
the organisation of agriculture is now a toxic mix of genetic experiment, science, industrial nostalgia, seasonal
immigration, territorial buying sprees, massive subsidies, incidental inhabitation, tax incentives, investment,
political turmoil, in other words more volatile than the most accelerated city.
The key lecture with numerous slide images outlining his discousre on the 'post-Urban' condition, and the
challenges that the new rural and agricultural agendas present for architects, academics and artists can be
accessed freely on the OMA website: <www.oma.eu/lectures/countryside>

Koolhaas also argues that the countryside has become an amalgamation of tendencies that are outside our
overview and outside our awareness. Our current obsession with only the city is highly irresponsible because you
cannot understand the city without understanding the countryside. Husbandry of the land is now a digital
practice. For example the tractor, which revolutionised the farm in the 19th century, has become a
computerised work station. It is a series of devices and sensors that create a seamless, yet detached digital
interface between the driver and the earth, the farmer and the land.
The countryside in terms of how we work is becoming very similar to the city. The farmer is like us – a flex
worker, operating on a laptop from any possible location. We are now beginning to increase our understanding
of conditions that were previously unexplored – a process to continue further.
This article was first published in Icon's September 2014 issue: Countryside, under the headline "Koolhaas in the
country".
We are very grateful to AMO and Rem Koolhaas for access to their website and the very useful information on
the future of the countryside that they have gathered. They lead the field.
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Appendix VII

Curating the Rural - the post-Urban
Exploring new urban - rural, agriculture - culture reconnections

The Wedding Between Art and Agriculture, symposium Oland, Sweden

7.1

Rural sector curatorial tactics - reconnecting the rural with the city

7.2

The Marriage between Art and Agriculture - opening agriculture to culture again

7.3

Art and Pandemics - a cultural response to future Zoonose pandemics
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7. Curating the creative rural economies; new critical artistic and curatorial tactics
These were partly set out earlier on in the New Rural Arts report 2004 - 'Towards a new rural arts pedagogy and
research tradition'. It may be possible that new projects could also be adapted from the existing urban cultural
programmes and arts-led urban regeneration programmes; e.g. public art, biennales, new art museums, cultural
diversity, etc. The rural sector could, with a formal rural cultural strategy in place, also look at developing a
portfolio of radical new artistic and cultural projects, or interventions. Which, developed over a 3-5 year period
initially, might achieve and mobilise some quite powerful and compelling new cultural policy narratives. The
latter enterprise will obviously take time but with a five year strategic framework this should become possible.

7.1 Curating new urban rural re-connections - four case studies
These were a series of proposed curatorial projects (exhibitions, City of Culture bids, proto-rural biennales, etc.)
that were developed largely from within the rural community sector, from about 2005 onwards, and that were in
the end - unsuccessful. What is important about each of these proposals is that they demonstrate the creative
range, high level of professionalism and curatorial sophistication of rural sector and its cultural tactics and
thinking. That rural sector is also serious and resolute in its desire to engage with the urban in a meaningful
cultural dialogue and exchange. However, these experiences once again point up the need for a new cultural
support and funding framework that would enable the rural sector to develop these vital new urban rural
cultural interfaces and exchanges. They are vital and integral party of the whole new creative rural economy
enterprise.
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7.1.1

UK Countryside Capital of Culture bid

UK cities; Liverpool, Derry/L'Derry, Hull, etc., all benefited from major Government and Arts Lottery funding to help celebrate
and sustain their creative urban communities, urban cultural industries, new civic arts and cultural facilities.

UK - Countryside Capital of Culture - 2019?
"The perfect mix of natural landscape and culture"
Isabel Davies Farmers Weekly Tuesday 25 August 2009

(this has been re-edited for the report)"

Rural tourism and farming bosses launch a bid for the countryside to be the 2013 City of
Culture.
Farm Stay UK, the National Trust and the NFU are lobbying the Department for Culture, Media and Sport on the
grounds that the countryside is culturally rich but needs support to showcase all that it has to offer.
“We are instigating a bid for The UK City of Culture 2013 as we know the countryside has just as much to offer
culturally as any city in the UK,” said Andy Woodward, chief executive of Farm Stay UK.
“The countryside has culture, heritage, the arts and some of the finest sporting events and venues in the world,
many of which are National Trust properties. We have tremendous music festivals, be they pop or classical,
open air theatre and every type of recreation.
“We have the full range of accommodation from traditional farmhouse B&B to luxury stately home hotels and
chic country inns, from quirky self catering cottages to yurts, tipis and wigwams. Add to this a stunning sky line
and you have the perfect mix of natural landscape and culture.”
Jo Burgon, Head of Access & Recreation at the National Trust, added: “The countryside has provided the
inspiration for some of the world’s finest art, music and literature. It could easily be argued that the cultural
contribution of a countryside area such as the Lake District far outweighs that of any UK city.
“Today the countryside acts as inspiration for millions of visitors each year, providing a landscape of culture
packed with cultural activities. The countryside is an important part of UK culture that is frequently
overlooked, which is why we are keen to back this bid.”
NFU Director of Policy Martin Haworth said: “Winning the City of Culture would reflect the wealth of cultural
opportunities that are already available in our rural towns and villages, as well as bring
much-needed investment to build on existing success.”
Although the original intention had been to submit an application for the countryside as a whole, DCMS
guidelines state that applications have to be led by specific local authorities.
Farm Stay UK says it is testing the water to see if there are rural local authorities – from each corner of the
country – that would like to team up to put forward a bid.
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7.1.2 The Farming in Hyde Park project

NFU council member Guy Smith

The logo for the last Royal (Agriculural) Show 2009
its closure was regarded by some as a major loss to the industry"

The Farming in Hyde Park project - 2013
A cultural gap in British agriculture? Farming 'returns' to the city;
proposed Hyde Park Countryside Food and Farming showcase
Plans to attract a million people to the capital to showcase the best of the nation’s food, farming
and the countryside have been put forward at NFU Council.
The idea is to hold a four-day event in London’s Hyde Park in September 2013 in a bid to promote
agriculture to urban communities. NFU council member Guy Smith, one of several farmers behind
the proposal, said he wanted to recreate the success of the last food and farming show, which was
held in Hyde Park in 1989, which saw a million people attend.
He said he wanted the free show, which is planned to run from 26-29 September, to fill the gap left
by the demise of the Royal Show.
“We need a national showcase for the country’s most important industry,” Mr Smith told an NFU
council meeting at Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, on Tuesday (28 June).
“The Welsh and Scots do well with their shows and it’s a gap in English agriculture. We should try to
do something to correct that.”
Mr Smith said the Greater London Authority, Westminster Council and the Royal Parks Authority
were all enthusiastic about the idea for the show and he wanted farmers to help make it a success.
“I would like to challenge every council to bring to Hyde Park an exhibition that celebrates the best
of food and farming and create a mini Britain to celebrate the best of food and the countryside.”
The industry had been proactive in promoting farming to rural communities over the past decade,
but more could be done to educate people who live in cities, he added.
“Let’s not underestimate London’s importance,” he said. “It’s home to six million people who often
don’t get out into the countryside. A London event could mark the start of a series of farming
events in metropolitan areas and help bring farming to cities.”
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7.1.3

Olympics Art and Farming Project

OLYMPICS ART AND FARMING PROJECT-2012

"
"

The Olympic Games Art and Farming Project; 2011-12

There are about 20 farms located within a twenty mile radius of Healthrow

Olympics Games farmland art cultivation project - supporting schools and public engagement
sustainable farm foods programme, 2011-12.
The project was to be based on the cultivation, over two years (2011-12), of 12 giant land art
projects on farms around Heathrow. Each image to be of different athletics sports; fencing,
gymnastics, swimming, weight-lifting and Para-Olympics participants, etc. Farmers with large
fields located within a 20 mile radius of Heathrow were invited to collaborate with artists to
design an Olympic-themed land art field image for their particular piece of land.
Each farm field art image would also to have involved local school children, village communities,
young farmers clubs, and Heathrow staff (e.g. baggage handlers, air hostess, pilots, managers,
cleaners, etc.,) with the documentation and processing of a different farm crops; maize, corn,
lavender, grass, clover, willow, acanthus, from seeding, to harvesting and processing. A final airport
and farming community 'Olympics dinner' was to have taken place in a BA hanger with the foods
sourced from local farmers, horticultural and community gardens.
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Baling hay for the Olympics
Olympic weight lifter image proposed for a hay field site near Heathrow. The intention had
been to invite the various Olympic weightlifting teams (Bulgaria, New Zealand, China, GB,
France, Brazil, etc.) to come on to the farm at the end of the games, to help the local farmer
bale the hay and then stack the bales on the farm - in the shape of the Olympic Rings.
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7.1.4

Uplands Rural Cultures - Rural Biennale pilot

Rare Breed – hill farming in Cumbria exhibition, Rob Fraser 2008

UPLANDS RURAL CULTURES - Biennale pilot
Proposal for a UK Uplands/Hill Farming Cultures Symposium
Proposal for a combined conference, exhibition and cultural programme aimed at documenting and
celebrating the cultural importance and diversity of UK and Irish upland & hill farming life, as well as
promoting a wider public understanding and appreciation of the uplands in general, And to promote
new research work and exhibitions about Britain’s unique and distinctive hill farming cultural
communities, economies and landscapes.
The Upland/Hill Farming Cultures project has three main aims:
1. To secure new cultural funding and investment for upland/hill farming communities and to enhance
their creative economy and cultural capital. To enable and encourage the hill farming community to
make greater use of a wide range of media and arts and culture resources and funding that is
currently available to them, and to work more closely with artists, media and the cultural sector to
help get their message across to the urban consumer and policy makers. To help farmers themselves
recognise the value of hill farming culture and creativity as vital community development and cultural
capital survival tools, and also their potential role in achieving future economic and environmental
sustainability for the uplands. The symposium would also present an opportunity for hill farming and
rural leaders to meet together to discuss and plan out a co-ordinated cultural strategy for the uplands
and hill farming communities in Britain.
2. Establishment of a national upland/hill farming arts, media and cultural researchers networking
event and platform for other professional researchers interested in working on hill farming social,
cultural, economic and environmental research projects. The cultural dimensions and artistic and
creative potentials of farming life and rural communities tend to get overlooked by mainstream
academic and social science researchers focused on study and measurement of ‘hard systems’ rural
economic and social outcomes. The upland/hill farming cultural symposium will attempt for the first
time to bring together all the main research agencies, rural NGOs and independent researchers
currently engaged with researching hill farming/marginal farming communities and upland issues;
The International Centre for the Uplands, Social capital and Traditional Upland Farming (Dec 2005)
Carnegie UK Trust, Remote and Peripheral Areas, University of Newcastle, Rural Health Forum,
Lancaster University, Rural Cultural Forum Rural Cultural Strategy, including the University of
Gloucester, Addington Fund, Commission for Rural Communities, Scottish Crofting Foundation,
DEFRA, ACRE, CPRE, etc.
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3. Development of a cultural strategy and new arts and media partnerships and cultural policy
support for upland farming communities. Many leading artists, film makers, photographers and
writers, etc., (both urban and rural-based) have for a number of years been actively recording and
documenting aspects of hill farming life, upland farming landscapes and related hill farming rural
cultural traditions.
Although exhibited individually in some urban centres, much of this work has not yet been seen
together as a unique cultural document of national significance, nor has it been widely seen or
discussed within the farming community itself. Given the opportunity, many other artists, media
and cultural organisations would be very willing to demonstrate their solidarity and support for the
hill farming community at this particularly crucial period of great change and upheaval within the hill
farming sector. But they currently lack the opportunities for meeting with hill farming communities,
or in sharing ideas and developing creative collaborations with them.
A new arts festival & cultural focus for upland communities
In this context the Upland Cultures event is proposed partly as a public showcase for some of the
exciting new arts, film and media documentary work focused on hill farming communities and their
cultures, landscapes and rural traditions, and also as a meeting point for the two communities; the
arts and hill farming, to get together once a year to exchange experiences and ideas, and to also use
the opportunity to plan out new research projects and discuss future creative collaborations. Building
on Uplands/hill farming community cultural capital; A new cultural festival and focus for creative
uplands communities. The event would also be promoted in Europe and internationally as the first
UK Hill Farming/Uplands Community Cultural Festival, with a well organised supporting programme
of exhibitions, films, concerts, music, poetry and foods from Britain’s uplands.

Barn side door, hill farm Troutbeck

Glenn and Dorothy Wilkinson – Rare Breed Hill Farming in Cumbria

When would it be and what would the event involve?
Depending on the main upland hill farming livestock and seasonal cycles we are suggesting a major
national/international symposium event some time during the early summer (late June) or around
mid September of 2012. Although focused on England, the first event would be open and publicised
as a UK wide event, so as to also include and make welcome other interested hill farming and arts
communities from the uplands and marginal rural areas of Scotland, Wales, and N.Ireland. For this
inaugural event the venue could be located at a suitable rural centre (farm auction centre,
agricultural college, etc.) in Cumbria, or in the Northern Borders region. The project has two
elements; the core conference/symposium (by invitation only), and the wider Uplands cultural
festival and exhibitions programme open to the general public.
Depending on funding, we would anticipate inviting about 100-180 hill farming community
representatives to participate in the core conference, to include a reasonable regional/national
spread and also representation from women farmers, retired farmers and young farmers groups.
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Proposed programme of supporting festival/exhibitions events:
In from the Margins; a picture of the Uplands in Britain today
Depending on the venue it should be possible to coordinated and host ahead of time four or five
large exhibitions by leading British artists and photographers who specialise in recording and
promoting uplands & hill farming communities, and related rural cultural and farming life in the
uplands. Some of these projects have been 5-10 years in the making and, as such, deserve wider
public acclaim and recognition as artistic works in their own right.
These include Kate Bellis’ On the Edge, a five year project about hill farming communities in
Derbyshire; Richard Grassick’s People of the Hills a record of hill farming families in Northumbria
(another ten year project); Alex Moore’s work on Herdwick sheep farming communities in Cumbria;
Nick May, Till the Cows Come Home, about hill farming families in Cumbria; Tessa Bunney’s Farm
House Kitchens, records of women hill farmers and hill farming diversification projects in Yorkshire
and Lancashire;

Women in Farming Aune Head Arts’ excellent work on documenting women and farming life on
Dartmoor, and Mirgrant Stories the Rural Media Company’s work about migrant workers and
farming families on the Welsh Borders and near Hereford. Other leading arts groups; Grizedale Arts
(Cumbria), Aune Head Arts (Devon) Allenhead Arts (N.Yorks) and LITTORAL Arts (Lancashire) have
re-located their activities to upland areas, and are now also experimenting with new rural economic
and creative hill farming practices. There are many other such projects that could also be
mentioned.
International Hill Farming and Uplands Film and music Festival
A selection of recent international documentary film work and historical archive films about hill
farming communities issues, and other upland landscapes and communities, from throughout the
UK, EU and Australia, New Zealand, China, Tibet, Canada, etc. Proposed in collaboration with the
Rural Route Film Festival New York, and the Rural Media Company, Hereford.

Young fiddlers from Shetland
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Uplands foods and cultural tourism festival showcase
The event could also provide an important national showcase and marketing training opportunity
for regional hill farming/uplands foods, crafts and related rural cultural tourism offers.

National/UK uplands cultural symposium or conference
The focus for the two event would be the staging of the first national conference or symposium
devoted entirely to a study and celebration of hill farming cultures and about the creative potential
of upland communities in Britain. Possible two day conference programme structure:
Survival of uplands cultures and communities in Britain
Day 1. Would mainly be for the hill farming community and its leaders to all meet together and
discuss the basic content and terms of reference for a proposed future cultural strategy for the
uplands. This would include an update about the current problems and threats to the sustainability
of hill farming communities, after which discussions would then move on to consideration of
possible creative solutions. These would also reference current research work (Carnegie UK Trust,
etc.), the CRC Enquiry into the Uplands, and other social and environmental sustainability
strategies being proposed for the uplands (RDPE).
Creative partnerships for upland survival and sustainability
Day 2. In the morning session the hill farmers could invite their guests and partners from the arts,
media, cultural and academic communities to put forward their own creative ideas and solutions to
some of the issues confronting the uplands as outlined in the Day 1 sessions. This would include
an update about current social research projects focused on hill farming communities, including the
on going Hill Farming Communities in the north of England study led by Voluntary Action Cumbria
and funded by the Carnegie UK Trust. In the afternoon they would then move on to discuss and
plan out a future national media, arts and cultural strategy in support of the hill farming
community. Many leading film makers, photographers, artists, radio producers, writers, journalists
and TV producers, etc., are very sympathetic and supportive of hill farming communities and their
cause. These records and photographs would also be exhibited at the symposium which would also
be publicised nationally and internationally as a positive celebration of UK hill farming people, and
of the need to keep on recording and investing in their unique way of life and cultural traditions.
Getting uplands farming message across by cultural means
In addition to generating wider public interest and positive media support for hill farming
communities and upland cultures in general, the symposium and festival would also give the
(urban) arts and media sector an opportunity to learn more about the current issues and problems
confronting the upland communities. But that this could best be achieved through promoting
mainly positive images, communicated through creative and cultural forms of expression.
Ian Hunter
LITTORAL Arts
2/4/08 (revised 8th July 2008)
This document was prepared for submission as part of the NEW FIELDS rural biennale R&D project
bid* submitted to Arts Council England Yorkshire. *Which was later rejected.
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Rural innovators - case study
Jane Exley The Wooly Rug Company, Ambleside Cumbria <www.woollyrug.com>
'The farmers were burning their wool in the fields1 ... I just felt that I had to do something to try and
help'

Herdwick sheep are unique to Cumbria

Jane Exley in her rug making studio

The Wooly Rug Co. Ltd - Hand crafted rugs by Jane Exley
Having trained and practiced as an Interior Designer in Edinburgh, Jane returned to her roots in
Cumbria and the area she deeply loves to establish The Woolly Rug Co. Jane developed a new system
of automated rug making using an air powered gun which 'inject-stitches' the wool into the backing
fabric. Stylish floor rugs using locally sourced sheeps wool (Herdwick) are now hand created in her
riverside work-studio located in Ambleside, each made to a unique size, design and colour- way.
Designed for the private individual, architect and designer who appreciates how an interior can be
redrawn using a naturally textured surface. These modern and unique artworks use the highest quality
wools from the local sheep breed the Herdwick and inspired by the colours of the landscape - the
English Lake District.
1

At a certain point the price for low grade sheep's wool dropped as low as 1p per kilo. It was costing the farmers more to
shear the sheep (which they must do for animal welfare reasons) and there had been reports in the press of farmers burining
wool in the fields as it was uneconomic to ship it out to the wool processors.
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Sally Robinson's first law of creative rural economics - explained
"… my husband took four cattle to market not long ago and he came back with the price for three."
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7.2 NEW FIELDS art and agriculture; curating the rural – exhibitions and rural biennial proposal
Listed under are some brief headings and suggestions for possible future study and research areas:
Many of the major urban cultural and artistic discourses over the past twenty/thirty years have been
articulated around key artistic and curatorial cultural enterprises. Principally, by the Tate and other major new
arts lottery funded contemporary galleries; BALTIC, MIMA, Walsall, Turner Contemporary, Firstsite, etc.
(a) National and regional art galleries as brokers of new critical rural cultural discourses

The Tate Galleries help to generate and lead the nation's key national and international artistic and cultural
narratives. Given that the first rural cultural summit was held at Tate Britain in 2006, it might be possible for
the Tate to take the lead again in developing a series of exhibitions exploring contemporary artistic responses
to these and other new rural and agricultural agendas. Tate Britain has already opened up such a pioneer role
and the critical curatorial methodology with the Patrick Keiller The Robinson Institute, which took place at Tate
Britain in March 2012. The Commission was made in response to Tate’s Collection of British and international
art, supported by Sotheby’s.
The Robinson Institute was an exhibition that considered the origins of the current economic crisis,
whereby images of landmarks and locations in the English landscape, agriculture, and rurality were employed
to illustrate the development of capitalism and its impact on urban and rural communities and landscapes in
Britain. Curated by Katherine Stout, the Tate Robinson Institute project is by far the most sophisticated and
radical curatorial model we have yet encountered in this context. It remains an effective critical curatorial
model that could quite easily stand further replication and expansion, nationally and internationally.

(left) Cornwall Workshop 2010; (right) Futurelands 2, a public forum exploring changing relationships to land took place in
NSW’s central west semi-arid lands. Convened and co-organised by Sydney College of the Arts; it attracted over 100
farmers, artists, scholars and local people; artist Grace Gilbert and the Hemp Cementia project

(b) New rural contemporary art and cultural research centers - land-based advanced rural art labs
In regional rural contexts there have been a number of imaginative curatorial initiatives, including the
pioneering Penzance and Falmouth Conventions. Which, more recently, have coalesced around the CAST
(Cornubian Arts & Science Trust) Groundwork initiatives in South East Cornwall. Similarly there are a number
of farm-based and rurally active contemporary art space initiatives. These include Kestle Barton, Hauser and
Wirth's Durslade farm project in Somerset, Wysing Arts, Fermynwoods, Grizedale Arts Cumbria, Allenhead Arts
Northumbria, and others. It is clear that the rural and agriculture sector are already under undergoing some
close scrutiny by many leading contemporary artists and curators; i.e. brokering new critical rural curatorial and
cultural discourses.
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(c) The rural as a 'critical site': commissioning new curatorial and contemporary art practices
Other interventions could be achieved via support for more rurally inflected public art/socially engaged art
projects, on farm residencies and commissions, rural arts and culture symposia and seminars. Also relevant
here could be a body of new commissions for writers, film makers, and dramatists, etc., interested in
exploring new literary, poetic and film projects in response to the rural. For example during the FMD
outbreak in 2001, the Royal Shakespearean Company in Warwicks worked with the NFU and farming leaders
to develop a new body of plays documenting the crisis and its impact on farming families.

(left) Campo Adentro is a major rural arts curatorial manifestation established initially in Spain and now expanding its
methodologies and programmes throughout Europe. <http://inland.org> (right) SPACED 2 biennial international curated
projects in remote communities in Western Australia. <http://three.spaced.org.au>

(d) NEW FIELDS - Biennale of Rural Art and Agriculture proposal
This proposal was first formally articulated by the Rural Cultural Forum and Littoral Arts at the Tate Britain
Rural Cultural Summit in May 2006. The Biennale enterprise, now formally constituted internationally as the
Biennale Foundation, <http://www.biennialfoundation.org> has become a worldwide cultural industry in its
own right. Whereby almost every large to medium sized city in the world and metro-regions have adopted
the biennale concept as a means of profiling the cultural tourism, economic regeneration and social identity
of their respective cities and regions. However there is a growing concern, within some sectors of the
professional arts and curatorial community at least, that the current urban biennale models are becoming
somewhat critically eroded and exhausted intellectually.
In this context the term Biennale is invoked here as a temporary strategy, which will be dropped later on. But
it does signal the rural sector's desire for an equivalent international cultural manifestation, and access to an
equivalent level of the arts funding and resources currently available to the cities, to experiment with the
shaping of its own cultural manifestations, critical narratives, and international rural cultural showcases.
These will, by necessity and ethos, be very different from the urban biennales in that they would also aim to
open some interesting new artistic, cultural and aesthetic challenges and contexts for all artists and curators urban and rural. The Spanish Campo Indentro rural arts manifestation is a good example of what can be
achieved. <http://inland.org>
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What are some of the possible curatorial topics or critical narratives that might arise from this work?
• The post-agricultural rural aesthetic - case studies involving the National Parks and uplands rural
communities in Cumbria; the Lake District national Park are bidding for UNESCO World Heritage status, with
cultural landscapes as the core theme. There are opportunities here for a cultural investigation of the role of
the national parks, including embracing some of the new thinking around critical cultural tourism and the
creative rural economy initiatives.
<http://unohrlls.org/about-ldcs/istanbul-programme-of-action/>
• Uplands Cultural Symposia - proposal for a triennial arts and cultural gathering for the hill farming
communities in Britain, to meet together and plan future cultural projects with the growing number of artists,
film makers, writers, and curators who are active on projects with, or about, hill farming in Britain, and
internationally; e.g. the Indentro project in Spain.

• Food sovereignty/food cultures - Delfina Foundation 'The Politics of Food' and others have recently been
focusing on the cultures of food and rurality. In recent years, a host of cultural practitioners has been
interrogating relationships between food and environmental, agriculture, economic and social concerns, as
well as notions of cooking and eating as performative acts and of dishes, recipes, and cookbooks as cultural
memory.

Plan for a Vertical Farm architectural project - New York
WORKac’s version of vertical farming combines migrant farmers’ housing in a series of stepped terraces with a farmer’s
market and public space below. The terraces allow in-soil growing (and a small golf course), duplicating the surface of the
site once. The entire project is supported, literally, by culture with sculpture-structures holding it up. Project
commissioned by New York magazine

•

Vertical Farming new agri-urban - rural crossovers; reconnecting the farm and the city
A major body of artistic and culture practice has also been developing around the concept of urban
agriculture, the city as a farm, and also addressing the notion of a reconciliation between the city and the
rural. There is potentially an opportunity for a major international exhibition, symposium and publication to
be undertaken around this subject.

• The rural and the anthropocene - post-agricultural aesthetics
There seems to be an urge for a new kind of aesthetics—whether measured by a scientist or framed by an artist,
or collaboratively developed by both of them—for narrating the contemporary global reality. This collaborative
narration transforms separate creative disciplines into a new multi-disciplinary field, whose future appearance
remains speculative.

Piet Zwart Institute symposium Agents in the Anthropocene: Design Education Today. 2016
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7.3 Art and Pandemics: Learning from FMD; a cultural response to future Zoonose pandemics

Art and Pandemics:

'planning beyond emergencies'
Proposals for a strategic national arts and cultural
sector response to future Zoonose pandemics1

Art and Pandemics: 'The Herd Struck by Cattle Plague (FMD), Slaughtering the infected cattle and farm animals'. Michael van
der Guch, 1660-1725. Albrech Durer, The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, woodcut 1498. The first horseman is called
'Pestience', and is associated with infectious disease and plague.

The Fourth Seal—Death
When the Lamb broke the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature saying, “Come.” I
looked, and behold, an ashen horse; and he who sat on it had the name Death; and Hades was
following with him. Authority was given to them over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword and with
famine and with pestilence and by the wild beasts of the earth.
(Revelation, chapter 6:)

And the Next big One?
'The outbreak of SARS and type H5N1 bird flu have not only rapidly damaged the global
economy, they have once again raised the spectre of new pandemics.'2
(The New Plagues Pandemics and Poverty in a Globalised World, Stefan Kaufmann, ' p. 238, Hauss 2009)

1 This document was prepared for the Wellcome Foundation initially as a briefing document leading to further discussions
about the possibility of a future R&D bid for the Art and Pandemics project under their new funding scheme.
2 'The Next big One? The outbreak of SARS and type H5N1 bird flu have not only rapidly damaged the global economy, they
have once again raised the spectre of new pandemics. We need to be better prepared.' p. 238, The New Plagues Pandemics
and Poverty in a Globalised World, Stefan H.E. Kaufmann, Hauss 2009
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Learning from FMD - 2001?

'Art and Pandemics - Cultural Documents of FMD conference' Manchester Town Hall, March 15th 2006. (left - centre)
Pauline Tambling, ACE Head of Arts Policy and Research, meets with the two people who led the ACE funded arts and cultural
response to the 2001 FMD outbreak; (left.) John Darwell, FMD photographer Cumbria, (rt) David Black, veterinary advisor to
the FMD arts project, Paragon Veterinary practice, Cumbria.

'How extraordinary important it was that an arts organisation took a 'political' stance in the face of
[the FMD] crisis in farming --- the loss of traditions, ways of working, and the ensuing changes to
the rural cultural landscape. Littoral's [Arts Trust] effort was not just only brave, but hugely
admirable.'

Aileen McEvoy, Acting CEO Director, ACE NW Region, March 2002

The Cultural Documents of FMD - 2001-2006

Between March 2001 and March 2006 the Littoral Arts Trust undertook a major documentation project working
with artists, photographers, writers, film makers, vets, farming leaders, and others to create an arts and cultural
record of the social, economic, health, animal welfare, and environmental impact of the 2001 FMD (Foot and
Mouth) outbreak. Initially the project started quite small with two or three artist colleagues and photographers,
and was intended to follow the main course of the outbreak and then assemble a public record or archive for
posterity, once the outbreak was over.
A documentary collection that could perhaps be stored or held in some museum or archive long after the event.
The Arts Council (then Head of Arts and Policy, Pauline Tambling) also responded very quickly to the crisis and
generously enabled the project to move forward, so that we could also bring in more artists and photographers,
etc. By the end of July as the epidemic peaked we realised that the project would need to continue on afterwards
as the social, public health, economic and political consequences of the crisis would continue on long afterwards.
This then became the basis for the 'Cultural Documents of FMD' which we felt at the time would need 5 years to
properly follow through. There is much more to the story and the project than just that obviously, and we may
yet produce a book about the project for 2021, the 20th anniversary. However, to mark the end of the five year
project we organised an international conference in Manchester Town Hall in May 2006. It was from the
discussions and recommendations tabled at the Manchester meeting that we began thinking in term of the 'Art
and Pandemics' project as a longer term arts and culture-led initiative. Our thinking was also prompted in this
direction by the more recent outbreaks of SARS, Avian Flu and Ebola, and other Zoonose epidemics, etc. In this
context we also think that the experiences and knowledge gained in this country from the 2001 FMD epidemic,
and the artistic and cultural records, are still very relevant and valuable and could, if properly resourced and
managed, could perhaps even help to prevent or, at least, help to ameliorate some of the negative social, animal
welfare and economic costs of some future Zoonose outbreak. Which is why we have included the project under
the 'saving from waste' category in the New Creative Rural Economies' section.
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Art and Pandemics project: an important international cultural task and social responsibility.
The closure of the countryside during the 2001 FMD epidemic was to cost the nation some £8 billion in
compensation and lost rural tourism revenue and farm income. It also seriously damaged the image of the major
UK tourism and livestock industries abroad. Proposals for the development of a strategic cultural and critical
framework capable of anticipating and better managing future Zoonose1 Pandemics.
Referencing the ongoing serious economic and health consequences of Avian Flu (H5N1), SARS, and Swine Flu
(H1N1) outbreaks elsewhere in the world, we must ask ourselves if something like this could ever happen again
in this country? And, if so, will we be better prepared to deal with such a major economic, public health,
tourism, and environmental crisis again next time? However, these questions are not just for the agricultural,
rural, veterinary, and scientist communities to have to address.

How it all began: culture's break with agriculture? … and £8 billion goes up in smoke, in 6 months
April/May 2001, FMD in Northumbria and Cumbria. £8 billion goes up in smoke; "… Cumbria smelt like a MacDonalds on fire!"
Some of the many farm animal funeral pyres and burial sites employed by the Government to try and contain the outbreak. It
delayed the 2001 General Election and, in the end, over 6 million farm animals were also incinerated. (Photo: Murdo Mcleod)

Cumbria and Northumbria on fire - the FMD epidemic 2001.
Two farm animal pandemics -one which occurred in the late 90s; BSE/vCJD, and the other early in 2001 FMD
(Foot and Mouth Disease) - together resulted in an estimated £12 billion loss to the UK national economy, and
the taxpayer. It was described at the time as a major national disaster1, and resulted in a deep crisis for the rural
community and agriculture sectors. It also delayed the 2001 General Election, and resulted in the eventual
slaughter and incineration of over 6 million farm animals. The project argues that these questions also present
important cultural, ethical, and public health issues for artists, policy makers, and wider society (urban and rural);
culture sits at the heart of agriculture. Which is partly why the Littoral Arts Trust has developed the proposals
for a rural cultural strategy, in an effort to try to address some of these questions. It also opens up art and the
policy sphere and art and agriculture as possible new curatorial and critical art practice genres for further
research In August 2001, the Government's ‘Policy Commission On The Future Of Farming and Food’ was
announced, headed by Sir Donald Curry. The final report was published in February 2002. It was said to be the
biggest revamp of agricultural and rural development policy since the War.

1

'Zoonoses' are diseases that are transmitted between animals and humans: i.e. HIV/aids, Ebola, BSE/vCJD, FMD, Avian Flu H5N1, Swine Flu - H1N1, and SARS-CoV.
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This is a copy of the report that was prepared about the project for the Arts Council in 2006

THE CULTURAL DOCUMENTS OF FOOT AND MOUTH project
A summary report and evaluation - May 2006

Exhibition: Manchester Metropolitan University, March 14 – April 30, 2006-05-19
Conference, Manchester Town Hall, March 14–16, 2006
The project overall was perceived to be a great success. For the exhibition we installed a completely new system in
the Holden Gallery, which broke up the large rectangular space into smaller units, giving it a completely different
look and providing much more hanging space. The gallery staff were impressed by the new lay-out, and were so
generous with their time and labour that the show came in under budget – though this perhaps does not reflect
the full week that Ian Hunter personally spent on transporting, setting up and re-painting the display units, which
were actually re-cycled from the exhibition we put on for the Royal Agricultural Show in 2004.
The opening on March 14th was an especially well attended occasion, with the Dean of the University, Maureen
Wayman, and Aileen McEvoy, Deputy Director of ACE NW, appreciative of both the artistic ethos of the show and
the new light in which it placed the University’s Holden Gallery as home to socially relevant art. It is extremely
difficult to estimate the numbers of people who visited the exhibition during the 5 weeks it was up, but it was very
well attended, and we know from the calls to our mobile phone, and the e-mail feed-back, that many individual
made special efforts to visit Manchester solely for the purpose of seeing it.
The Conference took place in the Great Hall of Manchester Town Hall, which was also partially fitted out as an
exhibition space for the community and professional records and images of the FMD outbreak, many of which
were set up by the groups which had produced and stored them. Although in our original budget we had shown an
income from registration fees, we soon realised that the chief audience we wished to attract – artists, and people
from farming and rural communities with first-hand knowledge of the epidemic – could not be expected to pay.
Indeed it was a privilege to have them attend.
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'Cultural Documents FMD' community seminar at Manchester City Art Gallery, March 2004. Vets, artists, scientists,
farming leaders, photographers, archivists, curators, teachers, etc., meet to discuss the lessons learned from 2001

One of the more interesting observations that came out of the arts ands cultural documentation from the 2001
FMD crisis, was by the Chairman of the Devon FMD inquiry - Professor Ian Mercer. He commented that had the
retired vets - (many of whom had served in the last major FMD outbreak in 1967), and who had actually
volunteered to come back in and help - been mobilised and brought in to help earlier, "... it could have saved the
country millions, eased the burden on the MAFF/veterinary teams, and also saved tens of thousands of animal
from needless slaughter". But nobody thought to ask for their help; they had been forgotten. Above all, there
were several moments during the event when we realised that what we had set out to achieve was actually
happening. The artists attending the conference, not all of whom had worked on FMD projects, and the Fine Art
students, were staying to listen to the sociologists and the vets, who often displayed a tremendous knowledge of
the wider implications of how Britain dealt with this outbreak, not just for the control of further epidemics,
animal or human, but also for the general population in relation to agro-terrorism, and ultimately for the
exercise of democracy itself. For their part the academics and professionals were for the first time really
considering the crucial role played by artists in identifying and articulating problems and issues almost before the
world has become aware of them.

The Cultural Documents of FMD Conference: 'the survivors'. March 16th, 2006

It was also recommended an 'Art and Pandemics' project could be developed later on to ensure that the lessons
learned from the 2001 FMD outbreak could be kept in the public realm and also made available to others; vets,
DEFRA, scientists, farming communities, etc. who might find themselves having to confront another major
Zoonose epidemic in the future.

Report compiled by: Celia Larner 19.5.2006
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H5N8 Avian influenza (bird flu) in winter 2016 to 2017
Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs, Animal and Plant Health Agency, Food
Standards Agency and Public Health England
First published: 23 December 2016
Last updated: 20 January 2017

The latest situation on avian influenza (bird flu) in the UK and advice on how to reduce the risks.

Avian influenza (bird flu) is a disease of birds. The H5N8 strain of the disease has been found in wild
and farmed birds in the UK. A number of measures are in place to reduce the risk of the disease
spreading. Public Health England advises that the risk to public health is very low and the Food
Standards Agency has said there is no food safety risk for UK consumers.
Where avian influenza has been confirmed, we put restrictions in place to limit the spread of disease,
and investigate the source of the infection.
Latest situation
The H5N8 strain of the disease has been confirmed at two separate poultry farms in Lincolnshire and
in backyard flocks in North Yorkshire and Carmarthenshire.
Restrictions remain in place at the following sites:
• East Lindsey, Lincolnshire (confirmed 16 January 2017)
• Settle, North Yorkshire (confirmed 6 January 2017)
• Carmarthenshire, Wales (confirmed 4 January 2017)
Restrictions have now been lifted at the following sites:
. Louth, Lincolnshire (confirmed 16 December, all restrictions lifted 18 January)
Check if you are covered by these restrictions using our interactive map.
The same strain has also been found in wild birds in England, Scotland and Wales. We publish a list of
cases where we find avian influenza in wild birds. H5N8 has been circulating in wild birds in Europe for
several months – you can read more on the situation in Europe in the latest veterinary outbreak
assessment.
Chief Veterinary Officer Nigel Gibbens has issued the following statement:
The Government has taken swift action to limit the spread of the disease, with restrictions around
affected premises and wider measures in place across the country.
To reduce the risk of bird flu spreading from bird to bird there is currently a legal requirement for all
poultry keepers – even those who just keep a few birds as pets – to keep their birds housed or
otherwise separate from wild birds. There is also a ban on poultry gatherings.
Bird flu is also transmitted via the environment, for example in wild bird droppings, and it is vital that
keepers practice strict biosecurity. This means taking precautions such as putting up netting, keeping
food and water inside and disinfecting footwear and equipment after contact with birds.
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After Ebola: planning beyond emergencies - the PHG Foundation report
On 21 January 2016 the UK House of Commons Science and Technology Select Committee published a
report from their inquiry on Science in Emergencies: UK Lessons from Ebola. They found that the UK
response – like the international response- was undermined by systemic delay. The Committee’s
response suggests that the Ebola epidemic exposed a ‘lack of readiness’ for an infectious disease
emergency which could impair the UK’s ability to respond to future emergencies at home and abroad.
Tellingly, the committee Chair, Nicola Blackwood MP commented that "a combination of hard work
and chance prevented Ebola spreading further than it did." Among the shortcomings exposed were:
Delays in escalating Public Health England’s disease surveillance data Delays in organising research,
and bringing new diagnostics and vaccines into play Poor coordination of the scientific response
Different accounts, same lessons
Around the time this inquiry was initiated (July 2015), the PHG Foundation released its report on the
impact of genomics for infectious disease management. Pathogen Genomics into Practice examines
the actions that need to be taken across the health system in England in order to realise the full
potential of genomics. The report includes an appraisal of the various applications of genomics,
including the management and prevention of emerging infectious diseases, where we expect genomics
to be increasingly of value.
Although the Select Committee inquiry is a retrospective review of the UK’s response to disease
emergencies and our report a prospective assessment of the potential impact of a technology on
infectious disease management, there were two key conclusions that chime strongly across both
reports.
Coordination is paramount
A ‘worrying’ lack of coordination in the response to Ebola was cited several times by the Select
Committee inquiry. This included references to multiple ‘unorchestrated’ research activities, all aiming
to address the same question. The different explanations advanced for the failure to deploy a rapid
diagnostic antigen test exposed a lack of coordination across the Government departments and
agencies at the forefront of delivering the UK’s response to Ebola.
Our own work uncovered a similarly fragmented approach to the implementation of pathogen
genomic services in the UK. Despite their great potential to improve the management of disease
threats such as TB and healthcare associated infections such as MRSA, they are languishing in
‘translational research limbo’ due to lack of resourcing and poor coordination of research and
implementation activities. As the Ebola outbreak highlighted, the consequences of fragmentary and
uncoordinated activity for patients can be grave.
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Given that many emerging infectious diseases originate in animal populations, it’s imperative that
activity is coordinated and knowledge shared across the wide range of organisations involved,
including human, food, and animal health agencies. As the Ebola experience demonstrates, the timely
and effective development and delivery of new technologies critical to protecting the health of our
population cannot be left to the goodwill and altruism of some researchers and frontline health
professionals. Implementation of critical new technologies and response systems to tackle the threat
from epidemics requires national coordination, leadership and accountability - and the UK needs to act
urgently to ensure these.
Data needs to be mobilised promptly
The Select Committee report rightly points out that 'surveillance data loses its value, if it fails to reach
those who have the ability to act upon it'. This is true not only in the context of Ebola, but also
infectious disease surveillance generally. Our own report emphasises that wide-ranging benefits of
genomics for prospective and reactive infectious disease epidemiology will only be realised if action is
taken now to develop a strategy for the timely sharing and integration of genomic and clinical /
epidemiological data. Moreover having the systems and strategy in place for data management will
not only enable health systems to respond more proactively to disease outbreaks, but can also
accelerate the ability to undertake ‘reactive’ research under time-sensitive circumstances. Indeed the
Select Committee report concluded that the UK and other countries were not ‘research ready’ when
the outbreak began, prompting a less than optimal response.
Delays in data sharing, communication and action in response to real-time data in this most recent
emergency situation cost thousands of lives. In large part these delays were due to a lack of systems
and clear strategy for data exchange both within and between countries. In the UK, the Select
Committee report reveals there were challenges in sharing data and more broadly in communicating
knowledge across the different groups responsible for the response efforts, including the government
and Public Health England. Furthermore, an independent panel report on the Global Response to
Ebola, noted that although some academic researchers shared genomic sequencing data early in the
outbreak through an open access database, other researchers later withheld such data from the public
domain. In my opinion publicly funded researchers unwilling or reluctant to share data promptly in
emergency situations should be penalised for their actions.
Planning beyond emergencies
The extent of goodwill among volunteers and how, in the absence of established mechanisms, ad hoc
approaches emerged to fill the gaps to eventually bring the Ebola outbreak under control, is both
heartening and alarming to learn. Prevention is always better than cure. Whilst a strategy for
augmenting Public Health England’s capacity during disease emergency situations (as recommended
by the Select Committee) is reasonable, it is vital to not overlook the importance of ongoing public
health activity once the ‘storm’ of the emergency is over. In the context of health protection this
means building coordinated systems for surveillance to achieve earlier detection of emerging
infectious diseases, and investing in coordinated programmes of research to enable the development
of vaccines, diagnostic tests and other preventive measures.
http://www.phgfoundation.org/about
http://www.sovereignty.org.uk/features/footnmouth/currie1.html
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Appendix VIII

The Merz Shed - rural innovation centre proposal
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8.1 The Merz Shed; proposals for a rural innovation and cultural research centre
Just as the urban post-industrial culture-led regeneration programmes were considerably aided by the
commissioning and establishment of major new art museums, contemporary art spaces, civic public art
programmes, and inner city cultural centers, e.g. the Factory Manchester, (which have almost all been justified
on the basis that they would stimulate local urban economic regeneration), so the rural sector might need to
consider what kind of institutional support mechanisms that it might need, if any, to deliver the new postagricultural, post-urban cultural regeneration programmes. However, it has been a consideration from the very
start of this project, and with the establishment of the Rural Cultural Forum, that such prestige-driven, multimillion pound architecture-cultural building projects might not be what is needed here. The rural sector is
currently also, in a sense, in a much more fluid, improvisational and dynamic state in terms of its approach to rethinking it's social, economic, cultural, rural services, and environmental futures.

The RCF's earlier proposals for the establishment of a national center for rural arts and countryside culture were
genuine, although the funding and art policy climate are not yet quite right. However, it is still a concept and a
proposal that merits further study and wider debate. What perhaps might be more feasible in this context is to
establish a series of smaller such projects either, gallery-based, or as interim rural innovation and cultural
research centers; i.e. the rural arts lab project. Which could also be employed in the interim to test a range of
possible curatorial or institutional models for such a future permanent national rural arts and cultural institution.
Also referencing the new contemporary rural art gallery and related arts and agriculture research center projects
that have begun to develop in Thailand, USA, Sweden, etc., it would seem more appropriate at this juncture to
consider the creation of an interim pilot new rural arts and cultural innovation centre in this country, or at least
some semi-permanent manifestation of a rural innovation arts lab concept. Something that could perhaps also
function as a prototype, experimenting with different models, methodologies and marketing strategies. Such a
centre need not be that expensive to set up or even costly to run. Certainly when compared with the £9 million
p.a. that The Arts Council is now considering as an NPO award to Manchester City Council's The Factory art
centre.
As it happens the Littoral Arts Trust have been developing one such possible model based at a farm property
near Ambleside, in the Lake District National Park and which is also the location of Kurt Schwitters last Merzbau
experiment, the Elterwater Merz Barn project. <www.merzbarn.net> This is the MerzShed multi-purpose new
rural arts lab, rural business innovation and contemporary rural art space. More details about he MerzShed
project are listed on the Merz Barn project website; <www.merzbarn.net>
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8.2 Some commentaries in support of the Merz Barn and Merz Shed projects

“Kurt Schwitters’ extraordinary Merz Barn and artistic legacy in rural Cumbria are [now] ... our
responsibility; in the North and also nationally ... I hope that the Arts Council will see its way towards
supporting these important and vital next stages in the project’s capital works, restoration and future
arts development work.”
Ed Vaizey, Arts Minister DCMS, Tate Britain. (27/11/2014)

“I cannot overstate how important a site the Merz Barn is and what a boost for the Cumbrian economy
if some sort of an art museum or similar could be accommodated there ... I congratulate the Littoral
Arts Trust for all their hard work and in helping to bring this project forward, for Cumbria and
nationally”
Tim Farron, MP Lonsdale and Westmorland, Leader of the Lib.Dem. Party. (11/06/2014)

The Merz Barn project is an outstanding contribution to the understanding of contemporary art, not
only in this country but in the world-art context. It has taken great care and work to bring this to
fruition. It speaks enormously well of Cumbria and of us as a nation, and will undoubtedly be a focus of
interest for decades to come. To think that it will crumble away for the sake of a modest grant speaks
very badly of the Arts Council’s priorities, especially in the more remote parts of England. I do hope this
will be reconsidered.”
Lord Melvyn Bragg, (11/6/2014)
8.3 The Arts Council decline access to Arts Lottery funding for the project.

Although the Arts Council have declined access to Arts Lottery funding for the project three times
between 2011 - 2016 (see letter from Alison Clark under), the Trust remain optimistic about its plans
to progress the Merz Barn and MerzShed projects. They are important international and national
cultural projects1 and we will certainly do our best to ensure that the MerzShed project will go forward
and become available, in time, to support the overall aims of the rural cultural strategy and creative
rural economy initiatives. Kurt Schwitters would expect nothing less of us.

1

“The Merz Barn is a uniquely inspiring monument in the UK: a work of art, a piece of autobiography, and a historic
document, being a kind of memorial to the upheavals of the first half of the 20th century in Europe. I therefore applaud the
excellent work already done by the Littoral Trust in bolstering the profile of this deserving artist, and fully support its proposals
for the restoration of the Merz Barn/MerzShed projects, which will allow a yet greater pool of artists, designers and architects
to be inspired by Schwitters’ work and provide a centre from and around which Schwitters scholarship will rightly flourish”.
Professor Deborah Swallow, Märit Rausing Director, The Courtauld Institute of Art (27/11/2015)
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“We are culture
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... the beating heart of rural England"11
(Herdwick sheep judging event, Cumbria)

1At

the end of the Tate Britain Rural Cultural Summit, May 2006 one of Senior Tate curators said to me how wonderful it was
to hear all those ... "charming provincial accents" in the gallery. I took him by the arm and said; "those weren't provincial
accents my friend, what you were hearing was the beating heart of rural England".
Ian Hunter
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Appendix IX

Working with the Arts Council; building a new partnership for the creative rural economy

The Arts Council, like the National Health Service, is a great public institution that is to be cherished,
valued and protected. However, the principle of public (taxpayer and Lottery) support for the arts is a privilege, and not a right. Along with the Arts Council we, in the professional arts sector, have a
duty and an obligation to ensure that all the public funding we receive is used wisely and put to best
use. And for the benefit of all society; urban and rural. Which is what this project is really all about.
Ian Hunter Director Littoral Arts Trust (23/10/2016)

9.1 Arts Council invited to Amsterdam Rural Forum; the creative rural economy in Europe
9.2 Arts Council flag up 'problem' of lower rate of applications and success rates for Arts Lottery
funding bids from rural areas; RCF/Littoral responds with positive proposals for a national level
Creative Rural Economy seminar; June 2016
9.3 Lack of access to Arts Lottery funding for rural projects over past five years; becoming difficult for
the Trust to continue working on the creative rural economy and rural cultural strategy initiatives
9.4 Have these problems got something to do with the disruptive innovation role played by the
Littoral Arts Trust; or is it evidence of an 'out-dated' arts and cultural funding policy?
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9.1 Arts Council invited to Amsterdam Rural Forum; the creative rural economy in Europe

(l-r) Matthias Langemeyer, Head of the EU Commission DG-Agri network rural development; Amsterdam Forum

Promoting representation for the Arts Council and Rural NGOs in England with the ENRD - European
Network for Rural Development annual conference; the future creative rural economies in Europe.
As a lead partner involved with the organisation and programming of the EU Amsterdam Rural Forum, Littoral
Arts Trust/RCF secured a number of presentation slots at the Symposium from the Dutch organisers, for ACE
and other lead rural NGO delegates in the UK. Free places at the Amsterdam Forum were offered to Paul
Bristow, ACE Council HQ, Cllr. Chris Hogg, ACRE, the NFU and RSN.
Unfortunately no one at the Arts Council was able to take up the offer. This was a missed opportunity to meet
with other leading arts, cultural, rural, and Government officials and EU policy leaders from across Europe.
Edward Dyson, RDPE Network Manager attended the Forum on behalf of DEFRA. Matthias Langemeyer,
Head of the EU Commission DG-Agri network rural development policy unit also attended, and stated at the
end of the conference that the Commission would be prepared to look seriously at widening the role and
scope of the professional arts and cultural sector in the context of future EU rural development and
agriculture policy agendas.
From: Ian Hunter <littoral@btopenworld.com>
Subject: Amsterdam Rural Cultural forum 11-12 May (Free places for ACE or nominations)
Date: 24 March 2016 13:36:36 GMT To: Paul Paul.Bristow@artscouncil.org.uk
<Paul.Bristow@artscouncil.org.uk> Cc: Laura Dyer <Laura.Dyer@artscouncil.org.uk>, Chris Hogg
<chris.hogg@southlakeland.gov.uk>
Paul,
Just to let you know that the Amsterdam Rural Forum programme is now finalised.
It will be a major EU/international gathering led by the ENRD (European Network for Rural Development) and
the Dutch Agri-Economic Ministry. <https://enrd.ec.europa.eu/en/home-page>
It is by invitation only but ACE can have places, if you still want to come.
You will be meeting colleagues from all around the EU, and I will also be presenting a seminar workshop
about our earlier work here, and in NW/Cumbria. As you know, this work (see under) was all mostly funded
by ACE. And I'll be saying a thank you for this support too.
Let me know one way or the other, and I'll ask Jan Hartholt the Dutch convenor. The updated programme will
be ready after Easter.
With best wishes,
Ian
* PS. Found this (under) in our archives - it was the very first report that we did for ACE in 2004, and was on
your national website as a PDF download for about a month or so, shortly after. Slightly dated now, but it still
makes a very good case for a rural cultural strategic investment framework.
<http://www.littoral.org.uk/Resources/New%20Rural%20Arts%20Report.%20%20(WP).pdf>
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9.2 Arts Council flag up 'problem' of lower rate of applications and success rates for Arts Lottery
funding bids from rural areas; RCF/Littoral responds with positive proposals for a national level
Creative Rural Economy seminar; June 2016
"[an issue with ] ... lower application and success rates for Grants for the Arts from rural areas"
Although disappointed by the Arts Council's rejection of funding for its pioneer rural cultural and arts projects,
the RCF/Littoral Arts have tried to respond positively to the ACE's requests for help, and in improving better
access and more successful outcomes for Arts Lottery applications from rural areas.
Dear Alison,
(Alison Clark, Director National Combined Arts ACE North), Laura Dyer, ACE National Rural Lead),
6th June 2016
In advance of the next rural stakeholders meeting (and given the above agenda) I am attaching a pre-edited copy
of the article (under) that I wrote recently for Arts Professional. This also references the Amsterdam Rural
Conference and the earlier reports upon which this event was partly based, produced by the Rural Cultural
Forum; (Creative Rural Communities, 2010 <www.ruralculture.org.uk>, Rural Cultural Strategy Independent
Study Report, John Holden 2012). <http://www.ruralculture.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/RCS_web.pdf>
As you might recall both the reports were part funded by ACE (2009 - 12), and also outlined some practical
proposals for improving and widening access for grassroots rural communities and artists to future GFA/Arts
Lottery funding. The reports further highlighted the considerable untapped creative economic potential and
cultural diversity of our regional rural communities - including the, as yet, largely undocumented and significant
economic contributions being made by the growing numbers of professional artists, designers, performing arts,
crafts and new media makers, musicians, etc., located in rural areas. The reports also went on to state, that with
some relatively modest and strategically targeted ACE Arts Lottery funding investment,
"... [the creative rural sector] has the potential to contribute
upwards of £1 billion p.a. to the national creative economy."
(Rural Cultural Strategy Study Report, Dr. John Holden, 2012)
And, as the international architect and leading urbanist Rem Koolhaas has recently observed, the rural,
agriculture and the countryside are now becoming the new cultural and artistic policy priorities for the 2020s. In
this context the reports also highlighted some exciting new intellectual and aesthetic challenges and creative
employment opportunities for the professional arts, media and cultural sectors (urban and rural), and for those
who might also interested in working in support of a wide range of EU/government and NGO-led rural
regeneration, agri-innovation, community development, rural cultural tourism, rural health, and farm
diversification initiatives (RDPE/LEADER, LEPS, etc.).
I will be working on a follow-up report (and article for AP) which will expand on these, and the CRE (Creative
Rural Economy) and Rural Biennale concepts. Including other possible ways of improving access (and increasing
successful outcomes) with future rural sector applications for GFA/Arts Lottery funding. The latter concept (Rural
Biennale) is also currently being explored as a possible 'Northern Uplands Rural Cultural Biennale' partnership
initiative, involving the Lake District National Park, University of Cumbria, Cumbria (Solway/Fells and Dales,
RDPE/LEADER, Newtown Rigg Agricultural College, and with other professional arts groups in the region, etc.
(Draft copy of the report attached under)
With best wishes,
Ian
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A new role for the professional arts in rural development: widening access and
improving success rates for future Arts Lottery applications from rural areas.
"… given some strategically targeted ACE Arts Lottery investment, [the creative rural sector] has the
potential to contribute upwards of £1 billion p.a. to the national creative economy."1
The radical economic, social and environmental changes now taking place in rural communities and the
countryside presents a unique opportunity to rethink the role of the arts and culture in the context of EU rural
economic development and agriculture policy initiatives, says Ian Hunter.
International architect and urbanist Rem Koolhaas argued back in November 2014 in Dezeen Magazine: "Too
little attention is paid to the countryside, where change is happening at a faster rate than in most cities" and
"Architects [and arts professionals] need to take stock of a new agricultural revolution" as the focus for new
creative practices and cultural investment.
Author of the Creative Class and international creative economy guru Richard Florida predicted that the rural
would become the next major breakthrough area for expansion of the international creative economy, at the
Lancaster University Creative Rural Economy conference (2006). The conference also concluded that the rural
sector, given some strategically targeted Arts Lottery investment, had the potential to contribute upwards of
£1 billion p.a. to the national creative economy.
However, rural leaders remain concerned about a perceived urban bias in some areas of government funding
policy which is further constraining and holding back rural creativity. Simon Jenkins journalist, former
Chairman of the National Trust, states that; 'Metropolitan politics has condemned the countryside to a
bloodstained battleground of planning deregulation, developer banditry, farm-subsidy chaos, tubercular
badgers, wind turbines and fracking.'
Chair of the Rural Services Network www.rsnonline.org.uk, and ACE Midlands Council member, Cllr Cecilia
Motley is also a passionate advocate for a fairer (rural) share of available public funding; "it cannot be right that
in almost every sphere of public policy less is spent on rural communities than on communities elsewhere". A
situation which the RSN says continues to disadvantage rural communities who are already having to cope with
many other problems: lack of affordable housing, loss of rural schools and post offices, inadequate healthcare
provision, flooding and land erosion, and digital inequality via the delayed roll-out of rural broadband.
However, it is not all bad news for rural communities. Recent conferences and reports again highlight the
considerable untapped creative economic potential and cultural capital of our farming and rural communities
(e.g. Glastonbury Festival). These also advocate for a wider role for the professional arts and cultural sector
(urban and rural) in supporting RDPE/rural regeneration initiatives, including a rural cultural forum or advocacy
network, and the introduction of more critically engaged rural arts practices capable of addressing some of the
more systemic rural social, economic, health, communication and environmental problems.
Established in 2006, with a generous GFA Arts Lottery funding award from ACE West Midlands, the Rural
Cultural Forum <www.ruralculture.org.uk> later published several reports highlighting the considerable
untapped creative and economic potential of rural communities and artists based in rural areas: the Creative
Rural Communities report in 2010, and the Holden Report in 2012.
The Holden Report partly anticipated the findings of the RoCC report (GPS 2013), stating that the existence of a
strong urban/metro regional bias in the distribution of Arts Lottery funding was rather unfair and
disadvantageous to rural communities. Concerns which were echoed at the time by the current DCMS
Secretary of State, John Whittingdale MP, who was then also a member of the Rural Fair Share Campaign in the
House in 2014; 'It is deeply unfair that they [rural communities] are ... penalised by a system which is so biased
towards urban areas',

1

Rural Cultural Strategy Study Report, Dr. John Holden, 2012
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More recently in The Stage (March 2015) we read that: "Only 2.5% 1 of Arts Council England’s new national
portfolio funding will go towards arts organisations in rural areas, even though more than one in six England
residents live rurally."
But there have been some encouraging developments recently which might suggest a positive way forward,
including the likelihood of fairer access for rural communities to GFA/Arts Lottery funding. Arts Council England
have just announced that the next (June) meeting of their rural stakeholders group, in addition to discussing
the implications of the recent White Paper on culture for rural areas and communities, will also be addressing;
"the issue of lower application and success rates for Grants for the Arts from rural areas".
The importance of new investment for rural community creativity and a wider role for the professional arts in
rural development was again highlighted at a EU-wide conference hosted in Amsterdam in May by the Dutch
Government Rural agency and the European Network for Rural Development.
Referencing the pioneering arts and cultural work of LEADER/RDPE and the Rural Cultural Forum in England,
the conference presented some exciting new intellectual, ethical and aesthetic challenges for the professional
arts and cultural sectors in the context of EU rural development and agricultural innovation. Including the
important creative and cultural contributions of women, young people, elders and refugees living in rural areas.
The conference report will be available shortly from the ENRD website:
<http://enrd.ec.europa.eu/sites/enrd/files/nrn5_arf_booklet_programme.pdf>
At the conclusion of the conference Matthias Langemeyer, Head of the EU Commission DG-Agri network rural
development policy unit, stated that the EU DG Agri-Commission HQ in Brussels would be prepared to look
seriously at widening the role and scope of the professional arts and cultural sector in the context of future EU
rural development and agriculture policy agendas.
The possibility of a follow-up ENRD creative rural communities conference is being proposed for England next
year. In addition to looking at new ways of widening the scope and access to Arts Lottery funding for rural
communities and artists, it could also explore a new role for the professional arts in support of RDPE/rural
development initiatives, agri-innovation, rural cultural tourism, rural health, and the creative rural economy.
Ian Hunter is an arts and cultural policy advisor with the RCF <www.ruralcultural.org.uk> and is Co-director of
the Littoral Arts Trust www.littoral.org.uk
6/6/2016
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9.3 Lack of access to Arts Lottery funding for rural projects over past five years; becoming difficult for
the Trust to continue working on the creative rural economy and rural cultural strategy initiatives.
Paul Bristow
Director
Strategic Partnerships
Arts Council England
21 Bloomsbury Street
London WC1B 3HF

Dear Paul,

3rd October 2016

I just want to put on record the sequence and content of some of our past communications, in particular, as they relate to
our, so far, unsuccessful efforts to try and obtain some Arts Lottery funding via Arts Council England for the rural cultural
strategy and creative rural economy (CRE) R&D initiatives. I am sure that you will come back and correct me
if I am wrong on any of the points under.
As you know we had been turned down twice over two years running for Arts Council Arts Lottery GFA/NPO applications for
the Rural Biennale/Creative Rural Economy R&D projects; the first time was for an ACE three year NPO bid in March 2011,
and for a second time in November/December 2012 with a GFA bid (via ACE Yorkshire) for some R&D work with the Rural
Biennale/creative rural economy R&D work. We were told by the ACE Manchester grants office that as Arts Lottery funding
was becoming limited, increasingly under pressure, competition for arts funding was now rather fierce, etc. Also that the
ACE could not be expected to be a sole funder, nor is required to fund every worthy cause that comes its way.
You can probably understand our surprise when we read in an Arts Professional article, 29 July 2016 that Arts Council had
been holding several 100 millions of Arts Lottery in reserve each year, and had also managed to accumulate a record £334
million surplus in Arts Lottery funds this year. It made us wonder why our funding bids for the rural biennale/creative rural
economy R&D work, could not have been supported in some way or other. Albeit at some modest level; e.g. as £20-30,000
smaller individually funded R&D projects? As we did ask.
At the meetings we had with you, Paul Glinkowski, and Richard Russell (ACE Regional Strategic Partnerships) at ACE Head
Office late in (November) 2010, you and Richard seemed quite keen on the rural cultural strategy idea, and so had
encouraged us to apply for Arts Lottery GFA bids to support R&D work on the creative rural economy and rural biennale
project elements. As senior ACE Officers, with respective Strategic Partnerships briefs, you were also of the opinion that
they were projects of potential strategic national importance.
CEO Alan Davey & ACE Head of Visual Arts express interest in the rural cultural strategy
Coincidentally, we had a meeting with the then ACE CEO Alan Davey and ACE Head of Visual Arts Vivienne Bennett at the
Merz Barn site in Cumbria at the end of April 2012. At which we also had time to discuss the rural cultural strategy and
creative rural economy proposals in some detail. Both Alan and Vivienne followed up quickly with positive responses;
Vivenne (copying in Paul Glinkowski) in her e-mail dated 2nd May 2012 with:
On the issue of the rural cultural strategy Paul Glinkowski has sent on your reports on to Alan as he was very interested to
hear about this piece of work. We’ll wait to hear Alan’s response and any ideas he may have for helping to progress this
work and keep you posted.
At our meeting at Bloomsbury St. in March 2015, we again discussed the possibility of ACE Arts Lottery funding support for
some R&D work for the Rural Biennale. I further took your good advice on this and later discussed the possibility of an Arts
Lottery funding application for the Rural Biennale R&D bid, with Jane Beardsworth and Alison Clark at the ACE North
Manchester office. Their response was rather lukewarm, to say the least, and they ended the discussion by stating that they
were both "agnostic" about the proposal. Given the past record of rejected RCF/Littoral Arts Lottery bids via the
Manchester office (including two emphatic 'no’s' from the same officers for some Arts Lottery funding for the Merz Barn
rural arts project), you can understand our hesitation about re-applying.
Flagging up the importance of the creative rural economy - post-Brexit vote; June 2016
More recently, I had been invited by Laura Dyer (initially via Alison Clark at ACE North) to attend the ACE's Rural
Stakeholder meeting on 20th June. Part of the purpose of which was; (a) to report back on the ENRD (EU Network for Rural
Development) conference in Amsterdam - and its creative rural economy strands - which we had also helped to initiate and
part programme.
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And, (b) to also put forward some practical proposals on how the Arts Council could enable rural communities to increase
their number of applications, and also achieve greater success rates with such future Arts Lottery applications. During the
open discussion at the end of the session I again flagged up the importance of GFA funding support for the creative rural
economy initiative. Further, that with the Brexit vote due only two days later, the Government would very likely soon be
calling for a major national economic restructuring programme, and that CI (Creative industries) and CRE (creative rural
economy) initiatives would also be central.
The Prime Minister Teresa May's recent statement on the need for a new Industrial strategy, and DCMS CI - Digital Arts
Minister - Matt Hancock's rapid response, has certainly confirmed this to be very much the case. Which is why we have
come forward with the creative rural economy seminar proposal. (attached)
Lack of ACE response to the proposed post-Brexit Creative Rural Economy seminar
In this context, I wrote to Laura Dyer about over a month ago (13/08/2016) with some outline proposals for a second
creative rural economy seminar/conference proposed for in London early in the New Year, and requesting a meeting with
her to discuss the possibility of some Arts Lottery funding to stage the seminar, etc. Having not heard anything back we
decided to go ahead and seek support for the initiative from other quarters. I am very pleased to say that the proposal for
the 'Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy - £1 billion p.a. by 2022' event has attracted widespread support, regionally,
nationally and internationally. Including the USDA and NEA in Washington DC. Meanwhile, DEFRA Secretary of State Andrea
Leadsom has written back to confirm her Department's interest, and DCMS (Creative Economy) Gwyn Owens has, in
principle, also pledged their support.
As you can understand, having been unable to access Arts Lottery funding for almost five years for our pioneering R&D
work on the creative rural economy/rural biennale, it is becoming difficult for us to continue working in this area with any
degree of confidence. Which is why we have been asking for a meeting with Laura.
We have always acknowledged the Arts Council's generous support for all our work in these areas in the past. We have also
stated many times publicly that the Arts Council deserves much of the credit for its early and quite courageous support for
our pioneering work on the crisis in agriculture and, particularly, during the worst of FMD (foot and mouth) disaster in early
2001. In the preface to the CIA report9, and in the appendices you will also find that much of the best praise for our work
on the rural cultural strategy and the creative rural economy initiatives has come in the past from a number of senior ACE
staff; Sarah Maxfield, Ian Tabbron, and Nikki Krane, Janet Hadley - report, Vivienne Bennett, Head of Visual Arts, Paul
Glinkowski, Pauline Tambling, etc. Including three former ACE CEO/RCEOs Aileen McEvoy (acting RCEO NW), Michael Eakin,
CEO ACE NW, and also Alan Davey, CEO ACE). As well as many other distinguished leaders from within the rural, cultural,
and businesses sectors
I would like to conclude with a couple of short observations which might help take things forward and to collaborate once
again, as indeed we have done so effectively many times in the past:
(i) As with the Kurt Schwitters Merz Barn project in Cumbria, the rural cultural strategy and the creative rural economy
initiatives are potentially major Arts Council England success stories. You initially put in most of the Arts Lottery art
development money (several £100 thousands in fact), and so these significant investments (and intellectual
energies) remain as a positive framework and foundation upon which we could begin to build again.
(ii) I am also attaching a page of short quotes by some of our farming, cultural and political leaders which might help
put things in a slightly different perspective. The quote from Ian Bell CEO, The Addington (Farming Welfare Fund)
sums it all up. In a sense we are now, more or less, back to where we first started out 15 years ago with FMD in
2001.
Brexit is certainly also a major 'wake up call', and DEFRA Secretary of State Andrea Leadsom has also shown us the way
forward. We should now all have the courage and the imagination to follow her.
I would welcome your response. With best wishes

Ian Hunter

9

Report to follow shortly.
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9.4 Have these problems got something to do with the disruptive innovation role played by the
Littoral Arts Trust; or is it evidence of an 'out-dated' arts and cultural funding policy?

'Explaining art pictures to a dead hare' Joseph Beuys performance, 1965; Germany
Beuys was also an advocate for art and agriculture and rural life

Three interesting observations that have also emerged as a result of the present study which might help to
explain why some difficulties have been encountered in trying to access Arts Council GiA and Arts Lottery
funding for the creative rural economy, rural cultural strategy, and Merz Barn rural arts lab initiatives certainly over the past 5 years or so.
1.

The disruptive innovation role played by the Littoral Arts Trust
It might possibly have to do with the 'disruptive innovation' role undertaken by the Littoral Arts
Trust in the final phases of the CRE project and research work, 2010 - 2016.

2.

The rural has now also become a rather unstable and problematic arena for cultural policy
As referenced in Appendix the rural has become a rather problematic, unstable and contested
zone for policy makers. It could be that the priorities for current arts and policy agendas (in
England) are being rapidly overtaken and displaced because of the accelerating pace and radical
nature of current political, economic, social, cultural and environmental change.

3.

Other on-going policy priority 'difficulties' within the Arts Council
Related to this is what some policy experts are describing as policy priority difficulties at the
Arts Council. Noted by several MPs Select Committee of Inquiries, and by three GPS reports
'Rebalancing our Cultural Capital' reports; 2013 -16, expressing concerns about the Arts Council's
mis-alignment of Arts Lottery funding in favour of the capital and urban areas.

Evidence of an 'out-dated' national arts and culture funding policy?
Working backwards as it were. Since about 2008 there have been four Government sponsored inquiries and
reports conducted into the work of the Arts Council. Some of which have expressed concern about its
internal and external relations and working methods, and also it priorities for distribution of Arts Lottery
funding: (1) The Baroness McIntosh Review 2008/09; "Arts Council England mishandled its last funding round
so completely that it ended up on the receiving end of the most damaging publicity in its 60-year history,"1
which was later followed by: (2) a Culture Media and Sport MPs' Select Committee Report, 'Funding of the
Arts and Heritage', March 2011; (3) Culture Media and Sport Select Committee short inquiry into 'the Work of
the Arts Council', November 2014, and (4) Culture Media and Sport Select committee report 'Countries of
Culture - Value and Impact of Culture in the Regions', May 2016.

1

'Arts Council must regain credibility after funding fiasco', Charlotte Higgins, Guardian, 30th July 2008
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In addition there have been four other independently produced reports which came out during the same
period; three published by the GPS Culture group, 'Rebalancing our Cultural Economy' between Oct. 2013 Oct. 2016. Which echoed some of the concerns as outlined by the above Government MPs Select Committee
reports. And, a fourth the Holden Rural Cultural Strategy Independent Study report (March 2012), which was
part funded by the Arts Council, and again raises questions about an ongoing mis-alignment and an urban
bias with the Arts Council's Arts Lottery funding distribution. The Holden report further stated that this was
structurally disadvantageous to rural communities and was holding back development of the creative rural
economy. Taken together with the conclusions of the present report (February 2017), would seem that these
problems have not been resolved and so are continuing.
In the final GPS report; 'Hard Facts to Swallow Analysis' October 2014, (p. 4 - 5) the authors concluded that
the problems were partly attributable to the way in which the Arts Council prioritises its current arts and
cultural funding policy. Which GPS maintain are, "..inadequate for guiding engagement with the
opportunities and challenges that exist in current public policy debates on the nature of England..". And,
since 2014 it had also been,"..demonstrated that Arts Council England’s investment plans for 2015–18 not
only failed to address these issues but would cumulatively exacerbate the problems identified. Similar
concerns also surfaced recently with some of the submissions tabled at the latest Cultural Media and Sport
Select Committee of Inquiry, May 2016. In particular, presentations by two leading UK arts and cultural policy
academics and consultants.
Community interventions; including peoples' values in setting future cultural policy priorities
Summarising their submissions tabled for the Select Committee AP (Arts Professional) editor stated that (two
years on from the 2014 GPS/Select Committee reports) the arts funding system was still favouring
"..organisations and places where investment has historically been high, and for cultural projects that attracts a
mostly educated, white and middle class audiences". Which, as our report also shows, continues to be mostly
directed for the benefit of the major urban centres and the metropolitan/urban hinterland regions. Again, to
the ongoing structural disadvantage of rural areas.
Dr. Lisanne Gibson, Research Director, Social Science, Arts and Humanities, University of Leicester in her
submission to the 'Countries of Culture' inquiry also noted that the Arts Council's approach:
“.. is another piece of cultural policy that is based on funding what is already funded, rather than funding
what it is that the majority of people might like to do in terms of their culture and leisure.”
Senior UK cultural policy experts; need for a radical change in current arts and cultural funding policy
Dr. Abigail Gilmore, formerly a senior Arts Council England official, and now Senior Lecturer in Arts Policy and
Management, Manchester University, further stated in the same submission:
“One way of fixing or changing the policy model would be to take the words ‘great’ and ‘art’, for example,
out of the Arts Council’s national strategic framework and let people decide themselves what is culture
and what is participation.. It is about finding ways that are supporting a more equal voice for people who
may benefit from public investment in some ways to help to co-produce, co-design or at least have some
input into what they value as being culturally valuable.”
(Dr. Abigail Gilmore)

And that.. “We need some intervention to make sure that the conversations between culture and health and
other sorts of social [the rural and economic] agendas happen in a kind of equitable way,”
In their final report, 'The Next Steps? A Policy for the Arts and Culture in England' (February 2016), ahead of
the publication of the new Culture Whitepaper, the GPS Culture team put forward two core principles as the
basis for any future reform of the Arts Council's arts and culture funding policy. These coincide with and reinforce the main recommendations in the 'New Creative Rural Economies' report:
First, there should be a straightforward commitment to achieving fundamental change from the present
imbalances to an England where great regional centres have the resources within their own mixed portfolio
of cultural organisations to work with their international and metropolitan peers as equal partners.
Second. there should be an equally straightforward commitment to addressing the potential of the arts and
culture to play a leading role in supporting and enhancing individual and community wellbeing in the local
‘places’ where we live our daily lives.
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They also go on to state that with such a policy;
"… there must be a very particular emphasis on the deployment of publicly provided funds to those
communities and individuals facing the greatest challenges. Here the resources to achieve change can
properly be found from the Lottery and the power to design programmes and take decisions within them
should be located below the national level."
Viewed from the perspective of the past 10 years of experience, largely unsuccessful, in trying to advance a
grassroots-led rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy investment initiatives, this latter statement
sits right at the heart of the current problem. Is the Arts Council, in its current manifestation, we ask capable
of implementing these much needed reforms? Having waited for more than ten years for some action on
this front, we in the rural community sector now urgently need a democratic rural cultural policy mandate, to
be brokered, by and for, all our creative rural communities and artists. Otherwise the creative rural economy
initiative will fail - yet again. It is as stark as that.

5.8 How much longer will the cultural policy conversation remain closed to the rural public?
Professor John Holden had earlier, and presciently, identified this particular problem in his book, ‘Cultural
Value and the Crisis of Legitimacy' (2006), which is also subtitled:
"Cultural Policy is a closed conversation among experts. What culture needs is a democratic
mandate from the public.."
In a later article in Arts Professional; 6th Feb. 2012, Dr. Holden expanded on his earlier thesis stating:
"We need a long-term economic strategy that recognizes the important part that culture and creativity
play. With the cultural and creative economy now accounting for such a large proportion of Britain's GDP,
you would think that some serious consideration would be given to cultural policy right across the piece,
rather than following the traditional fractured [silo] approach."
Ensuring greater cultural equity and arts lottery funding for rural community development policy
The New Creative Rural Economies report was partly designed as such a creative intervention for rural
communities, that to also break open the 'fractured silo' arts policy approach. It also tries to make the case
for a 'longer term economic strategy' and investment framework for rural culture and the creative rural
economy, that would also be more realistic and appropriate in the context of the Government's new
Industrial economic strategy. Which, if it happened, would also enact one of the key recommendations in
the NESTA 'Rural Innovation' report (2007), which stated that:
The ability to improve the decision-making capacity of rural areas [would] enable a more strategic and
pro-active stance towards developing the [rural] knowledge economy.
In this context the report further addresses the question of how best to achieve a more open and democratic
debate and an equitable approach to future rural arts and cultural funding policy making. One that might
also allow grassroots rural communities, independent rural artists, creative farmers, and rural creative SMEs
and NGOs, etc., to have a greater say in how future Arts Lottery funding is to be prioritised for rural areas; i.e.
a more democratic mandate for rural culture and its creative communities. The 'Growing the UK Creative
Rural Economy' seminars are also proposed as an interim platform in opening up this hitherto 'closed
conversation' around future rural cultural funding policy agendas. Indeed, the consensus is that these policyrelated changes are now happening at such a rate of acceleration that they may be outstripping the efforts of
established policy experts (economic, social, arts, and cultural, etc.) to keep up with them.
The 'other' policy problem; the rural as an unstable and difficult arena for cultural policy and practice
The other problem, alluded to above, and which is not of the Arts Council's making - and thus outside its
control, and as this report has also tried to show, is that rural has now become an immensely challenging and
difficult new frontier for many policy areas; e.g. health, housing, economic, social services, transport and
environmental, etc.
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As the report has tried to demonstrate this has also become an important arena for advanced cultural
practice and research, which also demands entirely new aesthetic, cultural and artistic practices and strategic
responses. In essence this is what the three new Creative Rural Economies are now proposing, i.e. a
disruptive innovation approach to the formulation of future arts and cultural funding policy for rural areas.
In the context, it is no longer acceptable for the Arts Council to insist that because more people in rural areas
attend, engage with, and/or enjoy arts events and exhibitions, etc., than in urban areas, that Arts Lottery
funding support for vital rural cultural strategic initiatives (addressing some of the more serious and
compelling new issues and problems accumulating in the rural and agricultural communities) is not required.
This is an example of precisely the fractured and outdated silo policy mentality that Dr. Holden had referred
to above. This, given the evidence presented by this report, remains an untenable line of argument.
5.9 Disruptive Innovation; Littoral Arts Trust's role in promoting a new rural arts and cultural policy

'Disruptive innovation demands that the future be re-envisaged to create a business
environment that fosters change and creative risk taking … at all levels.'
Phil Smith, Senior business executive, Chair of Cisco UK & Ireland

It is also possible that some of the problems encountered in seeking Arts Lottery funding from the Arts
Council to support the development of the twin Rural Cultural Strategy and Merz Barn - new rural arts centre
project, may have had to do with the 'disruptive innovation' role attributed to the Littoral Arts Trust. This
was not a role that the Trust had sought consciously to develop. However, as we began working on the
current report, and through recent contacts with leading 'innovation' agencies; e.g. NESTA, the Creative
Industries Federation, Creative England, and INNOVATE the Government's business innovation agency, this
'disruptive' role became clearer. Roughly speaking this role began around 2010/11, when it became clear to
us that arts funding support for the rural cultural strategy and the Kurt Schwitters Merz Barn new rural arts
centre projects, was unlikely. We resolved then to change tactics and also went out and sought political
support for these projects in Parliament.
The concept of disruptive innovation was first proposed by Clayton Christansen (a Professor at the Harvard
Business School) in his 1995 article Disruptive Technologies: Catching the Wave which he co-wrote with
Joseph Bower. The core proposition, which was aimed originally at management executives who make the
funding or purchasing decisions in companies, he describes further in his book The Innovator's Dilemma.
Explaining that long established companies or institutions tend to hold on to old ideas, or policy instruments,
(i.e. past innovations become management or policy orthodoxies) long after they have become outmoded.
It is the nature of business or institutional hierarchies, generally, he suggests, to want to maintain the
status quo.
But the problem, as Christansen also observes, eventually arises ... whereby by seeking to contain, hold off, or
manage innovation as an systems orthodoxy; i.e. "this is way we always do things ..." They:
"unwittingly open the door to “disruptive innovations” at the bottom of the market. An innovation that is
disruptive allows a whole new population of consumers at the bottom of a market access to a product or
service that was historically only accessible to consumers with a lot of money or a lot of skill."
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This is the graphic model that was used in earlier presentations by Christansen to explain the different
timeframes and trajectories of sustain innovation (orthodoxy) and disruptive innovation (nurturing radical
creative breaks). Although in this graph it refers to 'technical progress', the model has been adopted by a
range of cultural policy makers1, and also by the UK Government's agency for business innovation;
INNOVATE.
Disruptive innovation is now part of mainstream Government economic policy
Interestingly this is much the same model and concept as used recently by the Crafts Council is its major
report; Innovation Through Craft: Routes to Growth, which was part funded by the Arts Council. So the
disruptive innovation role employed by crafts people, artists and artist-led arts Trusts like Littoral Arts Trust
should not come as any surprise to them. In fact it is a now a recommended approach to finding creative
solutions in the business sector by the Government's own agency for innovation; INNOVATEUK.

1

Disruptive Innovation requires Humanities Input - art and humanities reserach foster deep change; EuroScientist
newsletter, 30th March 2016
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Sitting awkwardly? It is unthinkable that the Arts Council would want to ban disruptive innovation.
However, it was Stian Westlake, Policy Director with NESTA who very neatly highlighted our dilemma, when
he spoke about the difficulties encountered by individuals or organisations who, in wanting to encourage
radical disruptive innovation, also find that;
"one of the challenges of any kind of radical innovation is that existing systems aren’t designed to take
account of it ... [some] institutions will sometimes ban an innovation completely ... Where public funding is
at stake, they may fall between funding streams. Or they may sit awkwardly between different professional
dynamics of cultures."

Government CI priority; driving disruptive innovation in all areas
Interestingly, contacts recently1 with some of leading policy officials at INNOVATE; e.g. Dame Ruth McKernan
(CEO), Ian Meikle (Director Infrastructure Systems), and Dean Cook, (Sustainable Agriculture and Food), and
at the Creative Industries Federation with Eliza Easton Policy and Research manager, would indicate some
interest and potential future support for the Trust's proposals for the rural cultural strategy and creative rural
economy seminar. The current post-Brexit - New Industrial Strategy corporate rhetorics that these agencies
are now also employing; e.g. 'maximising creative risk taking', 'energetic international creative economy
marketing', 'embracing full-on radical innovation', 'inspiring and rewarding creative pioneers.’, ‘catapults',
'new start ups"... etc., are well aligned with the Trust's current thinking around promoting the New Creative
Rural Economies.

Dear Ian,
This is fantastic. Am sitting down with John and Harriet very soon to discuss next steps.
Best,
Eliza
Eliza Easton
Policy & Research Manager (31st August 2016)

Birth of a new art form, new aesthetic paradigm, new creative economy and a new arts policy arena?
What, in essence, the report and its authors the Littoral Arts Trust are saying is that they have identified four
new areas of disruptive innovation activity (DIA), that also relate directly to the formulation of future new
arts and cultural policy work. Aside from the cultural enfranchisement of creative rural communities and the
proposed re-launch of the creative rural economy, the report outlines four new DIA arts development
categories or R&D sub-genres: (i) a new critical art practice genre (possibly two), i.e. art and agriculture and
art and pandemics; (ii) the basis of a new aesthetic discourse or paradigm - a post-agricultural rural aesthetic,
including a better understanding of the emerging durational aesthetic; (iii) a new creative rural economy with
the potential to generate £1 billion to the national economy by 2022; and (iv) the positing of the rural and
agriculture as challenging new frontiers for future arts and cultural policy. Not forgetting the notion of the
post-urban and art, agriculture and the anthropocene which have still to be properly negotiated.

1

INNOVATE 2016, international conference, 2 - 3 November, Manchester
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Perhaps it's now time for us to climb out of the arts and cultural policy 'orthodoxy' silos?
As with the outcome of many such long term research projects, at PhD and post-doctoral levels, etc., the
above are not yet fully defined propositions or absolute statements of fact. All it means really is that having
followed our instincts and hunches as artist-researchers, and conducted some relevant experimentations, in
order to be able offer these ideas into the professional arts and policy community for further study, debate
and, if necessary, refutation. That is how artistic practice, cultural policy and academic research work moves
forward. Also, crucially, and where the situation also warrants it, to be willing to challenge the status quo and
the conventions of the established systems of power, privilege and knowledge; i.e. the Arts Council's current
arts and cultural policy silos/orthodoxies. This is not in any way meant to be disrespectful, or to be
insensitive to the Arts Council's many other burdens and responsibilities. However, if the political, economic,
environmental and social circumstances continue to radically change, and at the pace that they have been
recently, it is surely incumbent upon us all in the arts and cultural sector to review our positions (institutional
and independent) and methods of working.
This, basically, is what the report is now arguing for. Whether it will be successful or not, remains to be seen.
But, our job in a sense is now done. We have also funded much of this work over the past five years, and the
report, out of our own rather modest personal savings and pension incomes. We just felt that we had to do
it, otherwise nothing would have happened and the Merz Barn and creative rural economy projects would
probably have 'died' - yet again. But it is our pleasure and privilege to now be able to offer these ideas and
proposals into the wider arts and cultural sector for further debate, and improvement. But, most of all, we
are proud to have been able keep faith with Kurt Schwitters' memory and at least to have made an effort to
properly honour his great artistic legacy and cultural gift to this country. Equally so, to also be able to draw
attention to the extraordinary creative and cultural potential and contributions that our creative farming,
countryside landowners, and rural communities, etc., have, and are continuing to contribute to the richness
of our nation's cultural life, environmental and creative rural economy. They deserve more recognition and
support for what they have achieved.
Support for the creative rural economy; Arts Council England and the NEA, Washington - a comparison
What we have found encouraging is the very positive international response to our work on the creative rural
economy, in particular, on the part of leading policy officials at the US NEA - National Endowment for the Arts
and the USDA - Department of Agriculture, in Washington. All of whom have responded readily and very
positively to our various requests and suggestions. It is an ongoing dialogue and shows what can be achieved
when two leading Government Depts. (Arts and Culture and Agriculture/Rural Affairs) give their full support
in promoting a new partnerships connecting the arts, rural regeneration and the creative economy. Sadly, we
have not been as fortunate here recently in our attempts to engage with the Arts Council, or gain their
support for the creative rural economy seminar proposals.
That said, we stand by the public statements that we have made about our relationship with the Arts Council
in the past, mainly that the Merz Barn project and the New Creative Rural Economies project are also great
Arts Council success stories in their own right - and deservedly so. Also, despite the past misunderstandings,
we think that the Arts Council is a wonderful institution and that we as artists, curators and independents
should continue to cherish, support and protect it. Because along with this comes our most important and
precious contract with the public, and also with our elected representatives in Parliament, as it is through
their considerable generosity and goodwill that the utterly vital principle of public support and investment for
the arts continues to be upheld.
If there are any doubts about this, or of its importance to our nation, just look to the USA and the genuine
fears there now growing that the NEA and the principle of Federal Government funding for the arts could
soon be abandoned. And, as footnote as it were, our colleagues in the NEA have never ever had more than
the equivalent of c. £120 million p.a. to distribute for arts funding for the whole of that massive country. Yet
we here still seem to have difficulties in ensuring a fair and equitable (regional, rural, and national London)
distribution of the over £700 million p.a. in tax payers and the peoples' Arts Lottery funding that we have
available here for the arts each year. It should not have to be like this. Which is the other reason why we
have written this report.
Táimid ag onóir tú lenár aisling.
Ian Hunter
(29th January 2017)
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